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by David A. Bittker and Vincent J. Scullin
Lewis Research Center
SUMMARY
A general chemical kinetics computer program for complex, homogeneous ideal-
gas reactions is described. It is designed for flexibility and convenience in treating
reactions under many different conditions. Some_of these conditions are (1) reaction be-
hind a shock wave, (2) ignition and combustion reactions in a static or flowing system,
(3) combustion and nozzle expansion, and (4) general reaction in a static system or one-
dimensional frictionless flow. In any system the temperature or volume or both may be
held constant.
An implicit numerical integration method is used for the solution of the differential
equations that describe a complex reaction. A new step size optimization procedure has
been developed to make this technique work efficiently for a wide range of conditions.
This includes the extremes of very slow and very fast reaction.
This report describes the theoretical equations involved, as well as the numerical
method of solution. A detailed description of the program is given including preparation
of input data, control of accuracy, sample input data, and several examples of test case
results.
INTRODUCTION
Chemical kinetics calculations in reacting gases are of interest today for many dif'
ferent applications. Some examples are (1) ignition and combustion of fuel-oxidant mix-
tures, (2) expansion of combustion products, and (3) chemical reaction behind a shock
wave. Very involved numerical methods are needed for detailed computations in a gas
where many reactions are occurring at the same time. Simplifying assumptions can
\
sometimes be made while still obtaining useful results. Some of these for exhaust noz-
zle flow are discussed in references 1 and 2. Two of the most used ideas are (1) the
assumption of equilibrium flow (infinite reaction rates) and (2) the assumption of sudden
freezing or rapid transition from infinite reaction rates to zero reaction rates. The
assumption (2) often gives useful information with the use of only a small amount of
chemical kinetic information. For better insight into the reaction details, however,
exact theoretical calculations are needed. The term exact is used here to mean that all
important chemical reactions and their rate constants are included in the analysis. The
actual solution of the nonlinear set of fluid-dynamic and kinetics equations involves some
mathematical simplifications. Treanor (ref. 3) transformed these differential equations
into difference equations. Other investigators locally linearized the differential equa-
tions by removing second-order terms. They then used either an exact (ref. 4) or an
approximate (refs. 5 and 6) analytic solution or finite difference solutions (refs. 7 and 8).
Several computer programs have been written which use a finite difference method
to integrate the differential equations of chemical kinetics. The main effort in developing
these programs was to make the integration scheme overcome a mathematical instability
problem that arises in these calculations. This problem is discussed in detail in a later
section of this report. Briefly stated, it is the fact that some integration methods re-
quire a very small step size to maintain accuracy and stability when the chemical reac-
tion is either very fast or very slow. This leads to excessively long computation times.
The program described in reference 34 uses the technique of reference 3 to avoid these
problems. Reference 9 describes rocket performance programs that use the inherently
stable implicit integration technique of reference 8. Reference 35 describes another
more general kinetics program based on this technique. These and other programs have
the ability to handle many types of kinetics problems for many chemical systems. How-
ever, no single program has been found that could conveniently be used in a wide variety
of flow and static reaction problems for an arbitrary chemical system.
For this reason, a general chemical kinetics computer program for complex gas
mixtures has been developed at Lewis. It is written completely in FORTRAN W, ver-
sion 13, and was developed on an IBM 7044-7094/direct-couple system. This program
can be used for any homogeneous reaction in either a flowing or a static system. It has
the advantages of flexibility, accuracy and ease of use. Moreover, any chemical system
may be used for which species thermodynamic data and reaction rate constants are
known. The program handles several types of reaction. These include bimolecular ex-
change reactions, unimolecular decompositions, bimolecular decompositions, and the
reverse recombination processes. The solution method is a rapid one based on the im-
plicit finite-difference technique of Kliegel and Tyson (refs. 8 and 9). A unique step-size
control system is used to estimate the optimum step size for each step. Moreover,
the user can easily change the preset program controls to give his own balance between
acceptable accuracy and computing time. For flow reactions this program assumes one-
dimensional flow. This is usually a good approximation for systems of practical inter-
est, and the additional complications of three-dimensional kinetics computations (sur-
veyed in ref. 10) are not required.
The purpose of this report is to present a complete description of the chemical
kinetics computer program and the implicit numerical integration method it uses. The
theoretical kinetics differential equations solved by the program are also given in detail.
The program may be used (with either assigned pressure or area in flow reactions) for
the following problems:
(I) Chemical reaction behind a shock wave
(2) Ignition and combustion in a flowing or static system
(3) Ignition, combustion, and nozzle expansion in supersonic flow
(4) Chemical reaction in any flowing gas mixture whose velocity does not reach the
velocity of sound
(5) Chemical reaction in any static system
(6) Constant temperature and/or constant volume reactions
Readers interested primarily in using the program should read the section GENERAL
DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM USE for a description of program options, species infor-
mation, and accuracy control. A detailed program users manual and computed test case
results are given in appendixes. Further information on availability of the program may










thermodynamic coefficients in eqs. (81) to (84)
species production function defined by eq. (12), sec -I
enthalpy production function defined by eq. (13), sec -I
heat capacity of gas per unit mass assuming constant composition
(defined by eq. (16))
shock tube hydraulic diameter used to calculate L m (eq. (80)), cm































shock enthalpy function defined by eq. (AI4)
Gibbs free energy
total mixture energy per unit mass
total mixture static enthalpy per unit mass
mixture static enthalpy per unit mass before passage of shock wave
enthalpy function defined by eq. (AI 2)
number of chemical reactions
characteristic shock tube reaction length in eq. (80), cm
mixture Mach number defined by eq. (14)
mixture molecular weight
mass flow rate
number of species in a gas mixture
P/Pl
absolute pressure of gas mixture
pressure before passage of a shock wave
independent variable, either t or x
universal gas constant
density (p) if time is the integration variable_ or mass flux (pV)
if distance is the integration variable
entropy
species production function defined by eq. (C37)
enthalpy production function defined by eq. (C38)
absolute temperature
reference temperature for calculating individual species enthalpy











boundary-layer parameter used to calculate L m in eq. (80)
specific heat ratio defined by eq. (15)
exponent in shock boundary-layer equation (eq. (80))
gas viscosity used to calculate L m (eq. (80))
density
density before passage of shock wave
Subscripted Thermochemical Symbols:
In general subscript i refers to species i and subscript j to reaction j. In the
appendixes other indexes are sometimes used to avoid confusion in the summations, but

























preexponential constant in the rate constant equation (eq. (33))
molar heat capacity of species i in a mixture
activation energy in rate constant equation (eq. (33)), cal/mole
static molar enthalpy of species i
equilibrium constant defined by eq. (34)
forward reaction rate constant (see eq. (32)); units are either
cm 3 mole -1 sec -1 or cm 6 mole -2 sec -1 depending on the type of
reaction
third-body efficiency factor defined by eq. (38)
third-body efficiency ratio of species i in reaction j defined by
eq. (39)
temperature exponent in rate constant equation (eq. (33))
entropy of species i, energy per mole K
symbols for species names in general reaction,(eq. (32))
net species production rate, moles vo1-1 sec -1
net conversion rate (mole vo1-1 sec-1)/(density)2
net energy exchange rate, defined by eq. (43)
forward stoichiometric coefficient in general reaction (eq. (32))
reverse stoichiometric coefficient in general reaction (eq. (32))
concentration, moles of species i per unit mass of mixture
_i, j net rate of formation of
-1
sec
i th species in jth reaction, moles vo1-1
Subscripted Symbols for Numerical Computation:
In these symbols i and j refer to a particular dependent variable, and n refers
to a finite difference step. Exceptions are made in the text for some summations, but
the interpretation is obvious. The independent variable is shown here as t, but the same
























step-size ratio defined in eq. (69)
ratio of increment to step size defined by eq. (70)
relative error in Yi at time t = tn+ 1 defined by eq. (62)
dYi/dt
dYi/dt at t=t n
t n - tn_ 1
t 1 - tO
maximum step size
minimum step size
intervals of uncertainty in step size search procedure
Yi(tn) - Yi(tn_l)
exact value of ki, n
time at the nth step
initial time
general dependent variable
Yi(t) at t = tn+ 1
_fi/_t
_fi/at at t=t n
_fi/_Yj
_fi/_Yj at t=t n
relative error in complete solution at (n+l) st step, see eq. (72)
maximum relative error per step
FLUIDDYNAMICAND CHEMICALEQUATIONS
Differential Equations for Assigned Area
The conservation equations for a complex reacting gas are presented in this section.
(See, for example, the book by Penner, ref. 11). They are derived first for one-
dimensional steady-state flow through an arbitrarily assigned area profile.
Global mass conservation is given by the equation




where _ is the constant mass flow rate of the gas. Individual species continuity equa-




Here ai is the number of moles of species i per unit mass of mixture. Expressions
for the species production rates, W i will be given in a following section. By performing
the indicated differentiation in equation (2) and using equations (1) and (la) the following
set of equations can be obtained
da. W.
_1= --L1 i=1,2,..., N (3)
dt p
To completely describe the system we assume adiabatic flow of an ideal gas and
neglect viscosity, diffusion and heat conduction. The following additional equations can
then be written for momentum and energy conservation
dV 1 dp




h + --= Hc (energy) (5)2
where Hc is the total, constantenergy of the gasper unit mass and h is the static en-
thalpy per unit mass of the gasgiven by
N
h = _'_¢ihi (6)
i=l
h i = (hi)T0 (Cp) i dT (6a)
0
Here h i is the molar enthalpy of species i.












Equations (1), (5), (7), and (8) are differentiated and combined with equation (4) to get
the following differential equations:
dV_ V
dt (M 2 - 1)
(9)
dp -P j/ +











_: 1 E hiWi
P i=l
(13)
M 2 = .V2Mw
7RT









where Cp is the heat capacity of the mixture per unit mass assuming fixed composition
and (Cp) i is the molar heat capacity of species i. Equations (3), and (9) to (11) form a
system of N + 3 equations in N + 3 unknowns. Their solution must be obtained by a
numerical technique.
The equations for a static •reaction can now be obtained by setting the velocity equal
to zero in equations (9) to (11) to get the system
dg. W.




dT= -T_ (185 "
dt
The reacting gas can also be described by equations that use distance, x as the in-
dependent variable. The relation dQ/dx = (1/V)dQ/dt is used to rewrite equations (3),




- i = 1,2, .., N (19)
dx pV
.v v (_.,)
dx (M 2 - 1) dx ,
dp -P _ + _/












The derivations so far have assumed adiabatic reaction. To consider instead a con-
stant temperature reaction it is only necessary to set dT/dt or dT/dx equal to zero.
This can be shown to be equivalent to eliminating the adiabatic energy equation (eq. (5))
The same situation holds if volume (or density) is held constant in a static reaction. The
density derivative, dp/dt or dp/dx, is set equal to zero to obtain the solution for a
static reaction at constant volume. Both temperature and volume can also be held con-
stant simultaneously.
Differential Equations for Assigned Pressure
In the equations just derived the flow area is arbitrarily assigned. The pressure is
computed from the equation of state (eq. (8)) after density, temperature, and composi-
tion have been computed from the differential equations (9) to (11). For engine com-
bustor modeling it is often useful to reverse this procedure. One assigns a desired
pressure profile and computes the area profile which then satisfies all the fundamental
kinetics and fluid dynamics laws. For this type of calculation another set of differential
equations can be derived to replace equations (9) to (11). The derivatives of the depend-
ent variables are now expressed in terms of p and dp/dt rather than A and dA/dt.
The new equations, obtained from equation (4) and by differentiating equations (5), (7),
and (8), are as follows:




dT _ T l/'/- 1/1 d_pp-_l (27)
dt L_ ] p dt ]
The quantities JZ and _ are the same as previously defined in equations (12) and (13).
If distance, x is the independent variable, the assigned pressure equations are the same,
with dp/dt replaced by dp/dx and J/ and _ replaced by ¢Z* and _*




dT_ T 1 d__pp_ (30)
dx pdx
Either of theseequationsets is solved (alongwith the appropriate equationsfor d_i/dt
or dai/dx) to give V, T, p, andthe a.'s.1 Then area is computed from the assigned
constant mass flow rate using the mass conservation equation, equation (1).
Chemical Reaction Equations and Species Production Rates







where l is the number of chemical reactions occurring and wij is the net rate of
formation of species i by the jth reaction in moles per unit volume per second.
chemical reaction is written in general form as
Each
N kj N




where Si is the ith species. The vij and vii are the forward and reverse stoichio-
metric coefficients for S i and kj and kbj are the forward and reverse rate constants
for the jth reaction. Each kj is a function of temperature given by the equation
kj = AjT nj e -Ej/RT (33)
The value of kbj is calculated from kj and the equilibrium constant Kj (in con-




For convenience we introduce the net reaction conversion rate Xj which is related to
00.. by the equation
lj
2 , (35)
wij = p (vii - vij)X j
The units of Xj are (moles/vol sec)/(density) 2. It is useful as a measure of the amount
of change due to each reaction occurring in the gas mixture. We use Xj rather than
the net molar reaction rate because the Xj values are more convenient for comparison
than the molar rates. The exact form of X. depends on the type of reaction being con-]
sidered. In this program three types of reversible chemical reaction are considered.
These reactions and the corresponding Xj formulas are given next.
Type 1 - bimolecular shuffle reaction:
kj
S 1 + S 2 _- S 3 + S 4
Xj = kj i(_2 _jj
(36)
Type 2a - three-body recombination:
kj
M +S 1 +S 2 -.-------------_S 3 + M
where M, the catalyst molecule, can be any species present.
Xj=kjMj __I_2-(7_']I
where Mj, the third-body efficiency factor for the jth reaction is
(37)
13
In this equation m..1]
reaction. It is a correction only on the preexponentialfactor A.]
canbe written as
N
M. = _ mij_ i (38)]
• i=l
is the third-body efficiency factor for species i in the jth




where (A j) 0 is the Aj value for a reference species as a third body.
Type 2b - two-body dissociation:
kj
M+S 3.._____ S 1 +S2+M
where M is the catalyst molecule
X. = k.M.
] ] ] (40)
where Mj is defined by equation (38).
Type 3a - unlmolecular decomposition:
k. ]
S 3 , " S 1 + S 2




S 1 + S 2 , _ S 3
14
Xj = kj la2 - (42)
The size of X. tells approximately the importance of any single reaction among all
]
those occurring. The sign of X. tells how the reaction is actually occurring: Xj isJ
positive if the jth reaction is proceeding from left to right as written, and negative if it
is proceeding in the opposite direction.
For some problems the heat release rate is an important consideration. For such
situations another useful quantity was defined and used in reference 12 to measure a
reaction's importance. This is the net energy conversion rate for the jth reaction de-
fined by
XH,j = Xj(AH298)j (43)
where (AH298) j is the molar heat of reaction at 298 K for the jth reaction proceeding in
the forward direction, from left to right.
NormalShock Equations
A chemical reaction can be started by the passage of a shock wave through a gas.
The assumption is made that the shock wave instantaneously raises the gas to new tem-
perature and pressure conditions without changing its composition. The conservation
equations for the change in conditions across the shock are
2 2 p2V2 (44)PlVs =




In these equations the coordinate system is attached to the shock, which is considered
stationary. The unshocked gas at conditions Pl' Pl' and T 1 flows past the shock with
speed VS, the experimental shock velocity. Gas properties immediately after the shock
passes are p, P, and T. The enthalpy per gram of gas mixture is changed from h I
15
to h by the shock. Since gascomposition is unchanged,h is calculatedfor the initial
composition at the newtemperature T. The actual equationssolved are given in appen-
dix A. These conditionsare called the no-reaction or frozen shockconditions.
The increased temperature and pressure behindthe shockstart the chemical reac-
tion. It is also possible to solve equations (44)to (46) for the equilibrium postshock
conditions. Theseare the final velocity, temperature, pressure, andnewcomposition
that wouldexist after all chemical reaction is complete. The solution methodfor this
situation is also described in appendixA. The complete shock-equationsolution uses
the methoddescribed by Gordonand McBride (ref. 13).
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
Summary of Technique
The nonlinear, coupled differential equations derived in the previous section (e. g.,
eqs. (19) to (22)) describe the relaxation of a reacting gas toward equilibrium. The re-
laxation rates of the fluid mechanical variables are often quite different from the relax-
ation rates of the component gases, particularly in near-equilibrium flow regimes. In
addition, there can be large differences in the relaxation rates of the individual gases.
Systems of differential equations which represent relaxation processes with widely dif-
ferent relaxation rates are called stiff systems.
The numerical integration of a system of stiff differential equations poses a serious
stability problem. The problem arises in trying to resolve rapid variations over the
small regions in which they contribute significantly to the solution while at the same time
advancing the integration at a rate which is consistent with the slower, more dominant
solutions. Most conventional numerical integration techniques force the step size to be
impractically small in order to maintain stability.
Many integration techniques have been derived which are both more stable and more
efficient than conventional methods for integrating stiff systems. Among these are
Treanor's modified Runge-Kutta method (ref. 3) and Moretti's method (ref. 4) involving
the exact solution of locally linearized equations. A method which falls logically between
those two is the implicit integration method of Tyson (refs. 8 and 14). This method has
the advantages of being inherently stable and computationally efficient. The inherent sta-
bility of Tyson's method makes it preferable for general applications where nothing is
known ahead of time about the disparity in relaxation rates (see ref. 15). The general
chemical kinetics program uses the implicit integration method of Tyson with modifica-
tions to the initial step and error formulas. Other inherently stable implicit integration




Since Tyson's method is stable for all step sizes, the stability problem is solved.
However, the gain in stability obtained by using an implicit rather than an explicit inte-
gration method is accomplished at the expense of increasing the number of calculations,
that must be performed at each step. In particular, all the implicit schemes mentioned
require the calculation of all the partial derivatives of the differential equations (see
appendixes B and C). The application of an effective strategy for step-size control can
significantly increase the rate at which the numerical integration advances. The general
chemical kinetics program uses a step-size optimization procedure that is superior to
the standard doubling and halving method of step-size control. After each step of the
numerical integration, an error predictor is used to search within limits for the largest
step size that can be used for the next step without violating the user's accuracy require-
ments. Experience has shown that this optimization technique permits the step size to
react quickly to regions of very slow or very fast reaction.
Derivation of Numerical Integration Equations
This section presents a complete derivation of Tyson's general step formula
(ref. 14) and our initial step and error formulas. A derivation of Tyson's formula for a
fixed step size is contained in reference 9.
General step formula. - Let the following set of coupled first-order simultaneous
differential equations be given:
--dY--!= fi(t,Yl,Y2' " • "' YN) i = 1,2, .., (47)N
dt
It will be assumed that these equations are nonsingular and that a solution exists which








i=1,2, . .., N (48)
where
ki, n+l = Yi(tn+l ) - Yi(t_




Performing an expansion similar to equation (48) for Yi(tn_l) about tn+ 1 yields
- dYi t "ki, n+l + ki, n - d-_
n+l
d2y i
(hn+ 1 +h n) -dt 2 tn+ 1




(hn+ 1 + hn)3
3:
(51)
The second derivative terms can now be eliminated between equations (48) and (52).
Multiplying equation (48) by (hn+ 1 + hn)l_/h2 and then subtracting equation (51) givesn+l
(2hn+ 1 + h n) hn+ 1
hn+l(hn+ 1 ÷ an ) ki, n+l - (hn+ 1 + hn)h n
%
ki'n- dt tn+l
hn+l(hn+ 1 + hn)
3:
+... (52)
From the Taylor series expansion by partial derivatives for (dYi/dt)tn+l








_i(t5= __!I - afi
_t ' _i,n atlt n
8f. _ _fi I




and substituting the last expansion into equation (525 gives
(2hn+l + hn) ki'n+l - hn+ln) ti'n+ c_i' nhn+l +hn+l(hn+ 1 + h a) (hn+l + h__hn ki,n:
j=l
_i, j, nkj, n+t
n+l + . . . _ __
dr3 Itn 2" dt3 Itn+ 1
hn+l(hn+l + h n)
3:
+.. (57)
Again, by a Taylor series expansion
2' 2:
d--_-It n dt 3 tn+ 1
(58)




ki, n+ 1 = (2hn+l + hnSh n ki, n +
hn+l(hn+l + h n)
(2hn+ 1 + hn5




h 2 hn)(2hn+l - hn5 Q )n+l (hn+l + h4+ 0 n+l
3: (2hn+ 1 + h n)
(59)
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hn+l(hn+ 1 + h n) tl +(2 l + hn) 'n ai'nhn+l +
E /3i, j,nkj,n+
j=l
i=1,2, . . ., N (60)
The solution of the coupled first-order simultaneous differential equations (47) can be ob-
tained by solving at each step the following set of linear equations
1- hn+l (hn+l + hn)(2hn+ 1 + ant
n+l
hn+l(hn+ 1 hn ) _._ 2+ hn+ 1
(2hn+ 1 + h n) _ _i,j,nkj, n+l = (2hn+l + hn)h n
j=l
j¢i
hn+l(hn+ 1 + h n)
Xki, n + (fi,n + _i,nhn+l ) i = 1,2, . .., N (61)
(2hn+ 1 + h n)
The equations for fi' ai' and _i j' which are required in order to apply this implicit
integration technique to the chemical kinetics problem, are given in appendixes B and C.
Error formula. - The relative error in the numerical solution of dYi/dt = fi at the





is the exact value of the increment ki, n+l" From equation (59),
d3y i h 2 hn)(2hn+ 1 - hn),(e) n+l (hn+l +




 lno beob inedTheAn expression that can be used to evaluate
tn+l
following equations are the result of Taylor series expansions about the point tn+l:
-1 h2d3yiLh3dt 3
ki,n+l dt/tn+ 1 hn+l dt 2/tn+ 1 2'. n+l 3'.
(64)
ki,n+l+ki,n dt Itn+ 1
(hn+l + hn)- d2y___iil (hn+l + ha)2 e d3y__/il





+ ki, n-1 _ dt Itn+ 1
(hn+l + hn+ hn_ I) _d2yi i
dr2 Itn+l




+ h n + hn_l) 3
3:
The preceding set of equations can be solved to give [- /\[d3yi/dt 3)
" tn+1
ki,n, and ki,n_ 1. The solution is
in terms of
3: [ 1(hn+ 1 + h n + hn_ 1) hn+l(hn+l + h n) ki, n+l (hn+ 1 + 2h n + hn_ 1)(hn+ 1 + hn)hn(hn + hn_ 1)
+






Combining equations (62), (63), and (67) yields
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Elan+ 1 =
. n+_.___ln+_l. _ l, 1
(2hn+l + hn)(hn+l + hn + hn-1)(hn + hn-1) i
x + hn_ I) ki,n+l _ (hn+1 + 2hn+ hn_ I)I-h-n-n+ (hn+1 + hn)
hn+ 1 hn hn_ I J
(68)
With the definitions
C = (hn+l + hn)







equation (68) can be rewritten as
El,n+ 1 = h2+l(2hn+l-hn) ty 1 ;)IDi,n+l -(2hn+l + hn)(hn+---_+"hn+ hn-1) i,:+
Di, n )
- C(Di, n - Di,n_ll (71)
Finally, the relative error in the solution of the set of equations given by equation (47) at
the (n+l) st step is defined to be
en+ 1 = max Ei, n+l (72)
i£I
where I is the set of all dependent variables that are not being omitted from error con-
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sideration. The relative error En+ 1 is used to control both the accuracy and the step
size during the numerical integration.
Initial step formula. - The general step formula given by equation (60) requires the
value of the increment k. and the step size hn from the previous step. Thus, that
1,n
formula cannot be used for the initial step. Notice that the error formula (eq. (71)) re-
quires information from two previous steps. We will derive a formula that can be used
for the initial two steps to generate initial values for the general step procedure. Let
the initial time, and h any second step size. Then equa-h 1 be the initial step size, to
tion (60) can be written as
h 2 i(t0+h I) -Yi(t0) + i(t0+h 1)
Yi(t0+h l+h) -Yi(t0+h I)- (2h+h 1) _1 (2h+h I)
N
j=l
+h I +h) - yj(to + hl_
i=1,2, . ., N (73)
Taking the limit of equation (73) as h 1 approaches zero, we obtain
Yi(t0 + h) - Yi(t0) = -
2 d-_/t0 2' i(tO)+ c_i(to)h+ j=l _i'j(to)[yj(to+h)-y{to)]l
(74)
or more simply,
ki, 1 h oh + ,0kj '= i,oh i,  i,j
j=l
(75)
The initial step is performed by solving the following system of linear equations:
N
- _i,i,O i,1- 2 _i, j, okj, 1 =h i,O + ei, 0
j=l
i= 1,2, . .., N (76)
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Since equation (76) requires no information from a previous step, it can be used for each
of the initial two steps.
Step-Size Optimization
The numerical integration technique used in the program contains a unique step-size
optimization procedure. We define the optimum step size for each integration step to be
the largest step size that is consistent with the user's accuracy requirements. The
user's accuracy requirements are specified by three input parameters: (1) Emax, the
maximum relative error per step, (2) hmax, the maximum step size, and (3) hmin, the
minimum step size. The optimum step size, if it exists, must be in the interval (hmin,
hmax) and have an associated relative error which does not exceed emax. In practice,
the optimization procedure obtains an approximation of the optimum step size for the
given step. The calculation of this approximate optimum step size is based on an em-
pirical method for predicting relative error as a function of step size. The approxima-
tion is obtained by performing a limited number of trials to find the largest step size
within some subinterval of (hmin, hmax) whose predicted relative error does not exceed
_max" The complete optimization procedure is described in the following paragraphs.
At the conclusion of each step a judgement is made by comparing En, the relative
error in the step just concluded, with emax:
(1) If en < 1 _max' increase the step size for the (n+l) st step.
(2)IfI Emax < en < 5 E1amx,use hn+l = hn"
(3) If en > 5 emax and hn _ hmin, decrease the step size for the (n+l) st step.
(4) If En> ema x and hn=hmin, restart at the nth step.
If the judgement is made to increase the step size for the next step, then a search is
made for the optimal hn+ 1 in the interval[hn, hmax]. Analogously, the judgement to de-
crease the step size for the next step triggers a search for the optimal hn+ 1 in the in-
terval [hmin, hn]. If condition (4) is satisfied then the restart procedure is initiated.
The restart procedure consists of repeating the n th step using equation (76) with
h 0 =lhmi n and performing the (n+l) st step in the same manner. Automatically restart-
ing a case at the beginning of the n th step is exactly the same as manually starting that
case with the conditions at the end of the (n-l) st step as the initial conditions and lh2 min
as the initial step size.
The general step formula equation (60), derived in the previous section is implicit
because of the terms kj, n+l on the right side and thus must be solved as a set of
simultaneous linear equations. Making the substitution
hn+l _f + kj'n_ j_i (77)
kj,n+l _ --2--\ J,n hn /
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into equation (60)and solving for ki,n+l yields
ki, n+l =
__ hn2+1
2hn+l + "hn)hn ki' n +
hn+l(hn+l + h n)
(2hn+ 1 + hn)
j,n + ",n/h
i,n + i,n + _i,j, n ha+
j=l
j/i
1 hn+l(hn+l + hn) _i, i, n1(2hn+ 1 + h n)
i= 1,2, . . .,N
(78)
The set of equations described by (78) is explicit in ki, n+l" It requires appreciably
fewer operations to obtain values for the increments ki,n+ 1 from (78) than from the
simultaneous solution of the equations given by (61). Now, for any given step size hn+ 1,
by using equation (78) as a predictor and equation (60) as a corrector, an approximate
solution to the simultaneous equations described by (61) can be obtained. This approxi-
mate solution is used to compute a relative error according to the error equations de-
veloped in the previous section. The error thus calculated is a prediction of the error
that can be expected from the simultaneous solution of equations (61) using the step size
hn+ 1. The step-size optimization is accomplished by searching for a step size hn+ 1
whose predicted error is equal to ema x.
The search technique is a modified form of the conventional half-interval search.
Starting with an interval of uncertainty for hn+ 1 of length I (e. g., I 1 = [hmax- h n I), the
search successively narrows down the interval until after n iterations (n _> 2), the max-
{l_n" 2 [1 1)imum length of the interval of uncertainty is In = \2) \3 I . The search is termi-
nated when either an hn+ 1 is found whose predicted error is ¢max or the limit of 11 on
the number of iterations has been reached. In either case the last estimate of hn+ 1 will
be used for the next step. Notice that in the worst case Ill _ 10 -3 Ihmax- hminl.
Hence, having chosen an input value for hmi n on the basis of round-off error and com-
puter time considerations, a reasonable input value for hma x would be 10 3. hmi n. This
would insure that the final interval of uncertainty would be of the order of hmi n.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM USE
The kinetics program can compute the progress of many different types of static
or one-dimensional flow reaction. These include ignition processes, reactions behind a
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shockwave, nozzle expansionsandassignedpressure reactions. Constantvolumeand/
or constanttemperature reactions canalso behandled. Computationscanbeperformed
for anyhomogeneousgasmixture containingno more than 25species. Any species may
be consideredas longas its thermodynamic dataare available in the form described in
the section ThermodynamicData andSpeciesNames. Thirty chemical reactions of the
ttzreetypes already mentionedmay be used. There is no limit on the number of each
type. For a typical computationthe user must provide rate constantsand initial values
of temperature, pressure, andspecies concentrations. For a flow reaction, the velocity
andan area or pressure profile are also required. Nonzero initial time and position
values may be specified. Otherwise, the program sets the starting values of x and t
to zero. A detailed description of datacard preparation is given in appendixD, and
appendixE lists input and selectedresults for several test cases.
Options
There are several program options that provide for many reaction conditions and
these will now be described.
Integration variable. - Either the time or distance version of the basic differential
equations may be integrated. The integration variable is chosen by punching the word
TIME or DISTANCE on a data card.
Static or flow reaction. - The program was written with flow-kinetic applications in
mind. However, static chemical reactions can also be considered very simply by
(1) choosing the TIME integration option and (2) setting the flow velocity V equal to
zero. The program then integrates equations (3), (17), and (18) for a static system.
Shock wave reactions. - The program contains an option for easily computing the
progress of chemical reactions behind a shock wave. When the logical variable SHOCK
is set equal to TRUE, the initial conditions are recognized as unshocked gas conditions.
The velocity, V is then the shock speed V s. The program first solves the conserva-
tion eq_ations to obtain the conditions of pressure, temperature, and particle velocity
behind the shock assuming no reaction. These new conditions and the initial composition
are then used to compute the progress of the chemical reactions occurring in the high-
temperature region behind the shock wave. The program also computes the final condi-
tions that would exist if these chemical reactions went to complete equilibrium.
Equilibrium calculations. - An option is provided in the program for calculating the
final equilibrium conditions for a constant pressure combustion. Both enthalpy and pres-
sure are assumed constant for these calculations, which are triggered by setting the
logical variable COMBUS equal to TRUE.
Units options. - The user has a choice of three different systems of units for both
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input and output. These are the CGS, U. S. Customary (or FPS), and SI systems. The
choice of output units is completely independent of the inputunits. The exact units used
in each system are listedin the sections below on INPUT and OUTPUT.
a
Assigned profileoptions. - For any flow-kinetic reaction, an area or pressure pro-
filemust be assigned. For a staticreaction neither pressure nor area need be assigned.
However, a pressure profilemay be assigned. The assigned variable may be specified
in any of the following ways as a function of time or distance; the choice is independent
of the integrationvariable used:
(a)A table of assigned variable against distance or time.
(b)Polynomial coefficientsfor the equation
Q = C O + Clq + C2 q2 + C3 q3 (79)
where Q is the assigned variable and q is either t or x. Notice that a constant area
or pressure profile can be specified by setting C 3 = C 2 = C 1 = 0 and CO equal to the
constant value.
(c) Special area function. The area may be calculated by the equation
A = 1 (80)
This equation is used to represent laminar and turbulentboundary-layer effectsin a
shock tube according to the theory of Mirels (refs. 17 to 19). The exponent U must be
read intothe program. Itsvalue is either 0.5 for a laminar boundary layer of 0.8 for a
turbulent boundary layer. The characteristic reaction length parameter, L m may either
be read in or computed by the program. The program uses equation (3)of reference 19
for a laminar boundary layer or equation (4)of reference 18 for a turbulentboundary
layer. If L m is to be computed, three other quantitiesare read in instead of L m-
These are the shock tube hydraulic diameter D, the unshocked gas viscosity _, and a
boundary-layer thickness parameter /3, which can be calculated from equations given in
references 18 and 19.
Third-body efficiencies. - The program allows the rate constant for any three-body
recombination-dissociation reaction to be adjusted for the efficiencies of different third-
body catalysts. The user may read in values of the weighting factor mij defined in
equation (39) for any three-body reaction if the logical variable ALLM1 is set equal to
FALSE. All the weighting factors are equal to 1.0 unless changed by the user.
Multiple cases. - Several different cases may be done in one computer run without
preparing a complete new data deck for each one. This is done with the use of an
ACTION card in each data deck following the first case. The four options that may be
used on this ACTION card will be described in a later section.
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Constant volume and temperature reactions. - The user has the option of holding
either temperature or volume, or both, constant during the chemical reaction computa-
tion. The constant temperature condition is obtained by setting the logical variable
TCON equal to TRUE. For constant volume the variable RHOCON is set equal to TRUE.,
Standard options. - The program has a built-in standard choice for many of the pre-
viously mentioned options. None of the given code words or logical variable names has
to appear on a data card unless the user wants a nonstandard option. A list of the
standard options will be given in a later section.
Thermodynamic Dataand Species Names
All thermodynamic data and species names are identical to those used in the chemi-
cal equilibrium composition program of Gordon and McBride (ref. 13). Thermodynamic
functions are calculated by polynomial equations for Cp, h, S, and G as a function of
temperature. The polynomial coefficients were calculated using the thermodynamic
properties computer program of McBride and Gordon (ref. 20). The data calculated
from these equations are the same as those tabulated in the JANAF thermochemical
tables (ref. 21). Seven coefficients A1,A2, . . ., A 7 are used for each species in the
following equations, where T is the kelvin temperature.
Cp
- A 1 + A2T + A3T2 + A4T3 + A5T4R (81)
A 2 A 3 T 2 A4T 3 AST 4 A6h--_- = A1 +-- T +-- +__ +_ +--
RT 2 3 4 5 T
(82)
A3 T 2 A4 T 3 A5 T 4S=AllnT+A2T+__ +_ +_ +AT
R 2 3 4
G AI(1 in T) A2 A3 A4 A5 A6
- - -_T-_T 2-_T 3-_T 4+__A 7
RT 2 6 12 20 T
(83)
(84)
These coefficients A1, ., A 7 are read into the kinetics program either as data cards
or card images on magnetic tape. The detailed description of the data cards for each
species is given in appendix D. The information on these cards is of three types
(1) the species name, (2) the stoichiometric coefficients and element names for each
chemical element in the species, and (3) two sets of the thermodynamic coefficients
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A1,A2,. .., A 7 for two different temperature ranges. The availability of the thermo-
dynamic data is discussed in appendix F.
Any species can be used in a chemical kinetics computation if its thermodynamic
data are read into the computer as indicated an___ddif its name is compiled into the kinetics
program in two different routines. The species name, exactly as it is written on the
thermodynamic data cards, must first appear in the BLOCK DATA routine. The name
array ALSP has space for 75 names containing eight symbols each. As now written,
ALSP contains 71 species, so that the user may add only four new species without in-
creasing the dimensions of the array. If this increase in dimensions is not desired, new
species may be substituted for any unused ones now in the list. When a species name is
TABLE I. - SPECIES NAMES AND MOLECULAR WEIGHTS INCLUDED IN COMPUTER
PROGRAM "BLOCK DATA" SUBROUTINE







































































































































































































listed in ALSP, its molecular weight must be written in the array ALMW in BLOCK
DATA. Table I gives a list of the speciesnow recognizedby the program andalso lists
the exact program nameandthe molecular weight for eachspecies.
A namefor eachspeciesmust also be listed in subroutine INIT. Thenamesare
listed in the COMMONblock called FAKE andalso in NAMELIST START. In this sub-
routine, speciesnamesare usedas the FORTRANconcentrationvariables to simplify
the input of initial speciesconcentrations. The namefor eachspeciesusedin INIT is
the sameas the BLOCK DATA name. In the case of ionic species, a FORTRAN variable
name cannot contain special characters, specifically + and -. Therefore, we have
adopted the convention of using a P in place of a plus sign and an M in place of a

























table I, giving their BLOCK DATA names and their names in subroutine INIT. The exact
species name that appears in subroutine INIT must always be used when reading in an
initial concentration of any species.
Accuracy Control
Experience has shown that all composition variable errors, El, n+l need not be
considered at every step in calculating en+ 1 (eq. (72)), the relative error at that step.
Quite often, species that have very small concentrations also have large Ei,n+l values.
If these Ei,n+ 1 values are used in the error calculation, the step size will be kept
smaller than it has to be. Therefore, some species can usually be eliminated from the
error calculation. In this section the methods used to do this are described. In general
accuracy and computer running time are controlled by two factors: (1) the assigned
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error emax combined with the species error elimination procedures and (2) the
assigned step sizes, especially the initial step size.
Assigned E max and error elimination. - Two methods of neglecting errors due to
trace species are used. The first method is done automatically unless the user wishes
to prevent it. Before each new step-size calculation is done, certain species errors
are eliminated from consideration in equation (72). The test for elimination is that a
species error be equal to at least 15 times the median value of the errors for all the
species variables. In the second error omit technique the program is told to neglect
TABLE II. - EFFECT OF ERROR CONTROLS ON HYDROGEN - AIR
IGNITION COMPUTATIONS
(a) Effect of error omit procedures
























































































































certain species errors for an entire problem. This is especially neededfor a slow
reaction suchas a long delay ignition. For any ignition reaction the free radical concen-
trations are usually quite negligible at the start. But, often, the calculatederrors for
theseconcentrations are relatively large. If they were usedin the step-size calculation_
they wouldkeepthe step size needlessly small. The permanenterror omit procedure
must be usedfor slow reactions, becausethe automatic methodis not sensitive enough
to copewith this situation. It hasbeenour experiencethat the error for anyspecies
with a mole fraction of 10-4 or less canbe neglectedwith no changein results.
The effect of using the error omit procedure is shownin table II(a), which _ives
computedresults for a hydrogen-air ignition reaction using an IBM 7044-7094computer.
Trial l is the standard, in which no specieswere eliminated from the error analysis.
A comparison of trial 2 with trial 1 showsthat running time is significantly shortenedby
using the automatic elimination procedure. The largest changein the results is abouta
l-percent changein someof the smaller species mole fractions. Trials 3 and 8 show
two things. First, permanently omitting a single speciesdoesnot reduce running time
any further after the automatic omit procedure is used. Second,permanently omitting
a single species is not as effective as the automatic procedure in reducing computer
time. Computationsfor other reacting mixtures have shownthat theresults in table II(a)
are quite typical. This is whywe have madethe automatic error elimination procedure
the standardoption in the integration routine. However, the user can override these
error eliminations by a simple addition to the input data, if anyaccuracy problem ever
occurs. The override shouldbe usedif more than three specieserrors are consistently
being neglected.
Table II(b) showsthe effect of other factors on accuracy and computer running
time. Trial 2 will nowbe usedas the standard of comparison. Trials 2and 4 showthat
results are essentially unchangedwhen emax, the allowable error, is changed by a
factor of 2 from 0.00005 to 0.0001. Trials 4, 6, and 7 show that results are independent
of maximum step size as well. Our computations with several reacting mixtures have
indicated that _max = 0. 0001 as a maximum relative error gives excellent accuracy
with relatively short running times for most situations.
The computing time can, however, be decreased with only a slight loss of accuracy
by two different methods. These are (1) increasing Emax and (2) using the permanent
error omit procedure for several of the small concentration species. The effect of each
of these methods is shown by triaIs 5 and 9. The emax value was arbitrarily increased
to 0. 0003 in trial 5.
When performing computations for very slow reactions the permanent error tech-
nique should always be used for all the trace species (mole fraction -< 10-4). For best
accuracy the calculation should be stopped when trace species eventually become impor-
tant. It should then be restarted with these species removed from the permanent omit
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TABLE II. - Concluded. EFFECT OF ERROR CONTROLS ON HYDROGEN - AIR IGNITION COMPUTATIONS
(b) Effect of allowed error and permanent error omits using automatic error elimination































































































































































list. However, our experience with several chemical systems has shown that acceptable
results may often be obtained even when major species are neglected from the error
analysis.
The initial step size. - The user specifies a minimum and a maximum step size for
any calculation. The program selects hmi n as the initial step size unless a different
value is given. Using an initial value larger than hmi n is another way to decrease
computation time. An initial step size even larger than the maximum value may be used
when a very slow reaction is being considered. Our experience has shown that the user
may choose the largest initial step size that does not cause the integration to break down
immediately. Examples of this breakdown are negative species mole fractions and tem-
peratures very different from the starting value. A few trial runs for any new system
will show the largest initial step size that may be used.
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Input
In this section a general description is given of the several types of data required for
a kinetics problem. The exact format of all data cards is given in appendix D.
Chemical reactions and species. - Each chemical reaction is listed on a separate
card which has space for two reactant names, two product names, and the three rate
constant parameters Aj, nj, and E.. The reaction cards may be put in any order, re-
gardless of the type of reaction. T_e program checks all names on the reaction cards
against its species list in the array ALSP. In this way the program automatically builds
up the list of species being used in any problem. The availability of rate constant data
is discussed in appendix F.
Inert species. - The names of any species present, but not reacting, are listed
separately, four per card, following the reaction cards.
Integration variable and units. - A version and units card follows the inert species
list. It contains the code words for the integration variable (DISTANCE or TIME) and
for the assigned variable (AREA or PRESSURE). It also contains the codes for input and
output units (CGS, FPS, or SI). Table HI gives the units needed with each of these three
options for the input data.
TABLE HI. - INPUT UNITS FOR THREE UNITS SYSTEMS


































apressure may also be specified as mmHg (torr) in all systems.
Problem data. - Most of the input data for a problem are listed in a NAMELIST
called PROB, which follows the version card. PROB contains the assigned variable pro-
file information, printout information, and the integration controls. It also contains the
logical variables SHOCK, COMBUS, ALLM1, TCON, and RHOCON.
Efficiencies for three-body recombination-dissociation reactions. - The third-body
catalyst efficiencies mij are contained on one or more cards following NAMEI.IST
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PROB. Thesecards are permitted only if ALLM1 hasbeenset equalto FALSE. Each
card containsup to three speciesnameswith corresponding m.. values for a single
reaction. The reaction is written oneach of these cards exactly as it appearson the
reaction card.
Starting conditions. - The starting values for the fluid dynamic variables and the
composition of the reacting gas are listed in a NAMELIST called START, which follows
either the third-body efficiency cards or NAMELIST PROB. In general, five variables
make up the initial conditions in addition to the species starting concentrations. The
program initializes all of these to zero. These variables, therefore, do not have to
actually appear in NAMELIST START unless their values are nonzero. Four of these
initial values are always x, t, T, and either V or Mach number. For the last fluid-
dynamic variable the user has a choice of either p, p, A, or mass flow rate fn. The
choice is determined by the profile that has been assigned in NAMELIST PROB. For
an assigned area problem one may list either p, p, or rh. For an assigned pressure
problem either A or rh may be used.
Species starting concentrations can be given either as mole fractions or mass frac-
tions. The program name of the species is used as its concentration variable name.
For example, H2 = 0.50 means that the concentration of H 2 is 0.5 in the mixture. The
program interprets these concentration numbers as mole fractions unless it is told that
they are mass fractions. This is done by setting the variable MOLEF equal to FALSE.
Species omitted from error calculations. - It was mentioned earlier that the pro-
gram can be made to neglect minor species errors during its step-size calculation for a
complete case. These "permanently omitted" species are listed, four per card, imme-
diately following NAMELIST START.
Output
The program has both standard and optional output. The exact output units used for
each of the three systems, CGS, FPS, and SI, are listed in table IV. All computed re-
suits are completely independent of the print station positions. A special step is made
to each print station and the independent variable is then reset to its previous value.
From this point it is increased by the normally calculated step size to a value greater
than the print station value.
Standard output. - The following data will be listed if no special codes are used in
the input data:
(1) Reaction time 1
(2) Axial position and flow cross-section area
1Gas particle time for a shock wave reaction.
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(3) Pressure, velocity, density, and temperature of the gas mixture
(4) Entropy per unit mass and frozen heat capacity ratio for the gas mixture.
entropy S is computed from
N





(5) Local Mach number
(6) Mole fraction of each species in the gas mixture
(7) Molar concentration of each mixture species
(8) Net species production rate W i defined by equation (31) (This is the net rate of
change of each molar concentration due to all chemical reactions. )
(9) Net reaction conversion rate, Xj, defined by equations (36), (37), (40), (41),
or (42) for the three types of chemical reactions being considered
(10) Rate constant value, kj for each reaction (This is just the value given by equa-
tion (33). For a dissociation or recombination reaction, the third-body effi-
ciency is assumed to be 1.0.)
(11) Mixture molecular weight
(12) Mass fraction sum
(13) Total energy exchange rate defined by
l
X H = ZXH, j (8_)
j=l
where l is the number of reactions and XH, j is defined in equation (43) (The
quantity X H is proportional to the net heat release rate for the entire complex
reaction and may be useful in ignition reactions.)
(14) Derivatives of all dependent integration variables, V, T, p, and each _i' with
respect to the independent variable
(15) Increments and relative errors - the computed increments ki,n+ 1 and relative
errors El, n+l as defined in equations (49) and (62) for the current integration
step
(16) Integration indicators
(a) Steps from last print
(b) Average step size since last print
(c) Controlling variable - the variable with the largest error
Optional
made:
(1) Species mass fraction may be listed in place of molar concentration by setting
the logical variable CONC equal to FALSE in NAMELIST PROB.
(2) Net energy exchange rate for each reaction XH, j defined by equation (43) may
be listed in place of net reaction conversion rate by setting the logical variable EXCHR
equal to TRUE in NAMELIST PROB.
Ei, n+l
(d) Relative error - the value of En+ 1 for the step being printed out
(e) Any species that will be automatically eliminated from error consider-
ation for the next step
output. - Several changes and additions to the standard output may be
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(3) The program hasan optionfor listing certain additional dataor intermediate
outputat eachprint station. Thesedata are useful either for studyingthe effect of each
individual reaction ongas composition or for diagnosingany program problems. This
option is chosenby setting the variable DBUGOequalto TRUE in NAMELIST PROB. The
following quantities are then listed:
(a) The molar rate of production of species i dueto reaction j, _ij' definedby equation(35)
(b) The quantities _ and _ or _* and _*
(c) If area hasbeenassigned, the quantities dA/dq, d2A/dq2 andeither
or
dq
If pressure has been assigned, the quantities dp/dq, d2p/dq 2 and (1/p)(dp/dq) are
printed out. Here q is the independent variable, either t or x.
PROGRAMORGANIZATION
The program is organized into the following five sections: (1) control, (2) input/
output, (3) shock/combustion, (4) chemical kinetics, and (5) numerical integration. An
effort was made in writing the program to make each of the last three sections self-
contained except for the reading and processing of input data. The shock/combustion
section uses subroutine THRM from the chemical kinetics section, but is independent
in all other respects. The chemical kinetics and numerical integration sections are
complete in themselves. The next sections describe the function of each program sec-
tion and of each subroutine in the section. The names of nonstandard entry points into
a subroutine are given in parentheses following the subroutine name. Flow charts for
key subroutines (figs. 1 to 6) are found in appendix G along with the FORTRAN listing.
Control Section
The control section is synonymous with the main program GCKP. It provides for
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problem setup through a series of subroutine calls. It also monitors the numerical in-
tegration andprovides an outputcall whenevera print station is reached (see fig. 1).
Input/Output Section
This section provides for the reading, converting and writing of all input data and
kinetics results. It also performs all the necessary bookkeeping functions such as
building tables, setting option switches, and storing data for later use.
KINP (RINP). - Provides for the processing of all input data. It initializes, sets all
standard options, reads input data and converts it to internal (CGS) units, calculates ref-
erence conditions, builds tables and provides calls for shock and combustion calculations
(see fig. 2).
CIMAGE. - Prints a card image of each data card.
NAMBLK. - Contains, in block data format, logical tape unit numbers and alpha-
numeric data for testing and output.
BLCK. - Contains, in block data format, the master species list and the molecular
weight of each species in that list.
INIT. - Reads the initial conditions by means of NAMELIST START and stores initial
species concentrations using a table provided by KINP.
OUTP (OUTI_ OUT2_ OUT3). - Provides all output except shock and combustion re-
suits. It converts output data from internal units to user's requested output units and
calculates parameters which are required only as output such as total entropy and net
energy exchange rates.
Shock/Combustion Section
The frozen and equilibrium shock and the equilibrium combustion calculations are
performed in this section. It converts and writes its own output and provides for the
transfer of frozen shock results to the input/output section as initial conditions for the
kinetics calculations. Except for reading input and calculating thermodynamic proper-
ties, this section is independent of the other sections.
COMB. - Provides the necessary setup and subroutine calls for the calculation of a
constant pressure equilibrium combustion.
SHOK. - Provides the necessary setup and subroutine calls for the calculation of
both an equilibrium and a frozen shock.
SHOCKS. - Solves the shock equations for both the equilibrium and frozen cases.
ELEMNT. - Collects chemical element data for equilibrium calculations. These
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data include a list of the elementspresent and%heconcentration of eachof theseelements
in atoms per gram.
EQLBRM. - This routine, and the following two, are modified versions of routines
used in the chemical equilibrium composition program described in reference 13. It
calculates equilibrium composition and properties for an assigned set of conditions -
assigned temperature and pressure for a shock, assigned enthalpy and pressure for a
combustion.
MATRIX. - Used by subroutine EQLBRM to construct matrices required in equi-
librium calculations.
GAUSS. - Solves the linear equations which are set up by subroutine MATRIX.
SPOUT (ECOUT, ESOUT_ FSOUT). - Provides for the output of all shock and com-
bustion results. It converts output data to the user's requested output units, transfers
frozen shock results to the input/output section and calculates the characteristic shock
tube reaction length L m in centimeters if this calculation is required.
Chemical Kinetics Section
The calculation of all chemical and flow parameters is performed in this section. In
particular i thermodynamic functions are evaluated, reaction and species production
rates are computed, and all required partial and total derivatives are calculated. This
section is independent of all but the input/output section.
PRED (PRED1}. - Performs all necessary prederivative calculations. This routine
calls for or computes directly the thermodynamic properties, reaction rates, equilibrium
constants, pressure, specific heat ratio and Mach number as well as other parameters
required for the calculation of derivatives (see fig. 3).
DERV. - Calculates all partial and total derivatives with respect to the variable of
integration (see fig. 4).
PAR_____D.- Calculates all partial derivatives with respect to the chemical and flow
variables (see fig. 5).
THRM. - Computes the (dimensionless) thermodynamic properties hiJRT , Gi/RT '
Si/R, (Cp)i/R , and (dCp/dT)i/R from polynomial curve fits (see ref. 20).
CUBS (CINP). - Provides for the calculation of the assigned variable and its deriva-
tives. If the assigned variable is specified by a table, then the variable and its deriva-
tives are computed by cubic spline interpolation.
4O
Numerical Integration Section
This section sets up and solves the implicit equations, computes the relative error,
and performs the step-size optimization at each step. It containsthe automatic species
elimination calculations for omitting from error considerations thosespecieswith non-
representative errors. This section of the program is independentof the other sections.
INTE (INTI, INTC, INTG). - Provides control of the numerical integration procet
dure during each step. It calls for the implicit equations to be set up and solved, checks
for restart conditions, and calls for the step-size optimization (see fig. 6).
CASM (CASI_ CASG). - Sets up the implicit equations as an augmented matrix, calls
for the solution, and updates all the dependent variables after the increments have been
calculated.
LESV. - Solves the implicit equations for the increments ki, n+l using the matrix
provided by subroutine CASM.
ERROR. - Computes the relative error and determines the controlling variable at
each step.
PERR. - Provides an approximate error for any assigned step size by obtaining an
approximate solution of the implicit equations. This routine is used in the step-size
optimization procedure to predict the error which can be expected from any given step
size.
AUTO. - Provides for the automatic elimination from error considerations of
species with nonrepresentative errors. A species error E i is considered to be non-
representative if E i > 15 • E m where E m is the median of the errors associated with
those species which have not been permanently neglected from all error considerations.
SEARCH. - A sequential direct search routine which is used in the step-size opti-
mization procedure.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
A general chemical kinetics computer program has been described for calculating
the history of many different complex gas-phase reactions. Its main features are flex-
ibility, ease of use and efficiency of computation for both slow and very fast reactions.
The species and reactions to be considered are specified by the user. The program is
especially useful for ignition and combustion reactions and complex reactions behind a
shockwave. In addition it may be used for many types of homogeneous reaction in either
a static system or one-dimensional flow. Further information on availability of the
program may be obtained from the authors.
Lewis Research Center,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,




SOLUTION OF SHOCK WAVE EQUATIONS
The shock equations (eqs. (44) to (46)), are solved by an iterative method. For both
frozen and equilibrium conditions, one makes estimates of the final temperature and
pressure pf and Tf. Then a Newton-Raphson method is used to calculate corrections
to these estimates and converge on the correct values. The shock equations are trans-
formed and combined for this solution. First, equation (44) gives
V2 = /_) 2 V2s (A1)
This equation is used in equations (45) and (46) to eliminate V and gives, after some
rearrangement
(A2)




Using the equation of state (eq. (8)) for no change in gas composition gives
(A3)
(A4)
where we have defined the new variables _'= T//T 1 and P = P/Pl"
Equations (A2) and (A3) can now be written as functions of the pressure and tempera-
ture ratios across the shock:
42,
P=0 (A5)
lh V2 V2 (_121
i+ s s -h=0 (A6)
2 2
These equations are solved iteratively for the final ratios 5f and Pf across the shock.
First estimates of 5 and P are obtained from the following equations:
2








These are the exact solutions of equations (44) to (46) when heat capacity is assumed to
be independent of temperature. Then the Newton-Raphson procedure is used to calcu-
late corrections to In P and In J,, where it is assumed that
in Pn+l = In Pn + A In P (A9)
In Yn+l = In fn + A in 5 (AI0)
iterationstep. Logarithmic differentiationis used to obtainwhere n indicates the nth
rapid convergence of the procedure. We define the quantities
v2h* = h 1 + s Vs2 2 (A12)
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Then equations (A5) and (A6) can be written as
F(S-,P) = p* - P = 0 (A13)
G(S-,P) : h* - h : 0 (A14)
Substituting equations (A9) and (A10) and using logarithmic differentiation gives the
following pair of linear equations for the corrections A In P and A In S- in the Newton-
Raphson method:
_(_n Alnf+ _(a-q-_np >n &InP=- Fn
(A15)
(_ _G_)n A InIn S-+ a(a-'_-PnP)n A In P = Gn (AI6)
In these equations subscript n indicates evaluation of either the function or its deriva-
tive for the estimated values Pn and S" n. This method of solution is the one used by
Gordon and McBride (ref. 13). This procedure is used for both the equilibrium and the
frozen shock conditions. The only difference in method for the two situations is the way
the enthalpy is computed for the shocked gas. For the frozen shock conditions, h is
calculated at the estimated temperature T for the original gas composition. In the
equilibrium case the shocked gas enthalpy depends on T and also the changing gas com-
position due to reaction. Therefore, the estimated T and p are first used to perform
an equilibrium chemical reaction calculation. This gives the estimated final composition
of the shocked gas. This composition and the estimated T are then used to calculate the




CALCULATION OF PARTIAL DERIVATIVES FOR THE IMPLICIT
INTEGRATION PROCEDURE
Several partial derivatives must be calculated for solving the system





The necessary derivatives are
8f.










Yi+3 = ai i=1,2,..., N
where N is the number of species in the gas.
Derivatives must be calculated for two different equation systems: either equations
(3) and (9) to (11) for assigned area or equations (3) and (25) to (27) for assigned pres-
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sure. For conveniencein the calculations simplified notation will beusedto represent






_ 1 i = 1,2, Nfi+3 " " "'
dq
In the following equations the symbols J/* and _* will not be used. The symbols J/
and _ are assumed to have definitions consistent with the particular fi definitions
being used. (See eqs. (12), (13), (23), and (24).)
Assigned Area Equations
From equations (3) and (9) to (11) the following equations are used for the fi's:
(M2- 1) dq
f2 = "P e/ + ¢/
M 2 - 1) dq
(B4)
(B5)
=-T[(T- 1)M2 dA _]
W°





= pV for q = x
The ai's are most easily obtained because only one quantity, the area
function of q. The results are




=_f__s= T(?-I)M2Kd2A I dAI_ql_l




_fi+3 - 0 i = 1,2,..., N (BII)
_i+3 - aq
The assigned area can be read in as a function of x when t is the integration variable,
and vice-versa. Therefore, the following transformations may be required:
dA _ v _--- (BI2)
dt (Ix
d2A - V2 d2A + fl dA
dt 2 (Ix 2
(BI3)
or




The El, j's are obtained by differentiating equation (B4). The additional partial
derivatives which appear in the following equations are evaluated in appendix C.
_m _ m _ D




8p (M 2 -1) 8p
(roT)
_1,3
__8fl __ V 8,a fl 8M 2
8T (M 2- I) ST (M 2- I) ST
1 /VSJ/+fl 88M2/(M 2 - I) 8(rj
j =1,2,. . .,N
(B18)
(B19)
The are obtained from equation (B5)
Sf2 (1
_ =,, p S_+,,, p dA
_2,1 8V (M 2- I) 8V (M 2_ 1)2 dq
(B20)
8f2 f2
_2,2 =-_-p ..... P 8¢/ +m(M 2 - 1) _P P
af2 sa
_2,3 - =
ST (M 2 . I) ST
+ .....p (IdA





_ p a_ + p (1 dA _aM 2
(M 2- I) O(zj (M 2 - 1)2kA dq / acrj
j = 1,2,. ., N
are obtained from equation (B6)
F
8f3 /(7 - 1)M2
- -TI 8vf+
_3, 1 8V [/ (M 2 aV1)
af3 [(7-1)M2 _ a___p,_]
= =T






8f3 (7- 1)M2T a_ (7- I)T 11 dA _ aM 2
_-T - (M 2- 1) _ + (M 2_ i)2\A _q / _
f3
aT aT T
/33, j+3 - -8f3 [(7-I)M2 8J/ (7-i) I_IAdA _,/18M2-r +
,
(M 2 - 1) dq / aaj
j =1,2,. . ., N
To obtain _i+3, j equation (B7) is rewritten using equations (31) and (35) to obtain
(using subscript s to indicate the chemical reactions)
l





i= 1_2,..., N (B28)
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Taking derivatives of equation(B28)gives
afi+3
_i+3,1 - aV
=0 i=1,2,. . ., N
l
, _X safi+__!=fi+__A+ ('i,_-_i,s)fii+3,2 = ap p r
s=l




E , aX safi+3__ (_i,s-_i,s)-_-/3i+3,3 - aT r
s=l
i=1,2,. . ., N (B31)
l
afi+, 2 _ aX s/3i+3,j+3= 1+a=p.._ (v_,s - Vi,s)_ i=1,2,. ., N
a% _ o%
,S=l
j = 1,2,. . ., N (B32)
Assigned Pressure Equations
From the system of equations (3) and (25) to (27) the following equations are now
used for the fi's:
fl = 1 dp
pV dq
(B33)
f2= P(_p dqdp j/) (B34)
f3 = T (B35)
For fi+3' i = 1,2,..., N, the equations are identical to those for the assigned area
system (eq. (BT)). This means that equations for _i+3' /3i+3,1' /3i+3,2' _i+3,3' and
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_i+3,j+3 need not be derived again in the assigned pressure system for i and
j = I,2,. ., N. They are identicalto equations (B29) to (B32). The equations for the
.'s are as follows:
rest of the _i's and _i,]
1 d2p





If pressure derivative transformations between x
tical in form to equations (B12) to (B15).
fl
/31,1= V












_2, 1 = - p 8V
(B43)
f2 a¢/
132, 2 P ap
(B44)




192, j+3 = "P aF/__p__ dp 8T
_j 2p dq 8 _]
j = 1,2,. . ., N (B46)
(B47)
(B48)
/33,3 =f3+__ T __._+___T dp
T _T p72 dq _T
(B49)
-B3,j+3- T d__pp__T a.._
p 2 dq _cr. _.J 3




The equations for the fii, j partial derivatives in appendix B require additional de-
rivatives for their evaluation. These are the partial derivatives of M 2, 7, ¢/, _, and
the Xs'S with respect to V, p, T, and the ai's.
Derivatives of M2
The following relations are readily obtained from equation (14)
_ M 2aM2 M2M _T_
cri w 7 8¢i
(Cl)
aM 2 2VM w
av vRT
(C2)
8T T 7 _T
(C3)
Derivatives of _'
The following derivatives are obtained from equation (15)
-(Cc (C4)
N




In theseequations (Cp)i is the molar heat capacity of species i, given by equation(81),
and Cp is given by equation(16).
Derivatives of the Xs Factors
The formulas for the X s derivatives depend on the type of chemical reaction being
considered. In these equations s is the reaction index.
Type 1 - shuffle reaction. - Differentiating equation (36) and simplifying give the
following derivatives:
aXs - 0 (c6)
ap
dlnk s ksa3a 4 dlnK s
aXs - x + (c7)
_T s dT K dT
S
The derivative of the rate constant k s is calculated from equation (33) by logarithmic
differentiation
d Ink s n s E s
- +
dT T RT 2
(C8)
The equilibrium constant Ks, in concentration units, is given in terms of (Kp)s, the
equilibrium constant in terms of partial pressures, by
-Av s -AGs°/RT -Av s
K s = (Kp) s (RT) = e (RT) (C9)
where Av s is the change in number of moles of species for the reaction and AG ° is the
standard molar free energy change for the reaction. Logarithmic differentiation of this
equation at constant pressure gives
d In K AH ° Av
S S S
dT RT 2 T
(c10)
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where AH° is the standard molar enthalpy change for the reaction.
and (C10) hold for all types of reactions being considered.
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(C13)
_X s ksa 3
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(C14)
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(C16)
_X s Xsml, s
= ksPMsa 2 +
aa 1 M s
(c17)









Type 2b - two-body dissociation. - Differentiatingequation (40)gives the following
derivatives:




aX s dlnk s ksMsPala2 dlnK
= X + s (C21)
aT s dT K dT
S
aXs _ ksMsP_2 + Xsml, s
aaI Ks M s
(C22)
aXs _ ksMsPal _.Xsm2_s
a¢ 2 K s M s
(C23)
aXs ksMs + Xsm3, s
act3 M s
(C24)
Type 3a - unimolecular decomposition. - Differentiating equation (41) gives the
following derivatives:
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Type 3b - two-body recombination. - Differentiating equation (42) gives the follow-
ing derivatives:
aX s ks¢ 3
ap p2Ks
(c3o)
8X s dlnk s ks¢ 3 dlnK s
- X + (C31)
8T s dT PKs dT
8X










Before differentiating equations (12) and (13) we use equations (8) and (BT) to write
J/ and _ in the forms
N






These equations hold for both t and x as the independent variable with the appropriate
definitions of the f. ^'s Now define the quantities
i+_ "
N




$2 = Mw_ (_fi+ 3 (C38)
i=l
The equations for _ and d_ then become
¢/= S 1 - _ (C39)
= {7 - I_S 2 (C40)
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(z .A1)as2s2-- + -- _ (C47)aT aT 2 OT
s2_- _$2+--_ i=1,2,..., N (C48)
2 aa.
.'s give theDifferentiating equations (C37) and (C38) and using the definitions of the _i, ]
following expressions for the S 1 and S 2 derivatives:
aS1 N
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The description of the data cards is divided into three parts. First, the thermody-
namic data are described. Next, the complete case data for a single problem are
described. We then describe the data cards for any problems following the first. This
will show the user how to run several cases at one time without making a complete data
deck for each case. Finally an explanation is given for all error messages in the pro-
gram.
Input Preparation
Thermodynamic data. - The thermodynamic data are not considered part of each
case data. The necessary data for all species considered in one computer run are en-
tered before the first case. The first card of the data deck tells where the thermody-
namic data will be read from. Columns 1 to 4 of this card must contain either the word
CARD or TAPE. If CARD appears, the program reads the data from cards which
directly follow the first card. The data are then written out on logical tape unit 4 for use
later in the calculation. When TAPE appears on the first data card the thermodynamic
data are read from a tape that must be mounted on logical tape unit 4. Each data card
corresponds to one logical record on the tape. The format of the thermodynamic data
cards is as follows. The first card (or tape record) gives the temperature range limits
TLOW, TMID, and THI (in that order) in kelvin units. The card format is 3F10.3. All
the thermodynamic data follow this card. They consist of four cards for each species.
Card 1 contains the species name, the names of its chemical elements and their stoichio-
metric coefficients according to the format (2A4, 16X, 4(A2,F3.0)). For example,
The remaining three cards contain the curve fitted coefficients A1,A2,. •., A 7 of equa-
tions (81) to (84) according to the format (5E15.8). Coefficients for the upper tempera-
ture range T1V11D-T_ appear first. They are followed by A1,Ag.,. • ., A 7 for the lower
range TLOW-TMID. Any number of species data sets may be read in and these can be
in any order. The last species data cards must be followed by a card with the word END
in columns 1 to 3. The CARD option will generate a permanent thermodynamic data tape,
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of course, ifa tape is actually mounted on logicaltape unit 4.
First case data. - The data cards for a single (or first)case are now described in
the order they appear in the data deck. All names must be leftadjusted in their fields.
(1)Title - The firstcard of the case data is the titlecard. The titleis read with
format (20A4) and printed out at the top of the firstpage of output.
(2)Reactions - Chemical reactions are listed,one per card, in any order. The
card contains the participatingspecies names and the rate constant parameters Aj, nj,
and Ej (see eq. (33))for the forward direction as written. The format of a reaction

















Type 3a reaction: S 3
S 1 + S 2 _ ' S3 + S4
Contents
name of species S 1
name of species S 2
name of species S 3
name of species S 4
M+S 1 +S2- _ _ S3+M
name of species S 1
name of species S 2
name of species S3
the letter M
M+S 3 _ _ S 1 +S2+M
the letter M
name of species S 3
name of species S 1
name of species S 2






name of species S 3
name of species S 1
name of species S 2
Explanation
Dm.
M = third body molecule










S1 + S 2 : _ S 3
Contents
name of species S 1
name of species $2
name of species S 3
blank
Explanation
For all types of reaction the rate constant parameters are listed as follows:
42 - 56 Aj
59 - 68 nj
71 - 80 E.]
preexponential factor for kj
in CGS units, format El5.8
dimensionless temperature
exponent, format F10.3
activation energy in cal/mole,
format F10.3
The number of reaction cards may not exceed 30. The end of the reaction list is
signalled by a blank card after the last reaction card. The program makes up its own
list of reacting species from the species names on the reaction cards. No separate list
of reacting species is needed in the data cards.
(3) Inert species - The names of any nonreacting species are listed, four per card,
starting in columns 1, 17, 33, and 49. The format is (4(2A4,8X)). The end of the inert
species list is signalled by a blank field after the last species name. If there are no
inert species, a blank card must be placed here. If there is an exact multiple of four
inert species, a blank card must follow the last species card. The total number of inert
plus reacting species may not exceed 25.
(4) Version and units - A single card specifies the variable of integration and the
assigned variable (pressure or area).
Its makeup is as follows:
Columns Contents
1 - 8 TIME
DISTANCE
It also gives the desired input and output units.
Explanation
time is the fundamental variable









velocity is zero, no assigned
pressure











input will be in FPSunits
input will be in SIunits
output in internal (cgs)units
output in FPSunits
output in SI units
(5) Controls - The controls are input througha NAMELIST namedPROB. The
names of the variables in PROBare given below. If no value for a variable is input
(default), then the program uses the standard option for that variable• Standard options





















minimum step size in cm or sec; values are 0.0001 cm
or 5.0x10 -8 sec ff defaulted
maximum step size in cm or sec; values are 0.10 cm
or 5.0xl0 -5 sec if defaulted
initial step size in cm or sec; equal to HMI_NN, if
defaulted
maximum allowable relative error per step; equal to
0. 0001, if defaulted
all third-body efficiencies are equal to 1; none are
input
some third-body efficiencies will be read in
automatic elimination from error considerations of
species with nonrepresentative errors is desired
no automatic eliminations
composition is to be output as molar concentrations
composition is to be output as mass fractions
net energy exchange rates are to be output
net reaction conversion rates are to be output
an area or pressure table will be input


























LSUBM and ETA will be input for special area equa-
tion, eq. (80)
D, VISC, BETA, and ETA willbe input for special
area equation, eq. (80)
zero-velocity case - no assigned pressure
distance versus area profile is given
distance versus pressure profile is given
time versus area profile is given
time versus pressure profile is given
array for time or position half of assigned variable
table; must be in user's chosen input units
array for area or pressure half of assigned variable
table; must be in user's chosen input units
total number of stations in input area or pressure
table; must be less than or equal to 40
coefficient of q3 in pressure/area equation,
(eq. (79))
coefficient of q2 in eq. (79)
coefficient of q in eq. (79)
constant term in eq. (79)
characteristic shock tube reaction length for special
area equation, (eq. (80)) - must be given in cm
dimensionless exponent in special area equation
(eq. (80)) for boundary layer correction
hydraulic diameter of shock tube in cm
viscosity coefficient in g/(cm - sec)
dimensionless boundary layer parameter used to cal-
culate LSUBM
final print station in user's chosen input units; must
be a time if time is the fundamental variable and con-




























increment between print stations; same units as END;
must not require more than 50 print stations; if de-
faulted, 25 equal increments are taken
array of values of the variable of integration at which
output is desired% must be in user's chosen input
units
array of areas or pressures at which output is desired:
may only be used if table of assigned pressure or
areas is given, and must be in user's chosen input
units
total number of input print stations; must be less than
or equal to 50
print results after every integration step
do not print results after every integration step
print intermediate output (see p. 38)
do not print intermediate output
perform equilibrium combustion calculations
do not perform equilibrium combustion calculations
perform frozen and equilibrium shock calculations
do not perform shock calculations
hold temperature constant
do not hold temperature constant
hold volume (density) constant
do not hold volume (density) constant
(6) Third-body efficiencies - In order to input third-body efficiencies, the switch
ALLM1 must be set to . FALSE. in PROB. If ALLM1 = .TRUE., then there are no input
cards from this section. Only those efficiencies which are not equal to 1 actually need to
be read in. Three efficiencies can be listed on a single card. The exact card format is
Columns Contents




these columns must be exactly the same
as columns 1 - 37 of the reaction card
which contains the same reaction
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Columns Contents
39 - 46 speciesname
47 - 52 third-body
efficiency
53 - 60 speciesname
61 - 66 third-body
efficiency
67 - 74 speciesname
75 - 80 third-body
efficiency
Explanation
third-body speciesname, left adjusted
efficiency of species listed in card
columns 39 - 46for the reaction listed
in card columns 1 - 37; efficiency is
read by the format F6.4
same form as card columns39 - 46
sameform as card columns47 - 52
same form as card columns 39 - 46
same form as card columns 47 - 52
There are no fixed rules regarding (1) the order of the efficiencies on any card,
(2) the position of efficiencies on a card; that is, if the user desires, he can put just one
or two efficiencies on a card and he can put them in any of the three available fields,
(3) the order of the efficiency cards, (4) the total number of efficiency cards. The end
of the third-body list is signalled by a blank card following the last efficiency card.
(7) Initial conditions - The initial conditions are input through a NAMELIST named
START. This NAMELIST contains the names of all the species in the master species
list as variable names. Hence, initial concentrations are input by "species name =
initial concentration". For example, one of the NAMELIST cards could look like
All species concentrations are initialized to zero so only those concentrations which are
initially nonzero actually need to be read in. The names of the other variables in START
along with standard options are given next. All parameters except pressure, must be in
the user's chosen input units. Note that only ONE of the names P, RHO, MDOT, and
AREA is used for any case. For the possible choices see "Starting Conditions", in the
section GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM USE
Name Value Explanation






















input pressure has units of mm of mercury
input pressure is given in the user's
chosen input units
species concentrations will be input as
mole fractions
species concentrations will be input as
mass fractions
(8) Permanently neglected species - The last data for a case are the names of those
species which are to be permanently neglected from all error considerations. The
neglected species cards have exactly the same format as the inert species cards. They
are listed, four per card, starting in card columns 1, 17, 33, and 49. The end of the
neglected species list is signalled by a blank field following the last neglected species
name. If there are no species to be neglected, then there must be a blank card here•
If there is an exact multiple of four neglected species, then the last card containing four
names must be followed by a blank card.
(9) Final card - Each case must end with a card containing the word FINIS in card
columns 1 to 5.
Multiple cases. - At the end of each case the program tries to read data for another
case. Hence, several cases can be computed during one computer run. As mentioned
earlier, the program was designed to eliminate the necessity of repeating data which do
not change from case to case. This objective was accomplished by adding one switch,
named the ACTION switch, to the input list for the second and all following cases of a
computer run. By using the ACTION switch the user can tell the program to retain much
of the data from the previous case for use by the present case. This means that only
those data which change between the present case and the previous case must actually be
input. The input cards for each case after the first must correspond to the following
specifications. Notice particularly that each case after the first case of a computer run
must contain an ACTION card.
(1) Title - The first card of each case data deck must be a title card. The format
is the same as before.
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(2)ACTION card - The value of the ACTION switch must be punched in columns
I to 6. The possible values are any one of the words NEW, CHANGE, REPEAT, or
ADD.
Ifthe word NEW is input, then the program willcompletely reinitialize.The re-
mainder of the case data must be exactly likethe case data for a firstcase. The user
has toldthe program not to retain any of the data from the previous case.
The word CHANGE enables the user to change the reaction rate parameters of one
or more of the reactions from the previous case. A set of reaction cards, in any order,
containing the reaction - written exactly as itwas for the previous case - and the new
rate parameters must follow the CHANGE card. The end of the change listis signalled
by a blank card following the last reaction card• Following the CHANGE list, there must
be another ACTION card. This time the options are only ADD or REPEAT.
The REPEAT option tells the program to use the reactions, reaction rates, and
inert species which are stored at the time this card is input. If a REPEAT card imme-
diately follows the title card, then the program will use the reactions, reaction rates,
and inert species from the previous case. The reactions, unchanged reaction rates,
and inert species from the previous case along with the changed reaction rates will be
used if the REPEAT card is preceded by a CHANGE list.
The word ADD tells the program to save the reactions, rates, and inert species it
has and to prepare to read in one or more additional reactions. A set of reaction cards,
again in any order, containing the additional reactions and their reaction rate parameters
must follow the ADD card. The end of the add list is signalled by a blank card following
the last reaction card. If an ADD card immediately follows the title card, then the pro-
gram will use the inert species from the previous case along with the reactions from the
previous case plus the added reactions. The reactions and inert species from the pre-
vious case along with the changed rates and the added reactions will be used if the ADD
card is preceded by a CHANGE list.
(3) Version and units - The fundamental variable, input units switch, and output
units switch must be reset for each case. The format for this card is the same as be-
fore.
(4) Controls - Only those controls which are to be changed from their values in the
previous case need to be input. A $PROB card with no variables listed must still be put
in even if no changes are to be made.
(5) Third-body efficiencies - There are no input cards from this section if ALLM1 =
•TRUE.. If ALLM1 = . FALSE. then there must be some input cards from this section•
The program will use all the third-body efficiencies from the previous case if the only
input card from this section is a blank card. The user can change some or all of the
efficiencies from the previous case and add new efficiencies by inserting third-body
efficiency cards here. Again, the end of the third-body efficiency list is signalled by a
blank card.
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(6) Initial conditions - All the parameters in NAMELIST STARTare reinitialized to
zero or their standardoption before eachcase. Hence, the input of initial conditions is
exactly the sameas it was for a first case.
(7) Permanently neglectedspecies - The names of species which are to be perma-
nently neglectedfrom all error considerationsare not retained from onecase to the
next. Hence, a neglectedspecies list must be input for eachcase. As before, the end
of the neglectedspecies list is signalled by a blank field.
(8) Final card - The last card of eachcasemust havethe word FINIS in card
columns 1 to 5.
Error Messages
Every error message contains two pieces of information: One is the name of the
subroutine which generated the message. The second is a statement of the error condi-
tion and, whenever possible, a list of the current value of pertinent parameters. Fol-
lowing is a list of the error messages which the program can generate and a brief ex-
planation of each message.
(GCKP) END OF THIS CASE - READ
DATA FOR NEXT CASE
(GCKP) A FATAL ERROR HAS OCCURRED
- CASE TERMINATED
(KINP) THE INPUT REACTION LIST
DOES NOT CONTAIN THE
REACTION S 1 +S 2=S 3+S 4
(KINP) THE MASTER SPECIES LIST DOES
NOT CONTAIN THE SPECIES ....
(KINP) THE INPUT SPECIES LIST DOES







Normal end of case reached
Case ended due to unre-
coverable error condition
Error in entering third-body
efficiencies or changing a
reaction rate using
ACTION switch
The given species is not in
the master species list
ALSP in the BLOCK DATA
Error in entering third-body
efficiencies or permanently
neglected species list
Input concentrations do not
sum to 1.0
Iteration of equilibrium
























= x. xxxx IS APPROACHING
1.0
ERROR T = xxxx.xx IS OUT
OF RANGE
WARNING T = xxxx.xx IS
OUT OF RANGE EXTRAPO-
LATED VALUES RETURNED
RESTART INDEPENDENT VARIA-
BLE = xxx.xxx (CGS UNITS)
CONTROLLING VARIABLE = ....
H(N-I) H(N) H(N+I)
XX.XX XX.XX XX.XX
K(N-I) K(N) K(N+I) E(N+I)
.... XX.XX XX.XX XX.XX XX.XX
.... XX.XX XX.XX XX.XX XX.XX
10 RESTARTS HAVE OCCURRED
Iteration of frozen shock










equations failed to con-
verge
Mass fraction sum not equal
to 1.0
0.90 < M < 1.10; Numerical
problems occur if Mach
number gets close to 1.0
for assigned area compu-
tations
Temperature (deg K) is
above the range of the
thermodynamic data
Temperature (deg K) is be-
low the range of the ther-
modynamic data
The kinetic calculation is
about to be restarted;
present location as well as
step sizes and results of
last 3 steps are given







COMPOSITION ERRO,< - NEGATIVE
CONCENTRATIONS
SINGULARITY
ROW xx OF THE COEFFICIENT
MATRIX IS ALL ZEROS
XX.XX .... XX.XX
XX.XX . . . XX.XX
XI = xx. xx IS OUT OF RANGE
X(1) = xx.x_xX(N) = xx.xx
The concentration of one or




Some row of the coefficient
matrix is all zeros; the
coefficient matrix is given
Abscissa is out of the range
of the assigned variable




TEST CASE DATA AND RESULTS
In this appendix input data and computed results for several kinetics problems are
presented. The data are set up as a single computer run to show the use of the multiple-
case options CHANGE, ADD, REPEAT, and NEW for the ACTION switch. The data
cards used to execute these nine test cases are listed following the case descriptions.
Sample listings of results of all cases are then presented. Only selected pages of output
are reproduced here, although the input data call for more extensive printout.
Description of Test Cases
Case 1 - This case is the dissociation of Br 2 in a shock tube. It shows the use of
the shock option and the Mirels boundary-layer equation (eq. (80)).
Case 2 - This problem is a hydrogen-air ignition and combustion in supersonic flow
at constant area. The abbreviated reaction mechanism does not contain the reactions of
H20 2 with the species H, O, and OH.
Case 3 - This is the same problem as in case 2 and illustrates the use of the
CHANGE and ADD options of the ACTION switch. The rate constants for reactions 1
and 3 are changed slightly and three reactions of H20 2 are added to the mechanism.
Case 4 - This problem is the same as case 3 with output in FPS units.
Case 5 - This problem is the constant pressure ignition and combustion of methane
in a supersonic air stream. It illustrates the use of a unimolecular reaction (reaction 1)
and the computation of equilibrium combustion conditions for a constant pressure reac-
tion.
Case 6 - This problem is the same as case 5, with time used as the integration
variable. Instead of assigning a constant pressure, we have assigned the area versus
distance profile computed in case 5. The computed results do not show perfect agree-
ment with those in case 5 because of curvefitting deviations.
Case 7 - This is another methane-air combustion problem. A pressure profile (in
atmospheres) is assigned as a function of distance and output is in SI units. The profile
was obtained from the results of a computation which assigned a constant area of 0.10
square meter.
Case 8 - This problem is a constant volume slow reaction of hydrogen and oxygen at
a constant temperature of 773 K.
Case 9 - This problem is a high-temperature air ionization reaction in constant area
flow. The initial temperature and pressure are generated by a strong shock wave.
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Test Case Data Cards
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_UATA
M +BP2 = BR






M +BR2 = BR +BR
CASE 1
35500.
SHOCK=. TRUE. , END= I0. , DELP=0.5,






H2 +OH = H20 +H 2.19E+13 O. 5150.
H +02 = OH +0 1.25E÷1_ O. 16300.
0 +H2 = OH +H 1.74E+13 O. 9450.
H +02 = H02 +M I.59E+15 O. -1000.
H +H = H2 +N 1.0F+18 -1.0 0.
H2 +H02 = H202 ÷H _.60E÷12 O. 24000.
M ÷H202 = OH +OH 1.17E+17 O. 45500.
H +H02 = OH +OH 7.00E+13 O. O.
H +OH = H20 +M 7.50E+23 -2.60 O.
0 ÷0 = 02 +M 1.38E+18 -1. 340.
0 +H20 = OH ÷OH 5.75E+13 O. 18000.
H2 +02 = OH +OH 1.00E+13 O. _3000.
OH +H02 = H20 +02 6.00R+12 O. Oo
0 ÷H02 = OH +02 6.00E+12 O. O.
H02 ¢H02 = H202 +02 1.80E+12 O. O.
N2
DISTANCE AREA CGS CGS
$PROB
HINT=0.01, ITPSZ=2,CX0=2000., ALLMI=.FALSE., NPRNTS=15,
PRINT=3-048,4.572,6.096,7.620,q. 144,12.192,15.24,18.288,21.336,24.384,
27-432,3C._8,_5.72,60.96,76.20, SEND
H +O2 = H02 +M H2 5.0 02 2.0 H20 32.5
H +02 = HO2 +M N2 2.0
H +OH = H20 ÷M H2 _.O N2 1.6 H20 20.0
H +OH = H20 +N 02 1.6
H +H = H2 +_ 02 2.0 H2 5.0 H20 15.0
H +H = H2 +M N2 2.0
M +H202 = OH +OH 02 0.78 H20 6.0 H202 6.6





H2-AIR SUPERSONIC COMBUSTION (COMPLETE M_CHANISM -
CHANG_
H2 +OH = H20 +H 2.10E+13
0 +H2 = OH +H 2.96E÷13




OF +H202 = H20 +HO2 1.00E÷13
O +H202 = OH +HO2 8.00E+13






















METHANE-AIR COMBUSTION _T CONSTANT 9 (ON_ UNIMOIECULAP PEACTION) CASE 5
NEW
OH4 = CH3 +H 3.80E+14 O. 103000.
CH4 +02 = OH3 +H02 1.00_+13 O. 63000.
H +02 = H02 +M 1.5g_+1_ O. -1000.
CO +02 = C02 +O 1.60E+13 O. 41000.
CH3 ÷02 = CH20 +OH 7°5E+I0 O. 0.
H +CH4 = CH3 +H2 6.90E+13 O. 11800.
0 +CH4 = CH3 +OH 2.00E+13 O. 9200.
OH +OH4 = CH3 +H20 7.20E+13 O. 5900.
H +02 = OH +0 1.25F+la O. 16300.
0 +H2 = OH +H 2.96E+13 O. 980C.
H2 +OH = H20 +H 2.10E+13 O. 5100.
CO +OH = C02 +H _.20E+11 O. 1000.
CH20 +H = HCO +H2 _I 1.00E+13 0. 2000.
CH20 +OH = HCO +H20 7.0E+I0 0.70 1000o
CH20 +0 = HCO *OH 4.00E+11 0.60 a000.
HCC +0 = CO +OH _ _ 1.80E+11 0.50 O.
HCC +OH = CO +H20 0 u 1.10E+11 0.50 O.
HCO +H = CO +H2 1.50F+12 0.50 O.
M +HCO = H +CO _l_._Ol/_.._._/ 2.00E+13 O. 50 28600.HCC 02 CO H02 1 1 0 50 540 °
H202 +02 /-_/ 1.80E+12 O. O.H02 +H02
. +.o2 : o. +o. 7ooE+13 o o
0 +.02 : o. +02 6.00E÷12o. o.
OH +HO2 = H20 +02 I_I 6.00E+12 0. 0.
M +H202 = OH +OH _ 1.17E+17 O. 45500.
H +OH = H20 +M 7.50E÷23 -2.60 0.
M +02 = 0 +0 2.75E+19 -I. 118700.
0 +H20 = OH +OH 5.75E+13 0. 18000.
N2
DISTANCE PRESSURE
SPPOB ITPSZ=2, CXO=I.730,HMIN=1-OE-_,HMAX=O-2,HINT=-02, EMAX=-0001,
PRINT=5°O,10.0,25.0,35.,38.,39.5,4C-,aO-5,41-,42-,NPRNTS=10, EL{jr.'FALSE',
COMBUS=°TRUE., ALLMI=°FALSE., SEND
H +02 : HO2 +M CH4 5.0 02 2.0 N2 2°0
H +02 = RO2 +M I{20 32.5 CO 2°0 CO2 7.5
H +O2 = HO2 +M H2 5.0
M +H202 = OH +OH 02 0.78 H202 6.6 H20 6.0
H +OR = B20 +M N2 1.6 H20 20. 02 1.6
SSTART AREA=1000°,MACH=2-,T=1645-,
CH_=O.O49768,02=o. Iggo72,N2=0.75116, SEND
OH EC2 H O
C02 H202
FINIS
METHANE-AIR COMBUSTION (ASSIGNED A_EA - TIME INTEGRATION) CASE 6
RE_EAT
TIME AREA



















METHANE-AIR COMBUSTION {ASSIGNED PRESSURE)
R_PEAT
DISTANCE PPESSURE SI




PRINT=10.,20.,30.,35.,36.5, NPRNTS=_, ELIM=.FALSE. SEND
$START AREA=1000.,MACH=2.,T=I6a5o,
C8_=0.0_9768,02=0.199072,N2=0._5116, _END
08 802 H o
C02 H202 C83
FINIS
B2-O2 LOW TEMPERATURE REACTION AT CONSTANT VOLUM_
NZW
H2 +02 = M +H02 1.00E+la 0.
82 +08 = 820 +H 2.10E÷13 0.
H +02 = O8 +O 1.25E+1_ 0.
O +B2 = O8 +H 2.g6E+13 0.
H +02 = HO2 +M 8.50E+1a 0.
H +802 = OH +OH 7.00E+13 0.
M +8202 = O8 +O8 1.17E+17 0.
HO_ +HO2 = H202 +02 1.00E+12 0.
HO2 +H2 : H202 +8 R.50E+12 n.
8 +H202 = H20 +OH 3.18F+1_ 0.
OB +H202 = H20 +HO2 1.00E+13 0.







H +02 = H02 +M H2 5. 02 2.
M +H202 = O8 +OH H20 6. 02 0.7R
M +H202 = OH +OH H2 2.3
$START MMHG=.TRUE.,P=500.,_=773.15, H2=0.R6,O2=0.1a, SFND
8 OH O 802
FINIS
HIGH TEMPERATURE AIR IONIZ_TTON
NEW
N +02 = NO +O 6._3E+0g 1.
O +N2 = NO +N 1.36E+1a 0.
N +O = NO +M 6._0E+16 -0.5
0 +O = 02 +M 1.38E+1R -I.
N +N = N2 +M 2.80R+17 -0.75
NO +O = NO2 +M q._0E+IU 0.
M +N20 = N2 +O 5.00E+1_ 0.
O +N20 = N2 +02 6.30E+1_ 0.
NO+ +E = N +O I.USE+21 -1.5
O+ +E = O +M 2.00E+26 -2.5
02 +E = 02- +M 1.52E+21 -1.





N +0 = NO +M N20 2.25
NO +O = NO2 +M N2 1.55
O+ +f = 0 +_ _ 0.0% 02
O+ +E = 0 +M 0 0.03


































































XE ).88163E-01HI.CTURE HOLE,'ULA_ WEIC, HT L31.3_.058
_I.'IG VOLUMEIIDILOG 1"I /.A _-_'/ l.OZ&l
























































3EWERAL _HEMICAL KI_TI=S PRRGRAR
_DMINE )ISSD:IATIDN II A SHDCK TJ_E
_EACFION
= BR ÷ BR






MIBR2 • I} = J,BO000
ALL IHIR) BD_Y _ATIDS ARE Io3 EXCEPT THE FDLLD_ING
MINIMUM STEP SIZE




MAXI_3_ STEP SIZE O,IO000E÷O0 ;M
MAXIMJM RELATIVE ERROR C.DD010
• _ &SSISNED VARIABLE PROFILE *D
THE AREA IS CALCULATE) F_DM T4E FOLLOWIN3 FUNCTION
I/&_EA = 1 - IX/ 3Z2OO,D)D)tm( O.50DDD)
ND SPEDIES dILL BE PERMAN_WTLY NE_LE:TE) F_DM ALL ERR3_ CDNSIDERATIDNS
TIME O. SE_
*, I_ITIAL =DNDIFIDqS -*

















STEPS FRD_ LAST P_I_T O








XE 1,551/_E-05 9, gOOOOE-OZ
MIXTURE _)LECULAR WEIGHT 13_.5852a
3HEMICAL PRDP_RFIES




T3T_L ENER3Y EX_4AN_E RATE
ICAL-:M_'3/;M*.2/SE_I
REACTIO_ _ET ZEACTIDN CD_VERSIaN kATE
NUMEE_ (MDLE-CM*-_/G_,*?/SZC)
I B,620_2E÷O0


































SPECIES :ONCENr_ATION MOLZ FRACTIO_
[MOLESICM*_)
BR2 L,567_ZE-07 9, ggg97E-03
BR 7.96730E-13 5.uBOOSE-O8
XE L.55L/SE-O5 9,_O000E-OX





_REA L.BOO38E+3] SO CM AXIAL POS[T[O_ 2,{'0000E-0@ CM
IqrE_R_TION INDICATORS
STEPS FROM LAST PRInt Z










TOTAL ENERGY EXCHANGE RAIE
(=AL-:M_O/_MmmZ/SE=)
REACT[O_ IET REACTION S]NVEASIO_ RATE RATE C3WSIANT
NdMBER (MOLE-SW*_3/GMe*2/SEC) (SGS UWITS)
l B°_209SE*O0 I._520_07



































A_EA I.OOJ_6E_OB 5Q CM AXIAL POSITION 5.OO0OOE-OI CM
I_TEORATIO_ INDI;ATORS
STEPS FR3M LAST PRI'_T 16










TOIAL E_ERGY EXChangE RA_E
REASrI_N NET REACTION COWCERSIO_I RATE RATE _]WSTANT
NUMBER (MQLE-CM**3/GM*e2/S6C) (C;S JWITSI
1 B.60932E+OO L._6OSBE_U7



























SPECIES _ON_ENTRATION qOL_ F_A_TIO_ YET SPECieS PR33U:TION _&TE
(qOLESICMo*3| (_JLE/_MooO/SE[)
BRZ Z.670_bE-OT 9*2737ZE-03 -3,03OqBE-O5
BR 2°Z80_OE-OB I._ORITE-U3 6,Oh|NEE-US
XE 1.56Bb_E-OS Q,_928RE-OI O.
MIXTURE qOLECULAR HEIGht [31.4_35B TOTAL ENERGY EXCdA_GE _ATE
(CAL-:qse3/_N_eZfSE:)
VARIAOL_ DERIVATIVE INCREmEnt RELATIVE ERROR VARIABLE
V -O*_ZTTEeO2 -O,ZQIZOE÷Ol 0, _2
RMO 0.27318E-35 O,1TQ69E-O6 0.79355E-09 S_
T -O. S0310E÷O0 -D.33096E-01 O.TTSS9E-09 XE
A_IAL POSITIO_ 6.UOOOOE÷DO "_q
INTEGRATION INDICATORS
STEPS FIOM LAST PRINT 6
AVERAGE STEP SIZE O.q¢2_OE-CI
CONTROLLING VARIABLE _R
_ELATIVE ERROR O. 15103E-06
PREDICTOR ITERATIONS 0
_EACTIO_ NET REACTION COqVERSION RATE RAT? [3qSTAgT
NUNBEA iMDLE-_MteO/GHa*ZISECI (CGS OYITbl
1 6.9725TE÷OO l._Zl_ZS÷O7
3,ZI383E*OS MASS FRACTION SUM 0.9999)99T





















STEPS FROM LAST PRIr|T 6









MIXTURE qOLECDLAK _rl;_T 1_1*4_07#
;HELICAL P_OPE_TIES
NET SPECIES P_DU_TiON _ArE
-2,3_O_TE-0S
O.
T]TAL E_EROY EX:NA_OE _TE
(;AL-:M*eO/OMi_Z/SE:I
REACTION NET KEACTION CONVERSION RATE RATE CONSTANT
NUMBER IMOLE-Cq**3/GR_Z/SECl 133S U_ITSI
1 So335_AE÷OG 1.3905_E÷07
Z._SgZ_Et05 MASS FRACTION SUM 0._999999S
VARIABLE [)_RIVATIVE INC_EqE_T _ELATIVE ER_3_
V- -0.339_E*OZ "O.Z_32IE+31 0.91137E-09
RHO 0.21110E°05 0.13B_6E-06 0._86E°08
T -O._q760E+30 -O,2_2_qE-Ol O.dO523E-09



















RIIQ • 4) • S.O000O
RIHZO , 41 - 32.50000
RIO2 • 4) - 2.00000
NIHZO2 m TI a 6*600OO
0E_ERAL I_RIIAL XI_ETIIS PROOIAR
HZ-A|R SUPE_SOqIC CSRBUSTIOq




* 34 • H23 + H Z,[9OOOE_|)
* 02 )M • 0 |olSOOOE+I4
* _2 • 3_ * N 1.TAOOOE*I3
. oz . 4o2 _ : z.s_oooe.zs
* _ • HZ 1.00000E*18
* M32 • _2OZ b 4 q.SOOOOE+12
* NZO2 • 3H * OR hllOOOE_lT
* _OZ - OH * 04 T.O0OOOE_I3
* 34 H23 • q T.SOOOOE_Z3"
* O • 02 _ _ I,SBOOOE_IE
ME3 • OH * 0M 5*75000E÷13
* 02 • OH * 04 1,000OOE_I)
* d32 - _23 • 3Z 6.30OOOE_L2
* M32 • OH • O2 S.OOO0OE_I2
* M)2 - _Z32 * OZ I.$O000E÷I2
ALL T41_D BUOY RATIOS ARE 1.3 EX:EPT THE FZLLONIRG
qlR2 * T| " 2*30000RIM2 • S! • S*OO00O
RIM23 , T) • S°O000DRIHZU , 51 " L5*O0000
qlOZ • I) • )*78000RIO2 , S| " 2*00000



















MINIMUM STEP SIZE O. LOOOOI-D3 CM





t ql * 4*O00OO
, 91 a |O*_O00
• q) • 1.60000
• 9l • |,60000
IqTEORATIO_ C_VTRSLS
MAXIMUM STEP SIZE O*IOO00E+OO CM
MAXIMUM RELATIVE ERROR O.00010
** ASSIGNED VA;IABL_ P_OPILE •m
TH_ AREA IS _ALCULATED FRSq T_E FJLLDVIRG POLYNOMIAL
AREA ICR**2I • I O° I_m_3 • I Oo )_**Z • I 0, IX • I 2.00000E*03)



















SPECIES ;)NCENTRATI ON MOLE F:_ACTi OV
I qOLESICMeeS)
H2 2.2105SE-06 Z. 9SBOOE'01
OH )* O,
HZO O* O*




M2 4_ 156S4E-0B S* 56200E-01







** INITIAL :ORDIIIU_S e*


















_ET SPECIES PRSDUCTi0q RkTE REACIIOq qET REACTION _3_VE_SION _JkTE
IM]LEIGM_*31SE_) RUBBER IROt.E-_R**SIGR*eZ/SECI
-_,2923EE-05 1 O*































EELATIVE E_R31 #RRIABLE DERIVATIVE IVCRERE_T RELATIVI E_t3A
O* Z -0.3222AE°06 O* O°
O° O O*IOS_?E'12 O° O°
O° t02 O* O* O*
O* _ZOl O° O* O°
D* _Z O_ O° O*
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2.00003E,33 _0 CM AXIAL POSITION 2*_JOOOOE-02 CM
[WTEGRATION INDICATORS
STEPS FROM LAST PRI_T ?





































TOEAL ENEROY EXChANgE RATE 8._IATE*OS
I_AL-_Me*3/_M**Z/SE_)























































HID2 3,397BTE-_2 A. IASE_Eo07
N2 _.ISBBNE-06 E.hB242E-01
MIXTURE MOLECULAR WEIGht 2O.NIAZ5
VARIABLE DLRIVaTIVE I_CREAEWT
V -0.31325E_32 -O._BZOE*O0
BHO _.I075BE-B7 O. II_SBE-(_
HZ -O,EI25_E°33 °_,_36_E-35
OH 0°14171F-34 O, IE772E-C6









AXIAL POSITION 3.04800E_OO CR
|WIE;_ATION INDICATORS
STEPS FROM LAST PRINT 107



















TOTAL E_ERGV EXO_AA_E RATE -2.9743EE+0@
13AL-CM.*_/GMa*2/SEEI





















DERIVATIVE INC_EMENT RELATIVE ERROR
0.13_52E-0) 0,12195E-0_ O,777=_E-OS























STEPS F_OM LAST PRIRT Lb





SPECIES _DNCENTRATI_N MOLF F_ACTIO_ _T SJECIES R_3)USTIS_ _Ar_ REAcrIsN NET REACTION C3_VE_SIO!_ RATE _ATF C3_ST_T
(_OLESICM*tSI I_LE/_q**S/SEC) NUMBER (MDLE-CMo*3/GM_*Z/SEC) (C:;S J_ITS_
HE _.87587E-Q7 6,72339E-D2 -1°20323E-03
OH 2.510bSE-Ot 3°&6193E-O2 3.l_Tq2E-O]
HZO 1.36_30E-05 1,_I81Z_E-Ol L.2_S6_-OZ
H 5°273gbE-07 7°27233E-32 -2*55926E-OE
02 Z,Iq736E-01 3°02997E-02 -5°}SSbDE'OS
0 %o87335E-07 2,583_9E-02 -H.BA_76E-O_
HOE 2.BO_IE-EO 3_7HZ_E-O5 -5,96133E-Ob









12 -3°585_IE*0_ 9° _6180E_0_
15 S.338L_E_OD 1._(tODOE÷_











































STEPS FROM LAST PRINT 31





SPECIES _SNCENTR_TION MOLE FRACTION MET SPECIES PRODUCTI3_ _ATE
I_OLES/CM_*3) IMDLE/_NDJS/S_) NUMR_
H2 _°61536E-07 _._82BTE-02 -Z.IO895E-O_ L
OH 2°827_0E-07 3._T2OOE-OZ Z°82552E-O_ 2
H20 lo_R2uOE-O6 Z. o81_bE-Ol S°71789E-03 3
H 3°_97_E-07 _.7T2_ZE-D2 -7°_q735E-03
02 I°T8173E-07 2°50EASE-D2 -_.BEST_E-03 5
0 I°3_88E-07 l°d_6ORE-_2 -Z.ERSS_E-OS b
H02 I.3723_E-10 1.92770E-U5 -_°_3_SZE-06 T
M2U2 I°_A_E-II I°_8837E-D_ $o_5bAO_-OT 3






MIXTURE 43LECULAR WEIGHT Z2.3_232 TOTAL E_E_SY EXCRA_E RATF -3.3_2_b_13
{CAL-CM*_}/GM**Z/SEC_
















MASS FRACTION SUM D°9999)772
VARIABLE DERIVATIVE INC_EREWT _ELATIVE =R_3_ VARIABLE
-O,2oD_BE_03 -O.IAAL5E+02 O°EbT_bE-Og t
HO O.gSIbBE-07 0°32212E-05 O.Z55?OE'09 32
T 0.SbSllE+)2 O°2OS_OE_D_ D°_73_3_-08 )
M2 -O.2RG47E-3_ -0.16550E-05 O.LSgSIE-OT _32
OH 0.39720E-05 O._OLSbE-06 OoSbIT1E-Ob i202
































STEPS FROM LAST PRINT 156











O 9. DBOBOE-OB 1o29302E-02
H02 5o43539E-11 T.75656E-06
H202 5.81929E-12 8.OD460E-OT
N2 _,26032E-06 6. OTqBTE-01
MIXTURE qOLECULAK WEISqT 22.85909
CHEMICAL PROPERTIES
_ET SPECIES PRODUCTION RATE REACTION NET REACTION CONVERSION RATE RATE CONSTANT
(MOLEICM-eO/SE_| NUMBER INOLE-CMeeO/GM,e2/SEC) (CGS UNITS)
-2.1B5TDE-O6 1 9.31925E_D1 9*27512E_12
1.6615TE-O? 2 3.70633E*00 B.260_BE÷|2
6.169_2E-OS 3 2.T9116E÷01 3°59653E_12
-6.13OBOE-DE 6 5.00161E÷01 Io8TBbbE_LS
-1.17052E-06 S 3.59676E÷01 3.31510E_16
-I.DBB92E-OS 5 -5.2560BE-02 loT5161E_11
-2.BOOBbE-09 T .-.4° 63311E-02 5.qlOBLEt13
-2.05166E-ID e 6o3663BE+01 7_ OOOOOE÷I$
O. ) 1.12726E_02 6.73522E*1_
10 h67811E_O0 6.3225TE_16
11 6°8358_E_01 2oBS_SBE÷L2




TOTAL ENER;Y EX:tA_;E _ATE -2.23330Et07 MASS FRACT|_N SUM 0.9999962§
ICAL-:Me*3/_HeeZISEC)
VARIABLE DERIVATIVE INCREqEMT _ELATIVE ERROR
V -0.16_05E÷30 -0.26850E-02 O.18275E-11
RHO O.59176E-IO 0.96869E-12 0o18275E-11
T 0.23901E-01 O.38975E-D3 0.31101E-10
H2 -0.3072TE-37 -0.5691TE-09 0.31656E-09
OH 0,23358E-OB -O.16866E-Dq O.2OSq_E-OB
HED O.SBb13E-07 O.lOB85E-OB O.2_SB8E-09
(GCKP| E_D OF THIS CASE - READ DATA FOR _EXT CASE
VARIABLE DERIVATIVE I_CREHENT RELATIVE E_OR
-O.SBOB_E-OT -0o90963E-09 O.230LOE-D9
DE -O,lS655E-07 -0.29563E-09 0.56095E-09
3 -O.2795DE-OT -O.32BO3E-09 O.OB1OBE-OB
_02 -0.3_562E-10 -D._IBSbE-12 D.32376E-08
_ZOZ o:.2BB_IE-11 -0._8362E-13 0.10198E-07
_2 O. -O. 0.
84
DISTANCE-AREA VERSI3N SENEGAL :H_RI_AL <lvErI;s PROO_AM
NASA LEdIS 4E_EARCH CEVrE4



















H2 ÷ 34 = HE3 * H E,LOOOOE+I3
H * 0E s 3_ * O IoZD0O0E+14
O + HZ - 3H * H _°9S000E+13
H _ 02 " HOE + _ 1°59000E+15
HZ • H32 l _ZO2 _ _ 9°60000E÷12
M ÷ H2_E - 3H _ 3_ I.I?O00E_I7
M • H32 • 0_ • 0_ T°0OOOOEel3
H • 34 _ HE3 • M ?,SDO00EeZS
O • 0 " 02 • N 1o38000E•1S
O • NZ3 = OH • OH S°T50O0E•13
H2 • 32 = OH • 0_ 1.00000E÷13
OH • H32 " 423 • 02 b°3OOOOEeI2
O • H32 = OH + 02 6+00000E•12
HOE • HO2 • _202 • 0E I°S0000E+L2
OH ÷ HID2 = _EO • _OZ 1.000DOE*13
0 • H2O2 " OH • _02 9.0000DE•IS






















MINE • 4) m 5._0000
R(H20 * 4I 32.S0000
BIOZ p 41 • 2,00000
RCHZOZ • 7| s &°AO000
ALL THIRD BODY RATIOS ARE 1,0 EX;EPT THE FOLLOWING
MI_2 • TI " Z°30000R(HZ • SI • S,O0000
_I_Z3 • 7| = _,00000
_1H23 t S) • l_oO000O
R|OZ • S) • 2o00000 R|O2 • tl " 0°78000






• 9| " 20.00000
t 9| - 1.60000
• 9| = 1.60000
MINIMUM STEP SIZE OoXO000E-O3 CN
INITIAL STEP SIZE O, ZOOOOE°OI CR
INTEGRATION CDNTR3LS
MAXI_Uq STEP SIZE O. IOOOOE+OO CM
MAXIHUq RELATIVE ERRO4 0o00010
em ASSIGMEO VARIABLE P_OFILE **
THE AREA IS CALCULATED FROM T4E FOLLOWING POLYNOMIAL
ARER ICN*+E) • I O° IX**3 • | O° |_+'2 _ ( O. IX • ( Z.0OOOOE+03|












e- INITIAL COMOITI0YS *e












































































MIXTURE _LECULAR xEIG4T 20.91269
VARIABLE D_RIVATIVE INCREqE_T




QH O, b44_BE-06 O,
H20 O. O.
TOTAL ENERGY EX_4A_E RArE
(CAL-OMt*3/_M**2/SE_)
1,78LFOE+07 MASS FRACTION SUM Io00000000






























AREA 2°OOODOE+D_ _Q CM AXIAL POSITION 2.00000E-02 CM
SPECIES _DNCENTRATION MOLE FRACTION
IMOLES/CMeeO)
H2 Z. ZIO55E-06 2.95800E-01









STEPS FROM LAST PRINT 2




MIXTURE q3LECULAR WEIG4T 20.91269
_HEMICAL PROPERTIES











T3TAL ENERSY EX_4A_;E RATE
(_AL-:M-*3/3M-.ZISEE)
REACTION NET REACTION cnNVERSION RATE RATE EONSTANI













13 5,12724E-08 6, O00ODE÷IZ
l_ -B,9_55_E-D6 b. OOOOOE+I2
15 -1.39358E-11 1,_)0000E÷12
1S 1.29632E-11 5°59325E+12
17 -3. H5823E-Og 5.79301E÷13
1B 1.00917E-11 1.7_DBZE+13



















































A_EA 2°OOODOE*3_ 5Q CM AXIAL POSITION 3.06800E+00 CM
IWTEORATION INDIOAT_RS
SrEPS FROM LAST PRIVT 118





• .. • .











MIXTURF qSLECULAR WEIG4T 20.91503
VARIABLE DERIVATIVE IN;REqE_T
















T3TAL E_ERGY EXSdA_SE _AIE
{CAL-SMo_3/;M**E/SES)
REASTI3_ MET REASTIDN C(INVERSI_h RATE RAT_ CSqSTANT
NUMBE_ (UOLE-C_**3/3_*_2/SEC) {C;S U_IrSI
1 7o273o2_+05 6.06077E÷IZ

























































MIXTURE MOLECULAR WEIG4T 21.03167"
AREA 2°00033Et33 _O CM
:HEMICAL PROPERTIES











AXIAL P3SITION g.X_6OOE+OO CM
INTESR_TI3_ I_DICAT3RS
STEPS FROM LAST PRINT 16




TOTAL ENERSY EXCHANGE _AfE
ICAL-;M**31;M**ZISE;I
VARIABLE DERIVATI¢E INCREMEWT rELATIVE ERR3R
V -O.6962_E_33 -O.18836E+02 0o68506E-08
RHO O.26551E-36 O.6EEOBE-08 0=68SOSE-08
T O°9302qE÷02 0o25250E÷01 O°IE_2bE-OB
H2 -0.25355E-0_ -O°ET878E-06 O.ZoBT_E-O7
OH 0.38_89E-36 0._3586E-05 0,90693E-05
H20 0.16668E-0_ 0._3796E-05 0o83565E-06
REACTIS_ _ET REACTION CONVERSION RATE RATE CS_STANT



















-8°_8680E_10 MASS FRACTION SUM 0°99999823
VARIABLE DERIVATIVE INCREMENT RELATIVE ER_3R
4 -3.SEl_BE-03 -O°87540E-O_ OolBI4UE-O7
_2 -3°EBTTflE-O_ -O._B71_E-05 0°83762E-07
3 -0°676|3E-06 -O°lg_3?E-O 0.66860E-05
40Z -3.1_315E-06 -0.5_405E-OE 0.20610E-05
_ZO_ 3.3719EE-07 -0°43652E-09 0.89702E-3_


















AREA 2.00000BED3 SO CM AXIAL POSITION Z,SENOOEe01 Cq




















STEPS FROM LAST PRINT 32




MIXTURE q3LECULAR REIG4T 22°43556
EHEMICAL PROPERTIES
_ET SPECIES PRDDU_TIO_ RATE REAOTIDN NET REACTION CONVERSIO_ RATE RATF _ONSTAHT
IROLE/_J*3/SE_I NUMBER (RDLE'CM**3/GR**E/SECI |C_S U_ITSI
-Z,07BOBE-03 1 9°_6637E÷04 8°23339_+12
2.1391TE-O_ E -E°69099E+O_ 6.26961E+ZE
5.3659TE'03 3 3,53188E+04 4°896TOE+12
-b.82446E-03 _ 1.07346E÷05 Io_lD43E+15
-1°72011E-03 S _°61214E+06 3o_4B33E*14
"2°I_03BE-O3 6 -1°66417E+02 L,1?IODE+11
-_.4703_E-06 7 -1,04963E+06 2,?56E?E*13
-1°39514E-O8 B ?.BB_RBE+04 7°00000E+13



















RELATIVE ERROR VNRIABLE DERIVATIVE INCREMENT RELATIVE ERROR
O, 61330E-OR H °0o95936E-04 -D°22Z56E-05 O°69elRE-DT
0.61113E-09 31 -O,2_I_ZE-O_ -0°56051E-0_ 0°19_66E-07
0°10550E-07 3 -3° 332Z_E-O4 -0° 11150E-06 O, 9_194E-3S
O°_Z8_E-07 HO_ -3°6ER_EE-OT -0°16160E-08 0°58989E-05
0°69573E-06 HZOZ -0°11099E-08 -0°11505E-0_ O°I015BE-D_
0°83756E-07 _E O° -0° O°
88

















STEPS FROM LAST PRINT 153












HOE 5°434R2E-II 7. TSSIqE-Ob
H202 _.8182_B-12 8.302eTE-07
N2 4°2_O_EE-O(. 6.07969E-01
MIXTURE ROLEEULAR WEIGHT 22*B591B
CHEMIE&L PROPERTIES
_ET SPECIES PRDOUOTIO_ RRTE REACrIO_ _ET REACTION _ORVERSION RATE RBTE CONSEANT
IMOLE/_R**3/SEE) NUMBER (MDLE-CM*eO/GMe*2/SEG) IGGS U_ITSI
-Z.12821E-06 1 ?°90107E÷01 8°96RORE+IZ
-4°)35T_E-07 2 _.47305E+O0 B°Z4OBRE*12
3._3655E-0S 3 2°984_3E*01 3o771_GE+12
-Z.ST415E-O$ _ 3.5665_E÷0I I°B7866E÷15
-8.795_BE-OT 5 Z°SR_BE+OL 3°31504E÷14
-1.43077E-OB 6 -3._1970E-GZ I.T31T_E÷ll
-4.15758E-09 T -4. 5589BE+O0 5°91164E+13
-Z*39_lEE-09 B 3.15663E+G[ ?°00000E+13
O° 9 8°13430E÷01 6.73490E+14
"10 1°21036E+00 4°322_RE,14
11 2°649_5E+01 Eo854T4E+|Z















(GCKP) _D OF THIS _ASE
INCREMENT RELATIVE ERROR ¥AR[ABLE DERIVATIVE INC_EMENT RELATIVE ERROR
-0°10325E-01 0°18319E-10 4 °0o35167E-07 "D°36315E-OG 0°60367E-06
0,37242E-11 O. ZBOI_E-IO OZ "3°I13S4E-07 -0,10929E-08 0°97_85E-06
0.15006E-02 O°_EOEE-09 3 "3°23113E-D7 -0.1369_E-08 O°233BTE'OT
-O, IRblEE-OB D,Z7038E-OR 401 "0°56_46E-10 -O°ITIO_E-11 O,649_OE'D?
-O°436ZSE-O_ O.ZR_SOE-O? _ZOZ -O°33TEBE-lO "0°11321E-12 O,168_OE'D_
O°39970E-OB O. ZIZSEE-OB RZ _° -0° O°
READ _ATA FOR HEXT EASE


































IOUT)UT IN FPS U_ITSI
NASA LEWIS _ESEARCH CENTER
A
÷ 04 = HZ_ • d ZoIOO0OE÷13
32 = 3H * O L.2SOOOE*t4
• H2 = OH * q 2o95000E÷13
]Z - _3Z * u 1,39000E+15
• W • d2 • M ,1°300OOE*18
• H32 = d232 • H _.S0000E_12
• HZO2 = OH • _ IoIT000E+17
• H]2 = OH • OH 7,300OOEe13
_d = H2G + N 7°5OO00E_Z3
• 0 = 02 • _ [,38000E•IB
RED • 3H _ _ 5o75000E+13
0Z • U_ • 34 1.30000E_13
• H32 HZO • _Z 5°000ODE+rE
• H32 = 3_ • 02 S.300OOE_IZ
• H32 = HZ_Z • 02 1°800OOF÷12
• HZO2 • HE0 • 402 _,30000E÷13
• H202 = 3H • _32 8oOOOOOE+L3



























, _1 = 3°00000
_1 = 32°EOOO0
&l = 2*30000
• 7I = 6°50000
ALL TH[_0 800Y RATIOS AR_ 1,O EX;EPT THE FOLLOWING
MIHZ _ 5! • 3,00000 _I_2 , TI • 2°30000
MIME0 t S) = 1S°O00OO MI_Z3 _ 7I • S,00000
HI02 * S) = 2,00000 _I02 t 7) • 0°TEOOO




• 9) • ¢.OO00O
• 91 = 20.00000
• 91 • 1.60000
• 91 = 1.60000
INTEGRATION =flNTR3LS
MINIMUN STE_ SIZE O,10000_-03 C_
INITIAL STEP SIZE 0o10000E-31 3_
_AXI_UM STEP SIZE O.LOOCOE+O0 CM
_AXIqJN RELATIVE ERROR _.00010
ee ASSIGNED VARIABLE P_OFILE ee
THE AREA IS CAL_ULATEO FROM T_E F_LLOWING POLYNOMIAL
AREA IGN_oZl • I O, )X*_3 • I O° IX_*2 _ I O° IX • [ 2*OOOOUE+OOI
THE F3LLONI_G SPECIES N[LL 5E NEGLE_TE3 =_3M ALL ERROR CONSIDERATIONS
_32 H202
TIRE O, SE_
• * [_ITI&L :043ITlOtS a*

















SPECIES _ONCENTRATION _OLE FRACTION _ET S_EC[_S P_33U_TION _Ar_
(ROLES/FTos31 IRGLE/FTe*31SE_)
H2 1°38005E-0_ 2._580OE-01 -L._31tlE-O3
OH 0o O° _,86218E-03
HZO 3o O, Do
H 3, 0o 3.SE_33E-O3
OE $o90_1E-O_ I,_BOOOE-OI -1°_310_E-03
_,83937E-10O 3. Do
HOE 3° 0o Do
H202 3. 0° U°
NZ 2,59_4E-0_ 5°_6ZOOE-OI 0°
AXIAL FOSITIO_
I_TE;RATION INDICATORS





























































TOTAL E_ER_Y EXC_ANOE RATE 5.13574E÷05
(BTU-FT'w3/LB*o21SEC)
MASS FRACTION SUM l,OOOOOOOO






























AREA 2.ISZTBEeO0 SQ FT AXIAL POSITION 6.5616BE-04 FT




















STEPS FROM LAST PRIWT 2




MIXTURE _3LECULAR WEIGHT 20.91269
SHEMICAL PROPERTIES











TOTAL EWERGY EXCAAN_E RATE
[BTU-FT*'B/LB*.Z/SFOI
REACTION WET REACTION C]WVERSION RATE RATE EOWSTANT


































DERIVATIVE INCREMENT RELATIVE ERR3R
O,20703E-D6 O° O°
-3.325)3E-06 O, 0°




























A_EA 2*15278E_00 SQ FT AXIAL PDSITIDW I°OOOOOE-OI FT
INTEGRATION INDICATORS
STEPS FROM LAST PRINT llO






SPECIES _BNCENr_ATION _3L_ FIAETIO_ NET S_EC|_S PRO)U_TIBN _ATE
{qOLE_IFT**3| (MBLE/FT*mB/SEC)
H2 1.362_OE-0_ 2._2119E-01 -k,BO785E*OO
OH 1,25_L4E-01 Z°68829E-04 IolR02OE-OL
H20 [.IB752E-06 2. _BTOE-_3 k,1t333E_03
H 9.3305TE-07 2,_JOO03E-33 _,60270E-DI
02 5.82746E-05 1._6348E-0[ -7°14231E-01
O I,BIb_OE-07 3°_9265E-0_ L.67d_OE-01
HO2 3.Bb2_IE-O_ 6,_6543E-O5 i. BSOOOE-02
H202 2,151_0E-I0 4°G330[E-B7 _.2_519E-0_
N2 2,_950BE-04 5.S5262E-01 O.








TOTAL E_ERSY EXChAngE RATE
(8TU-FT=*3/LB**Z/SE_)
REACTION NET REACTION CB_VERSION RATE RAT C CONSTANT
NUMBER (MOLE-FT_*_/LB**2/SEC} (COS U_[TS)
























DERIVATIVE INC_EMENI RELATIVE ERROR
3._9371E-03 0,34520E-05 0.89522E-07





TIME _,7_O[3E-04 SES _RE4 2._52_8E_3 SQFT

















STEPS F_OM LAST P_INI 153





SPECIES _ONCENTRATION _40L _ F_ACTION _ET SPECIES PRqOUGTION RATE
[MOLES/FT*mB) (MBLE/FTm_B/SE_)
HZ Z°56337E-05 5°_594BE-02 -1°035_qE-O_
OH 1°757_8E-05 _._[75_E-02 -2°06_2E-0_
H2O I,OO380E-U_ 2._9_52E-31 2.32(5_E-0_
H I°32920E-05 3,_383_E-02 -I.gb2_BE-O_
O_ _°q6291E-O6 2.D_877E-02 -b,12273E-05
O 5.6B_gE-06 1.292g_E-_2 -_°80650E-05
HO2 )°39272E-09 7,755ZOE-36 -7*23_BE-08
H202 _.63237E-10 R.BO29_E-B7 -k°29061E'OB
NZ 2°65973E-04 6°0796gE-O[ O°
MIXTURE _BLECULAR _EIG_T 22o83918 T:]TAL E WERSY EXEHAWBE RATE
(BTU-FT**31LB**21SE_I








































VARIABLE DFRIVATIVE INCREMENT RELATIVE ERROR
V -0.12210E÷30 -0,I0351E-0[ 0._(545_-k0
RHO _°440_E-_0 0,373_6E-1I 0._545E-10
T O._TTB2E-BI 0.15_35E-02 0,3_521E-09
HZ -O,_BB17E-07 -O°Igg34E'0R 0oldTOgE-o8
OH -0°4o_63E-09 -O.569_IE-09 0°2_41_E-07
H20 0._5655E-37 (),40854E-08 3,2_bS6E-08
VAEIABLE DERIVATIVE INCREMENT RELATIVE ERROR
-3,_I))E-OT -0. BSl2_E-08 0.3_365E-08
37 -3.L37_7E-07 -O. ll081E-O_ 0°16731E-09
3 -0.1757_E-07 -O.12_6IE-08 0.3394OE-O7
t32 -3.1S2_/E-10 -0.17504E-11 0.763_3E-07
4_U_ -3.2@361E-1_ -0°13354E-L2 0,15854E-06
_2 0, -O. O°










































































DISTANCE-PRESSURE VERSION GENERAL CHEMICAL KINETICS PROGRAM
METHANE-AIR 3]_BUSTION _T _3NSTANT P
RFA:FION REACTION
NJ43ER
l C4_ = CM3 ÷ 4
2 CH_ • 32 = ;H3 • H32
3 H • 02 = H02 ÷ M
CO • 32 = :32 _ 0
CH3 • 02 = CH20 • 0_
7 O • C44 = 3H3 • q_
NH • $4_ = _HB • HZ3
9 H + 32 = OH • O
L3 0 • H2 OH + H
tl M2 ÷ 34 HZ0 •
12 CO • 34 C02 + 4
L3 CH3 • 3 SHZ3 • H
• dCO + 42l& CH20 H
L5 CH2d ÷ 34 = H33 • H2_
L5 CH20 • ] 4C0 _ 04
17 HCO + 3 :3 • 3H
18 HCO • O_ = C0 • 423
l_ HCO • H = S_ • HZ
_3 M ÷ HCO = _ • CO
_I HCO • 32 = $3 + H32
_2 HO2 ÷ H32 = H202 + 02
_3 H • _32 = OH + OH
2_ O ÷ _32 = OH • 02
_5 OH • H32 = dZ3 • 02
_ M ÷ H202 = 3H + 0_
27 H + 3H = H23 * M
_B M + 32 = 3 ÷ 3
_9 0 • HZO = OH • 04
NASA LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER





































4LL T411O BOgY RATIOS ARE
5°00000 M(O2 . 3) = 2.00000
2.00000 M{CO2 . 3) = T.50000
6.00000 M)HZO ,27) = 20°00000
I°6OOOO
1.3 EX:EPT THE F3LL3WING
_I32 ,251 = 3.78000
_I42 , 31 = 5.00000





• 3) = 32.50000
• 3) = 2.00000
INTE_RATISN ;3WTR3LS
MINIMUM STEP SIZE
INITIAL STE _ SIZE
O.IO000E-03 _M
0.200OOE-OI _M
WAXIqUM STEP SIZE O.200COE÷OO CM
MAXIMUM RELATI¥_ ERROR C. OOUIO
PRESSJ_E (ATM
• , _SSISNE3 VARIABLE PROFILE **
THE RRESSdRE IS CALCULATED ;ROM T4E FOLLOWIN_ POLYNOMIAL
} = I O, IX.*3 * ( 3. )X**2 + ! 3. )X + ( 1,73000E÷OO)
THE FALLOWING S_E;IES WILL _E NE;LECTEO FR3M ALL E_ROR CONSIOERATIONS
















































** INITIAL 33NDITIONS *a
ARE_ _,OOO3)E_J_ SQ CM AKIAL POSITION O,
I_TEGR_TIBN I_DICATORS
STEPS FROM LAST PRINT 0























































_°05133E÷05 MASS FRACTION SUM































INCREMENT RELATIVE FRROR VARIABLE DERIVATIVE INCREMENT RELATIV:! ER_]_
O. O. =D_ 3, 3. O.
O. O. 3 B.32bI_E-II O. O.
O. O° C_2D O. O. O.
O. O. D4 O° O° O.
O. O. HZ 3, O, O.
O, O, H20 O° O. O.
0. O. 4C0 0. O, O.
O, O. _202 O. O. O.


































MIXTURE _3LECULAR wEIGHT 28.20529
_A L.OI_EE+3} SO SM
;HEMICAL PROPr_T[SS

















AXIAL P3SITIO_ 2.)O000E +01 CN _'
[NTE3RATION INDICATORS
STEPS FROW LAST P_I'¢T T8




TOTAL E_ERGY EXCHANGE RArE
(CAL-CM**31GM_2/SE=)
VARIABLE DERIVATIVE I_C]FHENT RELATIVE ERRUR
V -O. -0, O.
RHO -0.61662E-36 -0°68o05E-07 0.7830_E-O9
T 3.28677E+01 O. BI673E+O0 O,10421E-O8
CH_ -0o14_5_E-04 -0°1660gE-05 0,_$038E-08
CH3 0°12319E-35 0,13655E-06 O°LLSgbE-0_
H O.q5996E-38 0°10294E-38 0,303_8E-05
OZ -0.14337E-0_ -0o159_8E-05 O°[0308E-08
MO2 0.18123E-06 O.201OZE-OT 0,_JgO]E-07
CO 0,10957E-35 OoZ21U/E-36 O._3i7_E-O_































































@AR[ABLE DERIVATIVE INCREMENT RELATIVI E_3R
:32 3,53673E-08 0.730_3E-O9 0.562LZE-09
3 0.1365_E-O7 0._4914E-O_ 0,591_7E-06
3_23 0.12_37E-06 O.13B_3E-OT. 0.30398E-07
04 0°35006E-O7 0.39858E-0_ O._39269-09
_ 3.3_2[1E-05 0.43371E-O7 0.2958OE-05
H20 3.I_737E-06 0.16389E-O_ O.588_3E-07
dCO 0.10605E-07 O.!I271E-09 0.3354_E-05
4202 0.222_0E-Og O,t535BE-IO o.ggZ_AE-3%


















A_EA I. I12_3E,33 50 CM AXIAL PDSITION 3.80000E+01 CM


















STEPS FRDR LAST PRINT 27









































REASTION NET REACTION CONCERSI3N =(ATE RATE CG_STANT
NUMBER IRDLE-CM*_3/G_**2/SEC) (C_S UNITS)
l -4°13987E÷03 I. SBOZBE*02
2 -I°12356E÷02 2._7378E÷OB
-I.40356E+04 2.0q70IE*15

























-T°g_9_SE_3_ RASS FRA_TIDN SUM 0°9999_977












































STEPS FROM EASY PR|_T 26

























































TOTAL ENERGY EXCHANGE RATE
(CAL-CMll3/GM**2/SECi
REACrIO_ qET REACTION C3MVE_SION RATE _ATE C_NSTAMT






























-3.0S072E_10 MASS FRACTION SUM I.O000001O
VARIABLE DERIVATIVE I_CREMENT RELATIVE ERROR
V -0, -0. O.
RHO -0.31309E-0_ -0°8_12_E-06 O°6550qE-08
T O, LTBI3E÷03 3.BTbl&E÷01 O.69Z6ZE-07
CH_ -O,&8TT_E-03 -O.13289E-O& 0_33298E-05
CH3 0.21125E-0_ O°T6102E-06 O._S_ITE-O5
H 0,50_91E-3_ 0.13078E-05 O°BbB_BE-OS
02 -0°86213E-03 -0.2257EE-0_ o.gITB&E-O?
H02 -O.13791E-O_ -0.353_1E-06 0._2568E-05
CO 0.705_8E-03 O°IBeO?E-06 0.11689E-06
VARIABLE OERIVATIVE INCREMENT RELATIVE ERR3R
_0_ 303&_SBE-OT 0®9_590E-06 O°6kB62E-O5
0 3°53L?BE-O_ 0.1252¢E-05 O.22061E-G_
:H20 -0.27952E-03 -0.I_23E-35 0,10099E-05
34 0.12_3_E-03 0.33226E-05 0.86878E-05
t2 3.10_3_E-03 O.28_T_E-05 0.1_193E-05
MZO 3._0359E-02 0o27846E-0_ 0,17071E-35
_CO 0.59120E-35 0°1957_E-06 0.17799E-O_
120Z °0.3_212E-07 -0.8251bE-09 o,lqlOOE-05
q_ 3, -0. O°
97

































MIXTURE _3LECULAR WEIGHT 27._B301
AREA 1,29_9_3) SO CM
CHEMICAL pRnPc_TI_S
















AXIAL POSI_ID_ 4,_.OOOOE÷DI CM
I_TE_RATI]N I_OIC_TORS
STFPS FRD _ LAST o_INT 14




TOTAL £._ERSY EXCHANGE RAT_
(EAL-CM''3/BMee2/SE_)
VAR]A6LE I)zRIVA[IVE IWC_E_EWT _ELATIVE ERRGR
V -0, -O, O.
RHO -0,_3372E-04 -0°975_9E-06 D°b2199_-O$
T 0.28268E+0_ 0.631_E+01 0._09_8E-06
CH_ -_,@1402E-03 -0.7BI_gE-D5 0,)052_E-04
CHJ -0.41400E-3_ -O, gOI_OE-35 Oo_633BF-D6
H 3.12983E-33 D.28987E-05 0,I1295E-06
02 -OoI_672E-D2 -0°327_4E-04 0._/285F-05
HO2 -_,21_95E-04 "0.48910E-D6 0.I0321E-04
CO 0,9o758E-33 0,2162[E-D4 9,_759_F-05
REACTION NFT REACTIO_ Cg_V[KS I(]N RATF RAT_ CD_STANT

















IS 1.38417_÷04 5. 1275E+_2
Ig 6. ggg_?Fe04 _.H3557:÷1_
20 _,5_hbE+O5 8.gO8_TE÷II
_I B.406_8=+D4 I,=31)5E+12








-5._992%_+1D MASS FRACTIO_ SUM 1.00000054
#_RIASLE DERIVATIVE I_C_EME_I RELATIVI EI_GR
3 D,2BO3$E-D_ 0,SG441F-3_ 0.5?IISF-D_
_423 -O.3f52_E-03 -0o_:5212E-0 O.15995_-O%
3_ 3,41ABlE-D3 O._RB6_E-OZ 0,3_422E-3_
_2 -D,3_IBSE-04 -O.ul3_7E-O 0,25278E-05
420 O.14332E-D_ 0,:1271E-0 0, I1412E-05
IS0 -D*I4955E-04 -0,24@33E-06 0.657_i£-04
_?O_ _._512_E-06 0°I_323E-03 0.49192E-93
_2 O, -0o O.
98





























































NASA LEdIS _ESEARCN CEMTE_
(ASSIONED ARE_ - TIME INTEGR_TIONI CASE 6
REACTION A
CH4 • _H3 + H 3,8OOOOE+I_
+ OZ = CH3 * 4OZ 1.00000E+13
• 32 = NO2 • M 1.59000E*[5
÷ 02 • COZ • 0 loS0000E÷13
• 32 • ;HZ3 • OH 7.50000E•10
• C44 CH3 • H2 5,90000E•13
• _N4 = :H3 • OH Z.OOOOOE•13
• Cd_ • CH3 • HEO 7°20O00E•13
• 02 • OH • O 1,25000E•1_
+ H2 • OH • H 2.95000E•13
• 3_ • N20 • H Z°lO000EeI3
• 3_ = _02 • 4 $.20000E÷11
• 3 = 3N23 • H l°_0000Eel3
• H • HCO ÷ H2 1.00000E+13
• OH • HCO * HZO 7.O000OE÷IO
• O = HCO • OH _.OOOOOE+ll
• 0 = CO • 01 1.80000E+11
• 04 = CO • HZO I.IO00OE+ll
• H = CO • 42 1,50000E+IZ
• He0 = H • CO Z.OOOOOE+13
• OZ • CO + 40Z I°OOOOOE+II
• H32 = H232 • 02 1.B0000E+12
• NO2 OH + 0d 7.00000E+13
• N32 • OH • OZ 6.000OOE+12
• H02 = HE0 • 02 6.0OOOOE+lZ
• H202 = OH • OH 1.17000E+17
• 04 = H20 • M 7,50000E÷23
• 32 = 0 ÷ 0 2,75000E+19





































t 3) = 5,00000
• 31 = 2°OOOO0
,261 = 6.OOOO0
t27| = 1o50000
ALL THIRD BODY RATIOS ARE 1.o EXOEPT THE FOLLOWING
M{O2 ,ZS) = 0.TB00OM(02 _ 3) = 2,OOOOO
M(_2 f 3] = 5°00000M(CO2 , 3) = 7.50000





• 31 = 32.50000
• 31 = 2.00000
INTE;RATION CO_TR3LS
NINIMUN STEP SIZE O.6Z500E-09 SEC
INITIAL STEP SIZE O°L25OOE-06 SEC
MAXIMUN STEP SIZE O.12500E-OB SEC
M&XIqUq RELATIVE ERROR O. OOOLO
e- ASSIGNED VARIABLE PROFILE e*
THE AR_A IS CALCULATED BY INTERPOLATION FROM THE FOLLOWING TABLE

















THE FOLLOWING SPEOIES WILL BE NEGLECTED FR3N ALL E_OR C04SIOE_ATIONS




** INITIAL CONDITIONS me

















STEPS FROM LAST PRINT O





SPECIES :3NCENTRATION MOLE F_ACTIDN NET SPECIES PRODUCTION RAIE
IHOLES/CHe*3) (HOLE/_M*eD/SECI
CH6 S*BTBSZE-OT _*976BOE-02 -5.08397E-06
CH3 D* O. 5.OB39TE-0_
H D. O* 5.01_54E-06
02 2°SSIAIE-06 1.990TEE-02 -6*gs166E-OB
HOE O. 0. 6.9¢238E-08
CO D, 0. O.
C02 D. O. 0.
0 3. O. I*BSblBE-10
CH20 0. 0. 0.
OH 3. 0. 0.
H2 D. O. O.
HEO D, O. O,
HCO O. 0. 0.
H202 D. 0. 0.
NE 9.62725E-06 T.BIIAOE-DI O,
MIXTURE q3LECULAR WEIGHT 2B,ZIOB8 TOTAL ENERGY EXCNAN;E RATE
[CAL-CM**31GMse2/SEC)
CH
REACTION NET REACTION C3_VERSION RATE RATE CONSTANT













13 O. 1. 900DOE_I3
Zk O. 5._235BE,12
15 O. 9. IqSIIE÷12
16 0* h DOOTbE+13
17 0. T*3O0SSE_12
IB O. _._6145E,12
19 O* 6. OB379E÷13
20 0* 1.286_8E+11
21 0. T*T7419E÷ll








• ,OSIDSE+06 MASS FRACTION SUM 0°99999999










VARIABLE DERIVATIVE INCREMENT RELATIVE ERROR VARIABLE
V O.133_IE+_T O. O. _DE
RHO -0.11374E-02 O. O. 3
T -O.EDI_gE÷O5 0, O. C_ED
CH4 -0*14061E-DZ 0. 0. O_
CH3 O*I_ObIE-DI 0. 0. HZ
H O*13869E-01 0. 0. HZD
02 -0.1922TE-03 O. O. 1C0
HOE 0.19201E-03 O. 0. 4ZOZ
CO D. 0. 0. _2
100
















AXIAL P]Sl TION 3olbOOO3E +OL CM
CHEMICAL PROPERTIES
SPECIES =3NCEN¢RATION _OLE F_ACTI[I_ _ET SPECIES PRgDUETIO_ QATE
(MOLESICM'*3) (M3LE/CM--J/SEC)
CH4 5o3554}t-07 4.2_49_E-02 -LoST0_TE-O)
CH3 7,63777E-09 6°LZ534E-04 _o_51gbE-O_
H 5.15_50E-[l 4,133_0E-06 2.37953E-05
02 Zo39qbOE-06 1°')2_43E-01 -1o_3312E-03
H02 _.[9162E-10 7._714qE-05 3o_9255E-05
CO 5.540_4E-u9 4,4_372E-04 2.21041E-0_
C02 ).24=l_BE-ll 2,60602E_36 L._899E-O5
0 7o37294E-11 5.91295E-06 Z.52870E-05
CH20 F.I473RE-O_ 5. F3205E-O_ i.;_021E-05
OH Z.ZLO62E-_O 1./72_7E-05 6oOB237E-O_
H2 2o15126E-Oq IoY2527E-D4 _._5023E-05
HZO _°377_2E-08 6.71852E-0_ _°bO685E-03
HCO _.502_I£-11 4,_[ZBZE -06 2.57582E-O5
H202 7,45522E'13 5.')7893E-08 I°067_4E-C7
NZ _.36207E-D6 7oS0819E-GI Oo
IWTESR_TIGN I_OICATORS
STEPS FROM LAST PRIN[ 51




MIXTURE _3LECULAR wEIGHT _B.19756 TUT&L E_E_GY EXCdANGE RATE
(CAL-CM.'_/GM*_21SEC!
REACTID_ NET REACTION CJNVERS[EIN RATE RAT{ CONSTANT






























-7.75862E÷08 MASS FRACTION SUM 0.9999996?
VARIABIE OERIVATI@E INC_E_E_T IELATIVE ERRG_
V -0°19_33E_37 -O°ZZ4&_E_O[ 0°21933E-07
RHO -0°16429E÷00 -OoIB96_E-Ob O°_(b2_E-07
T 0.87051E_06 0._9oo4E+00 0°9_622E-07
CH_ -O°44666E+01 -0°51203E-_5 O._JGTOE-O6
CH3 ()°52673E+30 0,=_982E -0_ 0.70957E-05
H O.67677E-D2 O.71047E-D8 0,30371E-0_
02 -0.43bO4E÷01 -0°49985E-05 O°95315E-OF
HO2 0.908OIE-01 0, I04/0E-35 O°goZ3_E-05
CO 0.62867E*00 O,71LL5E-06 0._5_87E-0_
#_RIABLE DERIVATIVE IWC_EMENT RELATIV_ E_3R
:32 3°41211E-02 Oo4656_E-08 0.199_3E-34
0.71920E-02 0._2_19E-08 0oXSS_EE-O_
_d23 0°3299_E÷01 O.37958E-05 Oo12590_-05
3_ O,l?299E-O1 0°19432E-07 Ooll_S6E-O_
H2 0,21190E÷00 O.Z40}gE-O_ O°lG05_E-O_
_20 O°_S_3IE+OI 0°_2355E-03 O.30807E-05
d_O OoT3250E-02 O°7RTgOE-O8 0o30349E-0_
_ZOZ 3.3335_E-03 0.1515bE-0" 0o21175E-03
R2 O. -0. O.















1,05702E_3_ SO CP AXIAL P3SITION
I_TEGRATI3N INOI_AT3RS








































MOLE FRABTION _E7 SPECIES PRODU_TIO_ RATE REA=7I_
IM_LE/_wiB/S_I NU_BE_


























28°lbL6P 737AL ENERGY EX_A_;_ _Ar_ -2°Bf1552E_O_
(CAL-=M**3/BMIJB/SE_I







































MASS FRACTION SU u O°99RO)96fi





































































AXIAL POSITION _o00002E+01 CM
IWTEBRATIDN INDICATORS
STEPS FRO_ LAST PRI_? 47




REAOrION WET REACTION C]WVE_SION RATE _AT_ CONSTANT
NUMBER (MOLE-CM_*3/OM_*B/SEC) (COS J_IIS)
1 -7°903AOE÷O_ 5°Eb96_E_OB
Z -8,_0127E+01 2oBBBSAE÷Ob






















_7 T, BB250E+02 l°t721BE÷15
2B -3°762_2E÷01 _°_1553E_u$
102
























































_ISTA_CE-PRESSUR[ VERSIO_ ;ENERAL ;HEMI_AL _I_ETI;S PRODRAM NASA LEWIS RESEARCH EERIER






















































244 = _H3 + H 3.80OOOE+14
+ 02 = C_3 • 402 I.DOOOOE+I3
+ 32 = HOZ + M I°Bg0OOE÷15
+ 02 = C02 + D I°BOOODE_13
+ 32 = ;HZO ÷ BH /.500OOE÷IO
+ C44 = eft3 * _2 SoOOOODEel3
+ CH_ = _H) + 3fl Z,DBOOOE+I)
+ C4_ = CH3 + H2D 7,ZOOOOE+%3
÷ 32 = 3H + 3 1.25000E÷14
+ H2 = OH ÷ _ 2.gbODDE÷13
+ 3_ = 423 + H 2°I00OOE÷13
+ 04 = ;O2 + _ _.2OO00E+I1
+ 3 = ;HZB + H 1,93000E÷13
÷ H = HEO + HZ 1,DOOOOE+13
+ )d = fl_3 _ HZ]) 7,30O0OE+I0
+ 3 = HCD + OH _.OODOOE_II
+ 3 = ;3 + OH I.SOODOE+I!
÷ 3_ = ;3 ÷ HZD I°IOOOOE_ll
H = CO + 42 1.5OOODE+I2
+ H_O = H + C3 2.OOO00E*[3
÷ 02 [0 * dOE l.3003BE÷II
÷ fl32 = H202 + DZ I°BOOOOE+I2
+ H32 = OH + 94 7,BOOODE÷I3
+ H]2 = 3H ÷ 32 6.00000E+lZ
H02 = H20 ÷ 02 flo0OODOE÷lZ
+ HZ_Z = _H • ON %°17000E÷17
+ 3d = HZD + M 7°500_0E+23
+ 32 = 3 ÷ 3 E°TSOOOE*I9





































• 3) = 5.OOOOO
• 3) = 2°BOOOO
_ZbI - 6oOOOOO
_27) = l°$OOOO
ALL THIR_ BD_Y RATIOS ARE l°O EX;EPT THE FDLLBWIWG
MID2 _ 3I = 2.OOOOO MID2 _2_) = OoTBOOO
MI_BZ , 3) = 7°50000 M(_2 _ )) = S.OOOOO






° 3) = 2°OOOOO
I_T_3_ATION ;UWTRBLS
MINIMUM STEP SIZE O,iDOOOE-03 ;M
INITIAL STEP SIZt Oo2OO00E-Ol _
MAXIMJ_ STEP SIZE O. ZOOO0E_OO CM
MAXI_UW RELATIVE ERRBR C. OOOlO
*_ ASSIGNED VARIABLE PROFILE ee
THE PRESSURE IS CALCULATE_ BY INTERPOLAIIBN FRO_ THE FOLLOWING TABLE















THE FOLL[}WIW& SPEEIES WILL _F NEGLECTE_ FRBM ALL ERROR CONSIDERATIONS


















*m I_ITIAL ;O_DITIOWS *_
AREA I,ODODOE-DI SO M A_IAL POSITION O, M
I_TEBRATIDN INDICATORS
STEPS FRBM LAST PRIWT O









DE 2.5 5[_ XE-O3 Lo JqOT2E-Ot
H02 3. 0.
CO _- 0,CO2 • O,








_SNCE_rRATION _OL _ FRA_TIOV _ET SPECLES PROOU_TI]W RATE
I_OLES/M.,j} (MOLE/W-*3/SE_I
MIXTUR_ _SLECULAR wEIS_T ZB.210%B
VARIABLE DERIVATIVE [_CRE qFWr
V -0.76752E÷01 O.
RHO 0,7610_E-07 O,






REA:TION NET REACTIO_I CSWVERSION RATE RAT: CSWST&NT
NUMBER IMOLE -_*tS/KGmtE/_EC) ICSS 3_IrS!
3,83E_BE-OZ 7._6161E*00
_°08397E-03 5°310bqE-O_ _°_bEBBE+O_
-0,95166E-05 _ O° S°TI_5_E_07
_.9_Z38E-OE E O° 7.5000_ff_0
O°
L.BSblBE-07 _ O° [°E8_3_13
O° O° B°)37TOE_ll
D° lO O° l°.7670E÷IZ
O° 11 O° _°_IZX}E_IZ
O° IE O° _o0930_E+ll
O° 13 Oo l°RCOOOE_13













28 7.09q_TE-07 2. _818E_o
29 O° 2.33_TbE÷l_
TSTAL E'_R_Y EX_A_SE R_IE l°6950BE_07 MASS ER^CTISN $bM 0°9999_999
IJ,IULE-M**3/RS-12/SE_I
_EL_TIVE E_ VARIABLE DErIVAtIVE |NC_EME'&I RELATIVE ERRSR
O° CDZ O, O° O°
O° 3 _°3Z$1_E-1I O° O.
_H_] 3. O° O.
O°
O° _ O. O° O°
O° 12 O° O, O°
O. O°
O° _0 3. O° O,
O, 420Z O° O° O°







































































AXIAL POSITI3_ 3.OOOOOE-O[ M
I_TE_RATI_N I_OICATORS
STFP$ F_OM LAST PRINT 51



































































TOTAL ENERGY EXC4AN;E RATE -AoOBB3bEeD9
{JDULE'M=eD/KGe*2/SEE)











DERIVATIVE INE_EMENI RELATIVE ERROR
3.4)977E-07 3o5_)72E-0_ D.SbI_7E-D5
3,8)8_2E-O7 O. ID21_E-07 O,87874E-D5
Do26660E-0_ O._Bg33E-O_ 0.3DDIDE-D5






























STEPS FROM LAST PRINT _2


























CH_ -_._3114E-33 -0. I_5(6E-3_
CH3 0. i02_3E-33 0.25062E-D5




(GCKP) _ND OF T_IS CASE - READ DATA FDR NEXT CASE
SHEMICAL PROPERTIES





























REACTION NET REA=TION CONVERSION RATE RATE =DMSTANT
























2_ 2. bI612E+OO 6. OOOODE+IZ





-1.G6075E+ll MASS FRA=TI3N SUM 1, OOOODO05











T I_:E-AREA VERS 13N SEVERAL CHEMICAL KINETI;S pROGRAM NASA LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER












H2 + 32 H * HO2 1.0OO00E_14
H2 • OH H23 • 4 Z.LOBOOE÷13
H + 32 = OH ÷ 0 [.25OOOE÷14
0 ÷ H2 = OH ÷ 4 2,_6OOOE_I]
H ÷ 32 = HO2 • M 8eSOOOOE_6
H • H02 = OH ÷ O4 7.000OOE+I3
M ÷ H202 = OH • OH I,LTOOOE÷IT
HO2 ÷ HO2 = H202 + 02 1.00000E÷12
H02 + H2 = H232 ÷ H 8.SO00OE+I2
H • H202 = H20 + 0d 3.18000E+16
OH * H202 = H23 • H02 1,0OO00E÷13


















• 5} = 5.00000
, 5) = 32.50000
ALL THIR_ BODY RATIOS ARE ¿,O EXCEPT THE FOLLOWING
MiH2 _ T| = Z.3OOO0 M(02 . 51 = 2.OOOOO
N{H23 , 7) = 6.00000 M(H23Z , T) z 5.60000






MAXIMUM STEP SIZE O.IOOCOE÷OO SEC
MAXIMJM RELATIVE ERROR O.O0_3O
** ASSIG,'_ED VARIABLE P_OFILE To
THIS IS A V=O PRO3LEH - Aq ASSI3NEO VARIABLE IS NOT REQJIRED
THE FOLLOWING SPECIES WILL BE NE;LECTED FR3H ALL ERROR CONSIDERATIONS
] H OH H02













































• _ INITIAL CONDITIONS **
AREA I.OOOOOE÷OO SO CM AXIAL POSITION
IqTE_RATION INDICATORS





































MIXTUR_ _OLECULAK _TIGHT b.21_25 TqTAL E_ERGY EXCHANGE RATE 2*06B35E-03
(CAL-;Mu*31;Mee2/SECI
NARIABL_ D_PIVATIVF I'RCREME'dT RELATIVE ERROR VARIAELE DERIVATIVE
V -_. O° O. d 3.23115E-11
RHO O. Oo Oo dO2 Oo23IISE-I1
T O. Oo O° 34 O.
H2 -_°2_115L-I1 _. Do 420 Oo

















SPECIES RASS FRAGTION MOL_ FRACTION
HZ 2°7RO28E-01 B,_OOOOE-01
D2 7°20972E'01 1.40000E-01




HZ02 1.12929E-10 2. Ob284E-ll
















AREA 1o00000E_33 SO CM AKIAL POSITION -0, CM
CHEMICAL PROPERTIES















STEPS FROM LAST PRINT 2
A_ERAGE STEP SIZE O°ISO00E+O0
CONTROLLING VARIABLE





VARIABLE DERIVATIVE INCRERENT RELATIVE ERROR
V Oo O° O°
RHO O° O° O°
T O° O° Oo
H2 -0° 33367E-10 O° Oo
OZ • -Oo333e_TE-IO O° Oo
_I TIME 5.50OOOE+01 SE_
O_ FLOW P_OPERTIES
(AIM|















H20 1°IGEL_E-ul 3* _82_E-D_
0 _°08"_>bE-IO q°_B_qlE-ll
H202 _.52_'b7_-_ I°.17_2E-O3






















DERIVATIVE INCREMENT RELATIVE ERROR
0.23111E-11 O. O.
OoTOOSSE-I1 O° O°
O°Z35AOE-I/ _° 0°0._9_2E-11 • 0°
-0°45345E-17 0o O°
0o2_01_E-10 0° 0,













AXIAL POSITION -0, CM
INTEGRATION INDICATORS
STEPS FROM LAST PRINT 34





REACTIO_ _ET REACTION S]NVERSIO_ RATE RAT_ CONSTANT














MIXTURE R3LECU_AR HEIGHT 8°36507 TOTAL EWERGV EXCHANGE RATE -I.800OBE_OS
ICAL-CM''31GMe*2/SECI
VARIABLE OERIVATIVE IMCRERE_T RELATIVE ERRO_ VARIABLE
V -0o -0° O, H
RHO O° -0, O, HOZ
T O, -0. O° 3H
HZ -0.20057E-33 -0°20072E-06 O° H20
02 -0.10035E-03 -0.10033E-0_ O. 0
_ZO2
M A_S F_ACTION SUM 0.99999548






-O, S90AE-07 -0°b16_5_-08 O._ZB73E-OT

















STEPS FROM LAST PRINT 101













MIXTURE q3LECULAR WEIGHT 6,60B_6
:HEMICAL PROPERTIES
_ET SPECIES PRODUCTION RATE REACTION WET REACTION C_WVERSION RATE RATE C3NSTANT
(MOLEICMle31SEC) NUMBER IMOLE-CMoo3/GNooZ/SEC) (C$S dNITSI
-L.17207E-O8 1 -t,L_b_4E-04 1.15030E-05
-5.8_203E°09 Z Z.6o¢gzE+O0 7.59590E_IL
-I.79357E-13 3 5.80_21E-02 3.385_3E_09
3.37780E-1Z _ 5.79565E-O2 5.02_3rE_10
3. B2663E-15 5 2,_EOE+O0 I.62965E_LS
1,17608E-08 6 1.06766E-01 T°OCOOOE_I3
-1,1105TE-15 T L.O3767E_O0 I,608TBE_06





TOTAL ENERGY EXCHAWGE RATE -1,63_OZE+OS MASS FRACTION SUM 0.99998793
ICAL-CM_3tSM*_Z/SEC}
VARIABLE DkRIVATIVE INCREMENT RELATIVE ERROR
V -0, -0, O,
RHO O° -0° O°
T O. -0, O.
H2 -0,1_191E-03 -O°_3B_IE-07 O,
02 -O,9ObTOE-O_ -0,21817E-07 O,57_12E-1Z
IGCKPI _WO OF THIS CASE
eOI_'UNIT05_ EOF.
READ DATA FOR WEXT EASE
VARIABLE DERIVATIVE INCREMENT RELATIVE ERt3R
-3,27837E-08 -0.632_9E-12 0,3666_E-00
H02 3,52_2_E-07 0,13013E-10 O,10178E-OT
ON 0.59390E-I0 0.2590_E-1_ 0.72024E-07
_20 0,18253E-03 0,_40_1E-07 O*
0 -3.1723_E-10 -0._1662E-1_ 0,3_317E-0$
HZOZ -0,6_810E-0S -0.15657E-09 0.256_5E-I0
RE:= 00033 FIL= 00002
109














HIGH rEMPERAIURE AIR IONIZATION
REACIIO_
,_ . 32 ND • ,_
0 'J2 "CJ,_ N
02 •
NZU i ON2
O * "_2n N2 * OZ
_LJ4 * E _, 0
02 + 2-









2.BDOODE+{7 -O°? _.U O,
9,_OOOOE÷I4 O. -lO_O.O0
5.DOODDE÷I_ O° _B('OO,DD









ALL THIRD BUOY RATIDS ARE [.0 EX=EPT THE FDLLDWING
M(02 ,IO) = R,SOO00 M(_D ,ID) = 5O, OOOOD
_{_2 _1# 0.00002 MINED , 3) 2,25000
MID ,IO) = 0.03000
INTEGRATI3_ _OWTROLS
MIt'IMUM STEP SIZE O. IOO00E-O2 :M
INITIAL STEP SIZE O.200OOE-02 SM
MAXIMUM STEP SIZE O°30UCOE÷OO CM
MAXIMUM RELATIVE ERROR C*OOOEO
*l ASSIGNED VARIABLE P_OFILE me
THE AREA IS CALCULATED FROM THE PDLLOWING POLYNOMIAL
AREA ICMolZI = I O. )Xti3 ÷ I O° lX_e2 ÷ I 0° IX ÷ I ]°DOOOOE+03)
THE FOLLOWING SPECIES WILL BE NE;LECTED FROM ALL ERROR CONSIDERATIDNS

















• * INITIAL CONDITIONS *i
AREA L*OOOOOE_03 SO CM AXIAL POSITION C. CM
SPECIES :DNCENTRATION
IMOLES/CM**3)







E _. O°O÷ ° O°
02- 3° D,
13- 0° 0,
MIXTUR6 _3LECULAB WEI3HT 26.84765
INTESRATION INDICATORS
STEPS FROM LAST PRINT O


















I3TAL E_ERGV EXS_A_;E RATE 7.3gES_E*iI
REAETION WET REACTION CDNVERSION RATE RATE CONSTANT






























































UMEGA(IsJ} RATE OF PROOUCTION OF SPEEIES I BY REASTION J
REACTIO_
5 b
O° -0o -0o 0.157_6E-0_ Oo
Oo • Oo Oo
O. -O.80_79E-OL -0. OoOo
Oo -0. -0o
Oo O° -0. -0o -0o
Oo O° O.
-0° -0° 0.16096E+00 -0° -0o
O° O. Oo
Oo -0o -0o78731E-05 O.
-0o
O. Oo Oo
_: _.. -o. -o. _.
O. 0_ -0, -0o O,
Oo O* 0o
O_ 0. -0. -0. 0.
O, O° O.
O. O. -0. -0. O.
-0° -0. O.
O. O. -0. -0. 3-
-0. O. O*
O. O. -0. -0, O.
O. O. O°


























































AREA 1.00000E+03 SO CM AXIAL POSITION 2.OOOOOE-02 CM
INTEGRATION INDICATORS
STEPS F_OM LAST PRIqT 32




ELIMINArEO SPECIES _32 NZO
_.HEMICAL PROPERTIES








































MASS FRACTION SUM l°O000004Z












3¢EGAII,J! _ATE DF PRODUCTION OF SPECIES I BY REA:IION J
SPECIES REACTION
1 2 3 _ 5 6 7 8
9 IO II 12
N -O.B_I5OE-02 0.10270E-01 0,7_181E-05 -0, 0,96697E-05 0. O. -O,
-D.26BABE-07 -0, Oo -0.
02 -0.88150E-02 O. -0, -0.62342E-01 °0. O. O. -O,Bb32BE-02
-O. -0. -0,56008E-10 0.87485E-11
NO O.B8150E-02 O.lOZTOE-01 -O.TA1B1E-O5 -O. -O. -D.9ODTIE-OT O. -0.
-0. -O. O. -0.
O D.BB150E-02 -O.10270E-Ol 0.74181E-05 O,1246BE+OO -O, -DogOO71E-OT 0.10063E-01 D.BbOZBE-02
-D.2_B48E-OT -0.21826E-12 O. -0o87_85E-11
N2 O, -O. Z02TOE-01 -0o -0. -O,48)$BE-05 O. 0.10063E-01 -D,Bb328E-02
-0. -0. O, -0.
NO2 O. O. -0. -O. °O. 0,90071E-07 O. -0,
-0. -O. O. -0.
N20 O, O, -O, -O, -0. 0, -O. lC063E-01 O. B63ZBE-02
-0. -0. O. -O,
NO+ O. O. -0. -0. -0. 3, O. -0.
O.26B_BE-O7 -0. O. -0.
E O. O. -O. -O. -0, O. O. -O.
D,26BABE-07 0.21826E-12 -0.56008E-10 -O,
O_ O. O. -O. _0. -O. O. O. -0.
-0, 0*21826E-12 O. -O.
02- Oo O. -O. -0, -0. O. O. -O.
-0, -0. 0.56008E-10 -O.874BBE-11
O- D, 0. -O. -0. -0. O. O. -O.
-O. -0. O. 0.87_85E-11
















AXIAL POSITION 1.000ODE-01 CM
INTEGRATION INDICATORS
STEPS FROM LAST PRINT 6


















MIXTURE qDLEEULAR WEIGHT 2R,OBb09
CHEMICAL PROPERTIES
NET SPECIES PROOUOTIDN _ATE REACTION NET REACTION EOVVE_SION RATE _ATE C3NSTANT
{MOLEI_M-*3/SECI NUMBER (MOLE-CM**31GMee21SEC) {CGS UWITSI
1,72725E-04 1 1,11502E+06 1.4023BE_13
-5.11863E-02 2 1.12223E_06 2,6103qE+10
3.83822E-02 3 -2.70912E÷03 9°61182E+I_
b,_294_E-02 4 -1,76252E+06 2.99_B2E÷l_
-I.BgTIbE°02 5 -7.36317E÷01 5.153A3E÷16
1.17571E-Ob b 6.8445bE+01 1.17022E_15
-3°06605E-0_ 7 1.20190E÷05 6°91620E+L1
I°69982E-07 8 -1.02340E_05 3.0420bE_13
I.BB9A9E-07 9 -9.89574E÷00 _,91185E_15
1.38BOAE-13 1O -B.OBOb4E-O6 1.52812E_17
3.40682E-lO 11 6.01532E-02 2.99525E_17
6.g2589E-IO 12 -4°03200E-02 B°OOOOOE+IZ









O O,II161E-Ol O, ITB5BE-O_
AA OB
-0,62582E÷OD 0.58372E*00
RELATIVE ERROR VARIABLE DERIVATIVE INCREMENT RELATIVE E_IDR
0,10294E-07 NZ -3*3293_E-02 -O. EZ393E-05 0.31OZTE-O8
O,7BI56E-08 _02 D.2OA1OE-OB O. BOIOIE-09 0.ABT]AE-O_
O.IS937E-OT N20 -0,53226E-0_ -O._flTblE-07 O,3_592E-D5
O°I373TE-OB ND_ 3*295_9E-07 0.467ADE-IO O.637_OE-D$
O,ZS221E-OT E 3.29329E-07 0._6_60E-10 O,668TIE-OB
O°36bOOE-06 0÷ 0.2409bE-13 O°38297E-Ib O.234B4E-05
O,25236E-Ob D2- 0,59142E-10 0.9254IE-I_ 0.1229_E-05
































RATE OF PRODUCTION OF SPECIES I 8V REACTION J
REACTIO_
3 _ 5 6
11 12
0°#6535E-0# -0. O,ZSZg&E-OS 3°
O. TO.
-0. -0.30275E-01 *0. O.
-O°I0333E-OB 0o69259E-09
-0.46535E-0_ -0. -0° -0.11757E-05
O° -0,
0._6535E-04 O.&O551E-01 -0° -0,11757E-05
O° -O.69259E-O9
-0° -0° -O°IZ64BE-05 O°
Do -Or
-0. -0. -0° O°11757E-05
Oo -0.
-0. -0. -0. O.
O° -0°
-O, -0. -0° O.
O. -0.
-0. -0. -0. O.
-0,10333E-08 -0.
-0. _0. -0. _*
0. -0°
-O. -0. -0. O.
0°10333E-08 -0.69259E-09































AREA 1.O0000E+03 SO CM AXIAL POSITION 3.OOOOOE-Ol CM














MIXTURE qOLECULAR WEIGHT 27.57797
INTEGRATION INDICATORS
STEPS FROM LAST PRINT 31




ELIRINATEO SPECIES NO2 N23
CHEMICAL PROPERTIES
_ET SPECIES PRGO'UCTION RATE REACTION NET REACTION CONVERSION RATE RATE CONSTANT
IMOLEICM-m31SEC) NUMBER IMOLE-CM**31GRw-2/SEC) ICGS UNITS)
-5.82216E-05 1 5.49103E+05 1.Z35_$E+I3
-2.20719E-02 2 5.#37#3E+05 1.36525E÷10
2.12780E-02 3 -Z.3638&E+03 g.g691SE÷l_
Z.ZB894E-02 & -5.6#632E+05 3,21223E+l#
-1.05817E-02 5 -1°09048E+01 5.4#367E+1_
3.0166#E-OB. 6 h5#STgE+OZ 1.18980E_15
-2.gTSSSE-OB T I°BT997E+O_ #.200BZE+11
1.76151E-07 8 -I.TZT6OE+O# 2._IBI7E+13
1.73210E-OT 9 -9.02633E+00 5.;80EBE_IS
3.08235E-I# 13 -1.579#6E-06 1°_3#09E+17
3.5819&E-IO 11 1.50TZZE-01 3.18931E+17
Z.58318E-09 12 -1.32367E-01 B.OOOOOE+12












_ELAT|VE ERROR #ARIABLE OERIVATIVE I_ClEMENT RELATIVE ERR3R
O.2_952F-OT NZ -O,18370E-OZ -0.11153E-04 O,ST689E-08
0,1768TE-07 NO2 O.S23S_E-Ob 0.E&Z79E-O8 0.15835E-0_
OoSUOlbE-O7 NZO -3.5_BE3E-05 -0.32783E-07 O.&_694E-O5
0.58628E-06 _Oe 0.30579E-07 0,18#34E-09 0.9_33gE-07
0.83396E-07 E 0°300_9E-07 0.18131E-09 0.13203E°06
0°IEbSIE-0b O_ 0o5353_E-16 0°3238OE-16 O,T6792E-O$
O.19267E-Ob 3Z- O.S21_ZE-IO 0.37936E-12 O.gOqZ3E-Ob
3- 3,&_843E-09 0.Eb_58E-11 O._82_bE-05







N -0,I0716E-01 OoI0611E-OI 0.46_31E-04
-D*17615E-06 -0. O,
02 -0.1CT16E-OI O, -O,
-0, -0. -Oo27414E-OB
NO O. IOIIbE-01 O, IObIIE-OI -0o46131E-04
-0o -0o Do
0 0,10716E-01 -O.1O611E-Ol O°46131E-U_
-O. lT61fiE-06 -0.30824E-13 O,
N2 O° -O°zOb11E-01 -0o
-0, -O° O.
ND2 B° O, -O.
-O° -0, O°
NZO O. O. -0°
-0. -0, O.
NO+ O. O, -0o
0o17_15E-06 -0° 0o
E O. O. -0.
0.1761_E-06 0.30824E-13 -O°294|4E-OB
O÷ O. O, -0.
-O. 0,30824E-13 O.
02- O. Oo -O°
-O, -06 0.29414E-08
O- O. O. -Go
-0o -O, O.




























































































AREA IoOOOOOE*O3 SO CM AXIAL POSITION 1.OOOOOE+O0 CN
INTEGRATION INDICATORS
STEPS FROM LAST PRINT 40





_ET SPECIES PRODUCTID_ RATE REAETID_ _ET REACTION C9_VERSION RATE RATE COWSTAWT
IMOLEI=Mmm31SECI NUMBER (MOLE-GM*e31GMee2/SECI {CGS U_ITSI
-I.OSSB4E-05 1 Z,B2154E+04 l. OT593E+13
-3°37922E-03 Z 2°69871E÷04 6,52TB9E_09
1°2157TE-03 3 -T°56753E+02 lo03609E*15
5,53999E-03 4 -IoZO?Q6E+05 3,45BI4E÷X_
-6°O2164E-04 5 -1°01424E+00 5.767_9E+14
Z,OS999E-06 B 9°20954E+01 1.212_8E÷15
-l,50019E-OB ? 2.1313EE÷03 2°381_5E-11
5.79153E-08 B -2,06428E÷03 1,B6216E+13
5.SZ351E-08 9 -2.SB923E÷O0 6.15212E_15
3,29124E-15 10 -1.47142E-07 2.22395E÷17
8,TO285E-I1 I1 1.19827E-01 3o_0503E+17
Z.59322E-09 12 -1.15936E-01 6.OOO00E+12
TOTAL ENERGY EX=HAN3E RATE I,SBT1DE_13 MASS FRACTI3N SUM 1.00000587
(EAL-=M**3/GM_-2/SECI
_ELATIVE ERROR VARIABLE DERIVATIVE INC_EMENT RELATIVE E_OR
O°ZbBZOE-O_ W2 -3°10_53E-03 -O°2686IE-05 O.11856E-Ob
0°23639E-06 NO2 O°35761E-D6 O°SBI17E-08 0o38041E-05
0o2907TE-06 NZO -O.Z5343E-D6 -O.71065E-08 0.92532E-05
0.18551E-05 ND_ 0.1335_E-07 O.24483E-O_ O,1690ZE-D5
D,13262E-OS E O.958BTE-OB 0°23369E-09 0,15990E-35
0°25160E-05 3* 0.57135E-15 0°I3BBZE-I{ 0.74860E-06
O.8_BZOE-06 02- O, ISIDBE-IO 0.53031E-12 O.13809E-05
































RATE OF PRODUCTION OF SPECIES I BY REACTION J
REACTION
3 4 5 6 7 B
11 L2
0.16927E-06 -O, O,65372E-07 3° O. -0.
Oo -0.
-0, -0°27019E-02 -O. 3, O, -0.46173E-0_
-O,Zb8OOE-O8 O°2593ZE-0B
-0°16927E-0_ -0. -0, -O,20bOOE-O5 O° -Do
Do -O.
0.16927E-0_ 0°5603gE-02 -O° -O°2OAOOE-OS 0,47674E-04 0._6173E-0_
O. -O°ZS93ZE-08
-0° -0o -O.2268BE-OT 3. 0._7674E-O4 -0o_6173E-0_
Oo -O.
-0o -0. -0, O.20BOOE-05 O° -0.
O. -0o
-0° -O° -0° 3, -0°_7674E-04 0°_6173E-06
O. -O°
-O, -0o -O. Oo O° -0°
O. -O°
-Do -0. -0. O° O, -O.
-0.26803E-08 -O.
-0. -0. -0. 3* O* -0*
Do -0,
-O. -0. -0. O. O. -O.
0°26803E-08 -O°25932E-OB
































mIXTURE _OLECULAR WEIGHT 26.67907










STEPS FROM LAST PRINT 57





NET SPECIES PRODUCTION RATE REACTION _ET REACTION CONVERSION RATE RATE CONSTANT
(MOLEtCM''3/SEC| NUMBER (MOLE-CM*e31GMm*2/SEC| (CGS UNITS)
-9,_558_E-09 1 -1,11924E÷02 9°77550E+12
-Z,O7_7_E-O$ 2 -Z,13369E+02 3.B_ISSE+O9
-5°50931E-Ob 3 -1°05111E*00 1.06336E+15
9°65077E-06 6 -I.DSOZSE÷02 3.63382E+16
Z°758_SE-06 5 -9.09406E-04 S,9966_E+l_
_,55121E-09 S _°8T136E-OI 1°22905E+15
-9,99862E-IO 7 2°2_8.26E÷00 1.58385E÷11
-T,5591OE-I_ 8 -2.20715E÷00 1o5_339E+13
-7.bTT84E-I_ 9 3. IOB[4E-03 6.650S5E+15
_.3B_53E-16 10 -1.80283E-08 2.53235E÷I7
6,52877E-15 _1 _,88415E-OS 3,SS659E+_7
1,1813lE-12 12 -_,85731E-O5 6,OOOOOE+12






_ELATIVE ERR3R V_RIABLE DERIVATIVE INC_EMENI RELATIVE ERROR "
O.75288E-08 NZ 0._7881E-06 O.I_BZ4E-07 0°27250E-08
O.T5229E-OB NO2 0°79008E-09 0°59140E-10 0,28647E-05
O°97665E-OB NEO -0,17357E-09 -O,2_06E-1G 0o11152E-06
O, SbZ37E-O7 NO÷ -3°13122E-10 -O,20537E-ll 0°78019E-37
3,1_853E-07 E -0.13329E-10 -O.20826E-II 0,84012E-07
O.b/I11E-07 0_ O.7SE15E-16 O.11294E-Ib O.
0°_2025E-07 02- 3.1133_E-1_ -Oo3_91OE-X_ 0.18253E-06






































































RATE OF PRODUCTION DF SPECIES I BY REACTION J
REACTIDq
3 # $ 6
11 12
O,2556ZE-U7 -0. O°#_234E-1D 3.
O. -0.
-0. -O.¢T_31E-05 -0. 3,
-0.11878E-11 0.11813E°11
-0,25563E-07 -0. -O° -0._5512E-08
O. -0,
O. 25563E-O7 0.9_862E-D5 -0. -0,45512E-O8
O. -0.11813E-11
-0. -0. -0,22117E-10 O.
O. -0.
-0. -0. -0. 3.4551ZE-08
O, -0.
-0, -0. -0. O.
O. -0.
-O, -O. -0. O.
Do -O.
-0. -0. -0. O.
°0.11878E-11 -0.
-0. -0, -0. 3.
O, -0.
-0° -0° -0. O.
0,11878E-11 -0.11813E-11






























AVAILABILITY OFTHERMODYNAMIC AND RATE CONSTANT DATA
Therrn odynam ic Data
The form of the thermodynamic data equations has already been discussed under the
heading Thermodynamic Data and Species Names in the section GENERAL DESCRIPTION
OF PROGRAM USE. Curve fitted coefficients A 1,A2, . ., A 7 have been calculated for
415 species by Gordon and McBride. The complete list of coefficients has been pub-
lished in reference 13. Two sets of coefficients are given for each species. The first
listed set was obtained for the temperature range 1000 to 5000 K. The second set was
curve fitted for the temperature range 300 to 1000 K. The high-range equation can be
extrapolated beyond the high temperature limit to 6000 K and the low range equation can




No set of "standard" reaction rate constants can be given analogous to the sets of
coefficients for thermodynamic properties of the species. Rate constant data are much
less precisely known. In general, the choice of rate constant for any reaction is left to
the user. For the convenience of the reader a short list of rate constant equations is
presented in table V. These rate constants are not to be taken necessarily as "best"
values but only as reasonable values to use in performing kinetics calculations. Addi-
tional rate constant data are found in the sample case data listed in appendix E. Further































H + 0 2 - OH + O
O + H 2 - OH + H
H 2 + OH -H20 + H
O + H20-- OH + OH
H 2+HO 2-H20 2+H
H + HO 2- OH + OH
OH + HO 2- H20 + 0 2
O + HO 2 - OH + 0 2
HO 2 + HO 2 -H20 2 + 0 2
H + H20 2-H20 + OH
OH + H202- H20 + HO 2
H+O 2+Ar-HO 2+Ar
H202 + N 2 --OH + OH + N 2




CO + OH - CO 2 + H
CO + 0 2 - CO 2 + O








TABLE V. - REACTION RATE CONSTANTS a
n.






















2.55xi018 -1.0 ll8 700
7.5xi023 -2.6 0
4.2x10 II 0 I 000
1.6×1013 0 41 000
l.OxlO 13 0 43 000
6.4×1016 -.5 0
6.4×109 1.0 6 250
1.36xi014 0 75 400
l.OxlO 13 600
1.05×1015 -1 870
7"2×1014 i 1 930
1.0xi013 I 0
aunits of bimolecular and two-body dissociation reaction rate constants are
cm 3 mole -1 sec -1. Units of three-body recombination reaction rate con-































FORTRAN PROGRAM LISTING AND FLOWCHARTS
$1HFTC GCKP DECK














C READ AND CONVERT INPUT, PEPFORM P_E-KINETIC CALCULATIONS
CALL KINP
I IF (NEXT) GO TO 1000
C PRINT REACTIONS, ASSIGNED VARIABLE P9OFILE, INTEGRATION CONTROLS
CALL OUT1
C COMPUTE (NON-INPUT) INITIAL CONDITIONS
CALL PRED1
C PRINT ALL INITIAL CONDITIONS
CALL OUT2
IF (NEXT) GO TO 1000





IF (NFXT) GO TO 1000
IF (.NOT. EVSTEP) GO TO 3
C _ INTEGRATION - PRINT RESULTS AFTER EVERY STEP
2 NH = 0
PREV = IVAR
CALL INTG
NH = NH + I
AVH = HN
IF (NH .NE. I) AVH = (IVAR - PREV)/FLOAT(NH)
CALL OUT3
IF (NEXT) GO TO 1000
HTOP = END - IVAR
IF (H_OP .LE. 0.) GO TO 100
IF ((HTOP-HNPI) .LT. 0.) HNPI = HTCP
GO TO 2
C LOCATF FT_ST PWTNT STATION
3 DO 4 I=I,NP_NTS














































5 NS = i




SET NEXT PRINT STATION
PRNT = PRINT(I)
INTEGRATE TO PRINT STATION
6 HTOP = PRNT - IVAR
IF (HTOP .LE. HNPI) GO TO 7
CALL INTG
NH = NH + 1
IF (NEXT) GO TO 8
GO TO 6
C SPECIAL STEP TO PRINT STATION
7 CALL CASG (HN,QK,HTOP,RK)
ERRN = ERROR(Y,RK,E,JCV,HTOP)
CALL PRED
NH = NH + I
8 AVH = (IVAR - PREV)/FLOAT(NH)
CALL OUT3
IF (NEXT) GO TO 1000
CALL INTO
10 CONTINUE
100 WRITE (6, 101)






















































INPUT CAN BE ACCEPTED IN (1) INTERNAL (CGS) UNITS, (2) FPS UNITS,
(3) SI UNITS
C THE FOLLOWING UNITS ARE USED TNTZRNAI.LY
C * DISTANCE C_
C * AREA CM**2
C * MASS FLOW RATE GM/SEC *
C * PRESSURE ATM *
C • TIME SEC
C * VELOCITY CM/SEC *
C * DENSITY GM/CC *
C _ TEMPERATURE DEG K
C * CONCENTRATION MOLE(1)/MASS *
C INTERNAL CORFESPONDENCE
C * DVAR - DEPENDENT VAPIABLE *























AVA_ - ASSIGNED VARIABLE
THE FOLLOWING LOGICAL TAPE UNITS ARE REQUIRED
LTHM (_) - FOR THERMODYNAMIC OATA *
LDAT (7) - FOR TEMPORARY STORAGE OF _ATA CARDS *







DIMENSION SP(2,_),DSP(S) ,SPP(2,3) ,DSPP(3) ,SPNM(2,275 ,DSPNM(27)
DIMENSION SBT(2),LMT(4) ,SUBS(_) ,C(25) ,CX(_)
DIMENSION CUA(2) ,FUA (2) ,SUA (2) ,CUPI (2) ,CUP2 (25 ,FUP(2) ,SUP(2)
COMMON/LTUS/LTHM,LDAT
COMMON/OPTS/VERSI,TIMEV, VERSA, AR FAY, ELIM, TCON, _HOCON, IPPCOD
COMMON/COND/DVAR,A.REA,MDOT,P,IVAR,V,I_HO,T,SIGMA(255 ,LS,LSP3,NEXT
COMMON/REAC/LSB(_,30) ,XX (30) ,RATE(30) ,LKEQ(30),DLKEO(30) ,MM (30) ,LP.
COMMON/RRAT/A(30) ,N (30) ,EACT(30) ,B (30) ,M (25,30) ,ALLZl
COMMON/AFUN/CN(_) ,ITPSZ,LSUPH,ETA,D,VISC,HETA
COMMON/SBEC/SNAM (2, 305 ,MW(25) ,W(25) ,STOIC(25,30) ,OMEGA(25,30)
COMMON/SINT/HMIN,HI, HN, PNPI ,HF.AX, NH, AVH, EMAX, ERRN, JCV, KOUNT, ERRP
COMMON/TCOF/TC (7,2,25) , TLOW,TMID, THI
COMMON/PRIN/PRINT (50) ,Nm,CEND,FVSTEP
COMMON/XVSA/XTB(_O) ,ATB(_0) ,NT,XII,AU(2) ,CX3,CX2,CXI,CX0
COMMON/SNMW/DALSP(75) ,ALRW (7q)
COMMeN/KOUT/TITLE(20) ,UNITI,UNITO,CONC,EXCHR,DELH(30) ,FPS,SI,DBUGO
COMMON/GHSC/G_T(25) ,BET(25) ,SR(255 ,CPR(25),DCPR(25)
COHMON/PQRE/PK (28),QK (28) ,BK (28) ,E (2_)
COMMON/SKIP/NEGL(25) ,II,I2,IT
COMMON/NECC/RN, MIXMW, _2 ,GAMMA,TCPR, R
COMMON/MISC/TT,PP,CPR0,HR0,ENN,SUMN,ENNL,LLMT(15) ,B0(15)
COMMON/INDX/TP,HP, NLM, NS,IQI,CONVG,KMAT, IMAT
EQUIVALENCE (C,SIGMA), (SPNM,DSPNM), (SP,DSP), (SPP,DSPP), (SPT,SP)
EQUIVALENCE (SPN8,SNAM (I,_]), (EEFM,SPNM (I,26)), (BLANK,SPNM (1,27})
EQUIVALENCE (CX3,CX)
DATA CU,FU,SU/2HCM,2HFT,2HM /
DATA CUA/_HCM_*,IH2/,FUA/_HFT_,IH2/, SUA/_H_*_2,1H /





IPRCOD,ITPSZ, XTB,ATB,NTB, CX3,CX2,CX_,CX0, LSUBM,ETA,D,VISC,BETA
• , END,DEiP, BRINT,NBRNTS,APRINT, EVSTFP,EPUGO,
CO,BUS,SHOCK, TCON,RHOCON



































































I READ (5,97) [SPT(I),I=I,2}, (LMT{I) ,SUBS(I),I=I,4)
97 FORMAT (2AU,16X,_(A2,F3.0))
_'FND'' CARD SIGNALS _-ND OF THERMODYNAMIC DATA
IF [SET(1) .EQ. TAPEND) GO TO 2
WRITE (LTH_,g7) (SPT(I),I=I,2), (LMT(I),SUBS(I),I=I,_)
READ (5,96) ((THMC(K,I) ,K=I,7) ,I=1,2)
96 FORMAT (5E15.8)
WRITE (LTHM,96) ((THMC(K,I) ,_=1,7) ,I=1,2)
GO TO I








































XTB (I) = 0.
CXT_ (I) = O.






































































DO 7 I = 1,50
7 PRINT(1) = 0.
DO 8 I=I,25
DO s J=1,30











9 IF (ACTION .NE. CHANGE) GO TO 13
READ REACTION AND (CHANGED) }_EACT][ON RATE
10 READ (LDAT,95) {(SP(_',I) ,_'=1,2) ,I=l,a) ,TA,TN,TEA
95 FORMAT (2(2AU.,lX) ,1X,2(1X,2AO.) ,_X,EI5.5,2(2X,F10.5))
HL_.NK CARD SIGNALS END OF CHANGE _EACTION LIST
IF (SP(1,27 .EQ. BLANK) GO TO 12
SEARCH INPUT REACTION LIST
DO 11 J=I,LR
NI = LSR(I,J)
N2 = LSR (2,J)
N3 = LSR(3,J)
IF (NI .EQ. 07 NI = 26

































IF (DSPNM(NI) .NE. DSP(1) .OR. DSPNM(N2) .NE. DSP(2) .OR. DSPNM(N3 AB174
*) .NE. DSP(3)) GO TO 11
A (J) = TA




ERROR MESSAG]'_- NO MATCH FOUND









101 FORMAT (7H0(KINP),SX,55HTHE INPUT REACTION LIST DOES _OT CONTAIN T AB183
*HE REACTION ,2AI4,3H + ,2AU.,3H = ,2Ar4,3H + ,2AtL)
NEXT = .TRUE.
GO TO I0
12 READ (LDAT,99) ACTION
13 IF (ACTION .EQ. REPEAT) GO TO 33
1;4 LSOLD = LS
LROLD = LR
READ (NEW O_ ADDED) REACTION AND PEACTI_N i_ATE
15 READ (LDAT,95) ((SP(K,I) ,K=I,2),I=I,4),TA,TN,TFA
BLANK CARD SIGNALS END OF NEW O._ ADD _EACTION LIST
IF (SP(1,2) .EQ. BLANK) GO TO 21
LR = LR + I
A (LR) = TA
N (LR) = TN
EACT(LR) = TEA
DO 20 I=l,U.
IF (SP(I,I) .FQ. EFFM) GO TO 19
IF (SP(1,I) .EQ. BLANK) GO TO 219























MATCH INPUT SPECIES AGAINST INPUT SPECIES LIST
DO 16 II=I,LS




C MATCH INPUT SPECIES AGAINST MASTER SPECIES LIST
17 DO 18 II=I,75
IF (DALSP(II) .NE. DSP(I)) GO TO I e




























WRITE (6,102) (SP(K,I) ,K=1,2) AB224
102 FORMAT (7H0(KINP),SX,5_HTHE MASTER SPECIES LIST DOES NOT CONTAIN T AB225
*HE SPECIES ,2A4)
C *_ RUN TERMINATED -
STOP
ERROR IN INPUT REACTION LIST
19 LSR(I,LR) = 0
GO TO 20
21g LSR(I,LR) = -I
20 CONTINUE
GO TO 15
21 IF (ACTION .NE. NEW) GO TO 25
C READ INERT SPECIES (4 PER CARD)
22 RERD (LDAT,9_) ((SP(K,I),K=I,2),I=I,_)
94 FORMAT (4(2A_,8X))
DO 24 I=I,4
C _LANK _IELD SIGNALS END OF INEPT SPECIES LIST
IF (SP(I,I} .EQ. BLANK) GO TO 25
C SEARCH ,MASTER SPECIES LIST
DO 23 II=I,75
IF (EALSP(II) .NE. DSP(I)) GO TO 23







C ERROR MESSAGE - NO MATCH FOUND
WRITE (6,102) (SP(K,I) ,g=1,2)
NEXT = .TRUE.











































C GET THERMODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS FROM TAPE
LSP = LSOLD ÷ I
II = LSOLD
P EAD (LTHM,98) TLOW,TMID,THI
26 READ (LTHH,97) (SPT(1) ,I=I,2)
IF (SPT(1) .EQ° TAPEND) GO TO 29
READ (LTHM,96) ((THMC(K,I) ,K=1,7) ,I=1,2)
DO 28 I=LSP,LS
IF (DSPNH(I) .NE. DSP(1)} GO TO 28
DO 27 KK=I,2
DO 27 K=1,7
27 TC(K,KK,I) = THHC(K,KK)
II = II + I

























29 WRITE (6,1037 AB281









IF (LSR(I,J) .EQ. I) STOC = STOC- 1.
IF (LSR (2,J) .EQ. I) STOC = STOC - 1.
IF (LSR(3,J) .EQ. I) STOC = STOC + 1.
IF (LSR(_,J) .EQ° It STOC = STOC ÷ 1.
31 STOIC(I,J) = STOC








COMPUTE HEAT OF REACTICN
DELH(J} = HST(N3) - HRT(N2)
IF (NI .ST. 0) DELH (J) = DELH (J) - HRT (N1)
IF (N_ .GT. 0) DELH(J) = DELH(J) + HRT(N4)
32 DELH(J) = DELH(J) _TRAL
LSP3 = LS + 3
RESET STANDARD OPTIONS































































RK (I) = 0.
35 E(I} = 0.
I1= 0
12 = 0
READ NAME OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLE, NA_E OF ASSIGNED VARIABLE,
INPUT UNITS, OUTPUT UNITS
READ (LDAT, 92) VERSI,VERSA,UNITI,UNITO
92 FORMAT (_(A4,6X))
IF (VERSA .EQ. BLANK) VERSA = AR_AV
IF fACTION .NE. NEW) GO TO 80
INITIALIZE STFP SIZE LIMITS
IF (VERSI .EO. TIMEV) GO TO 78
HMIN = 0.0001
HMAX = 0. I000
IPRCOD = 2
GO TO 7g
78 HMIN = 0.500E-07
HMAX = 0.500E-04
IPRCOD = 4
79 IF (VFRSA .EQ. AREAV) IPRCOD = IPRCOD - 1
C READ INTEGRATION CONTROLS, PROFILE OPTIONS,
C PRINT OPTIONS, SPECIALTY SWITCHES
80 READ {LDAT,PROB)
IF [.NOT. ALLMI) GO TO 36
DO 77 I=I,25
DO 77 J=I,30
77 M(I,J) = I.
GO TO 40
READ THIRD BCDY RATIOS
36 READ {LDAT,91) ((SP(K,I),K=I,2),I=I,_),((SPPfK,I),K=I,2),TBR(I),
* I=I, 3)
91 FORMAT {2(2A4,1X),1X,2(1X,2A4),IX, 3(2A_,F6._))
ELANK CARD SIGNALS END OF THIgD PODY RATIO LIST




























































SEARCH INPUT REACTION LIST
DO 39 J=I,LR
NI = LSP(1,J)
N2 = LSR (2,J)
N3 = LSR(3,J)
IF (N1 .EQ° 0) N1 = 26








IF (DSPNM(NI) .NE. DSP(1) .OR. DSPNM(N2) .NE. DSP(2) .OR. DSPNM(N3 AB385
*) .NE. DSP(3)) GO TO 39
DO 38 I=1,3
IF (SPP(I,I) .EQ. BLANK) GO TO 38
C SEARCH INPUT SPECIES LIST
DO 37 II=I,LS




C ERROR MESSAGE - NO MATCH FOUND







































READ SPECIES TO BE NEGLFCTED FRO_ EP_OB CONSIDERATTONS (a PER C%RD) AB411
41 READ (LDAT,94) ((SP(K,I} ,K=1,2) ,I:1,4)
DO 43 I=1,4
C FLANK FIELD SIGNALS END OF NEGLECTED SPECIES LIST
IF (SP{I,I) .EQ. BLANK) GO TO 42
C SEARCH INPUT SPECIES LIST
DO 42 II=I,LS
IF (DSPNM(II) .NE. DSP (1)) GO TO _2




C ERROR MESSAG_ - NO MATCH FOUND








47 CSUM = CSUM + C(I)
IF (ABS(1.-CSUM) .LE..001) GO TO _8































SET INITIAL STEP SIZE
48 HI = HINT
IF (HINT .Re. 0.) HI = HMIN
IF (ITPSZ .GT. 2) GO TO 53
IF (ITPSZ .EQ. I .AND. NTB .EQ. 0) GO TO 53
I_ (NTB .NE. 0) NT = NTH
CONY = 1.
CON2 = I.




CONVERT AREA PROFILE TO INTERNAL UNITS
IF (UNITI .NE. FPS) GO TO 201
XU = FU









202 CON2 = CONV*CONV
GO TO 206
203 XU = CU
Au(1) = cTJP2(1)
AU(2) = CUP2 (2)
CONVERT PRESS!JPE PROFILE TO INTERNAL UNITS
IF (UNITI .ME. FPS) GO TO 204
XU = FU
AU(1) = FHP(1)




204 IF (UNITI .NE. SI) GO TO 205
XU = SU
AU (1) = SUP (I)
AU(2) = SUP (2)
CONV = 100.
CON2 = I./1.01325E+05
205 IF (.NOT. MFHG) GO TO 206
AU {lJ = CUPI (1)
AU(2) = CUP1 (2)
CON2 = I./760.
206 IF (VERSI .NO. TIMEV) CONV = I
IF (ITPSZ .NO. 2) GO TO 208
DO 207 I=I,NTB
CXTB(I) = XTB(I)_CONV
207 CATB(1) = ATB(I)_CON2
GO TO 53
208 DO 209 I=I,4
128






























































20g CN(1) = CX(I)*CON2 ABaPEABe99
53 IF ((NPRNTSNE. O) .OR. (DELP.NE. 0.) .OR. (END.NE. 0.)7 NEWPRTAB500
• AB501
= .TRUE.
IF {.NOT. NEWP_T) GO TO 59
IF (END .NE. 0.) UNCEND = END
PREPARE PRINT STATIONS
IF (EVSTEP7 GO TO 59
IF (NPRNTS .NE. 07 GO TO 57
IF (DELP .NE. 0.7 GO TO 5_
DELP = (UNCEND - IVAR)/2_.999g
5_ PRINT(1) = IVAN + DELP
DO 55 I=2,50
PRINT(I) = PRINT(I-I) + DELP
IF (PRINT(I) .GE. UNCEND) GO TO 56
55 CONTINUE
56 NP = I
PRINT(NP) = UNCEND
GO TO 59
57 NP = NPRNTS
IF (APRINT(17 .EQ. 0.) GO TO 5q
CONV = 1.
IF (IPRCOD .EQ. 2 .OR. IPRCOD .E0. _) GO TO 210
IF (UNITI .EQ. FPS) CONV = 30._8
IF (UNITI .EQ. SI) CONV = 100.
CON2 = CONV*CONV
GO TO 213
210 CON2 = I.




211 IF (UNITI .NE. SI) GO TO 212
CONV = 100.
CON2 = I./I.01325E+05
212 IF (MMHG7 CON2 = Io/760o





58 PRINT(IT = PRINT (I)/CONV
59 IF {ITPSZ .EQ. 17 CALL CUBS (CXTB,CATB,NT)
IF (UNITI .NE. FPS) GO TO 63
CONVERT FROM FPS UNITS TO INTERNAL (CGS) UNITS
IF (VERSI .NE. TIMEV) GO TO 60
DVAR = DVAR*30.48
GO TO 61
60 IVAN = IVAR*30._8
61 IF (MMHG) P = P_2.78_5
p = P/2116.2
AREA = APEA*929.030_


































































C62 PRINT(I) = PRINT (I) _30.48
GO TO 68
63 IF (UNITY .NE. SI) GO TO 67
CONVERT FROM SI UNITS TO INTERNA_ (CGS) UNITS
IF (VERSI .NE. TIMEV) GO TO 64
DVAR = DVAR*IO0.
GO TO 65
64 IVAE = IVAR$100.









66 PRINT(I) = PPINT(I)_IO0.
GO TO 68
.OR. VE_SI .EO. TIMEV) GO TO 68
67 CEND = UNCEND
IF (MMHG) P = P/760.
68 MIXMW = O.
IF (.NOT. MOLEF) GO TO 71
MOLE FRACTION TO MOLFS (I) /MASS (MIXTURE)
DO 69 I=I,LS
69 MIXMW = MIXMW + C(I)*MW (I)
DO 70 I=I,LS
70 SIGMA(I) = C(I)/MIXMW
GO TO 73
MASS FRACTION TO MOLES (I) /MASS (MIXTURE)
71 DO 72 I=I,LS
SIGMA (I) = C(I)/MW(I)
72 MIXMW = MIXMW + SIGMA(I)
MIXMW = 1./MIXMW
C UNIVERSAL GAS CONSTANT IN ATM-CC/MOLE-DEG
73 _R = 82.056
C UNIVERSAL GAS CONSTANT IN ERGS/MOLE-DEG K
R = 8.3143E+07




74 CPRO = CPRO + CPR(I)_SIGMA(I)
GAMMA = CPRO/(CPRO - 1./MIXMW)
IF (V .NE. 0.) GO TO 81
V = SQRT(M2_R/MIXMW_GAMMA_T)
81 IF (P .EO. 0.) GO TO 82
RHO = P*MIXMW/(RR_T)
GO TC 75


































































83 IF (IPRCOD .GT. 2) GO TO 8_
X = IVAR
IF (VERSI .EQ. TIMEV) X = DVAR
CALL CINP (X,AVAR,DHMI,DUM2)
GO TO 85
84 TIME = DVAR
IF {VERSI .EQ. TIMEV) TIME = IVAR
CALL CINP (TIME,AVAR,DUMI,DUM2)
85 IF {VERSA .EQ. AREAV) GO TO 86
P = AVAR
GO TO 81
86 AREA = AVAR
RHO = MDOT/(AREA*V)
GO TO 82
75 IF (MDOT .EQ. 0.) MDOT = RHO*A}_FA*V
IF (.NOT. (COMBUS .OR. SHOCK)) _ETUHN
HRO = O=
DO 76 I=I,LS




IF (COMBUS) CALL COMB
C EQUILIBRIU_ AND FROZEN SHOCK





C READ INITIAL CONDITIONS
LOGICAL MMHG,MOLEF,MMHGS,MOLEFS
REAL IVAR,MEOT,M2,MACH





























































































2 IVAR = TIME
DVAR = X










THIS ROUTINE READS EACH DATA CARD, PRINTS A CARD IMAGE, AND STORFS









100 FORMAT (1H1,56X,18H_* DATA CARDS _//37X, IH1,gX,1H2,qX,1H3,gX,
IH_,gx,1H5,9X,IH6,gX,IHT,gX,IHR/2QX,SHCC 1,RX,8(1H0,gX)//)
GO TO 2
1 READ (5,101) CARD
2 DO 3 I=1,20
IF (CARD(I) .NE. BLANK) GO TO @
3 CONTINUE
WRITE (6,102)
102 FORMAT (60X,16H- BLANK CARD -)
GO TO 5
4 WRITE (6,103) CARD
103 FORMAT (28X,20A4)
IF (WORD .E_. FINIS) GO TO 6




































































C ALPHANUMERIC DATA FOR TESTING AND OUTPUT
COMMON/LTUS/LTHM,LDAT
COMMON/OPTS/DUMI,TIME,DUM2•AREA,DUM3 (4)
COMMON/SPEC/SNAM(2,3),DUM4(2•25) ,EFFM(2) •BLANK(2) •DUM5(25,62)
COMMON/KOUT/DUM6(54) ,FPS,SI,DUM7









C SPECIES N_MES AND MOLECULAR WEIGHTS
COMMON/SNMW/ALSP(2,75} ,AI.MW (75)
DATA ALSP/
* 4HAR ,4H , 4HB ,4H
* 4HBF3 ,4H , 4HBH ,_H
* _HBO ,4H • 4HBOF ,_H
* 4HB203,4H , 4HBR •4H
* _HCF ,4H , aHCF2 •_H
* 4HCH3 ,4H , 4HCH_ •aH
* 4HCO2 ,4H , _BC2F2,4H
* _HC2H4,4H , 4HC2N ,4H
* 4HCLF3,_H , _HCL2 ,4H
* _HH ,4H , 4HHCN ,_H
* 4HHO2 ,_H • 4HH2 ,aH
* _HHE ,_H , 4HN ,4H
_HNF3 ,_H , 4HNH2 ,aH
i aHN02 ,_H , _HN2 ,_H
* _HN20_,_H , _HNE •4H
* _HO2 ,_H , 4HHNO ,aH
* _HNH ,4H , 4HHCO ,_H























, aHC ,_H ,
• _HCH2 ,aH
, 4HCO ,aH ,
, _HC2H2,aH
• _HCLF ,_H
• aHF2 ,_H ,






, 4HXF ,aH ,
• _HNO÷ ,4H












* 39.9a8, 10._11, 29.g09,




* 15.035, 16.0_3, 26.018,
* _.010, 62.019, 25.030,
* 28.05_, ]8.029, 35.453,
* 92._8, 70.906, 18.998_,






























































* 33.005, 2.0159, I_.01a, 3_.01a, AF039
* 4.0026, 14.007, 33.005, 52.00_, AF040
* 71.002, 16.023, 17.031, 30.006, AFO_I
_6.006, 28.013, 32.0a5, _.012, AF0_2
* q2.009, 20.183, 15.99q_, 17.007, AF0_3
* 31.997, 31.01_, 83._00, 131.30, AF0_4
* 15.015, 29.0186, 30.026, 30.00555, AF045







C EQUILIBRIUM COMBUSTION CALCULATICNS
DOUBLE PPECISION EN,ENLN,DELN
LOGICAL TP,HP
COMMON/COND/DVAR,AREA, MDOT, P, IVAR,V,RHO,T,SIGMA (25) ,LS,LSP3,NEXT
COMMON/SPEC/DUMI (6) ,SPNM(2,27) ,BUM2 (25,62)
COMMON/SPECES/EN(25) ,ENLN(25) ,DELN(25) ,A (15,25)
COMMON/INDX/TP,HP,DUM3 (6)




ENI = 0. 1/FLOAT(LS)
ENIL = ALOG (ENI)
DO 3 I=I,LS
EN (I) = ENI















































COMMON/COND/DVAR,AREA,MDOT, PoIVAR, V,RHO,T,SIG_A f25) ,LS,LSP3,NEXT
COMMON/NECC/RR,MIXMW, M2, GAMMA,TCPR, R
COMMON/SPFC/DUM1 (6) ,SPNM (2,27) ,DUM2(2n.,62)
COMMON/SPECES/EN (25) ,ENLN (25) ,DELN(25) ,A(15,25)
COMMON/POINTS/DLVTP, DLVPT, G_, WM































































C INITIAL ESTIMATE OF PRESSURE AND TEmPERATUrE RATIOS
P21 = (2._GAHHA_H2 - GAMMA + 1.)/(GAMMA + I.)
T21 = P21_(2./H2 + GAMMA - lo)/(GAHHA + 1.)





































































IF (FC,L) CALL EOLBRH
CALL THRM (TT,1.)




TCPR = TCPN + CPR(I} _SIGMA(I)





A (1,2) = -AA_DLVTP
A(1,3) = P21 - I. + CONST_(_HO12 - I.)
AA = (V_BHO12) **2/R
A(2,1) =-AA*DLVPT + TT_(DLVTP - I.)/WM
A (2,2) = -AA*DLVTP - TT*TCPR
A(2,3) = THH - HR0 - V_V*(1. - RHO12_HO12)/(2.*R)
Y(]) = A (1,1) *A (2, 2) - A (1, 2) *A (2,1)
Y(2) = (A (1,1} *A (2,3) -A(2,1)*A(1,3%)/Y(3)
Y(1) = (A(1,3)*A(2,2) - A(2,3)_A(1,2])/Y(3)
YI = DABS (Y (I))
Y2 = DABS (Y (2))
IF (Y2 .GT. Y1) YI = Y2
IF (Y1 ._T. 0.5E-0_) _E_U_N
Y1 = ¥1/0.a054652
IF (Y1 .iF. I.) GO TO 3
Y(1) = Y(1)/Y1
Y(2) : Y(2)/YI
3 P21L : P21L + Y(1)




5 IF (.NOT. EQL) GO TO 6
WRITE (6,100)










C COLLECT ELEMENT DATA FO_ EQUILIBRIU_ SHOC_ O_ COMBUSTION
DOUBLE PPFCT_ION DSPEC,DSP






































































IF (iS .EQ. NS) GO TO 10
C CONSTRUCT LIST OF ELEMENTS PRESENT
READ (LTHM,gg) DUMMY
NSP = NS + I




IF (DSPEC(1) .NE. DSP) GO TO 8
DO 3 L=I,15
3 A (L,I) = 0.
IF (NLM .NE. 0) GO TO V,
NLM = I
LLMT(NLM) = LMT(1)
DO 6 K=I, tl
IF (SUBS(K) .EQ- 0.) GO TO 7
DO 5 L=I,NLM








7 NS = NS + I





C COMPUTE ELEMENT CONCENTRATION IN GM-ATOMS/GM
10 DO 11 L=I,NLM
BO (L) = 0.
DO 11 I=I,LS
11 B0(L) = R0(L) + A(L,I)*SIGMA(I)










































































COMMON/POINTS/DLVTP, DLVPT, GAM _A, W M
COMMON/SPEC_S/EN (25) ,ENLN(25) ,DELN (25) ,A (15,25)
COMMON/MISC/TT,PP,CPR0,H_UB0,ENN,SUMN,ENNI,LLMT (15) ,B0(157
COMMON/INDX/TP, HP, NLM, NS, IQ1, CONVG, KMAT, IMAT
COMMON/GHSC/GRT(25),HRT(25) ,$9(25) ,CPP(25) ,DCPP(25)
CeMMON/MATX/G (28,28) ,X (28)












TLN = ALOG (TT)
TM = ALOG(PP/ENN)




2 CPSUM = CPSUM ÷ CPR(I) W,EN(I)
HEGIN ITERATION
43 CALL MATRIX
NUMB = ITN- (ITNUMB - I)
IQ2 = IQI + I
IF (.NOT. CONVG) GO TO 67
IF (LOGV) GO TO 63
DO 182 L=I,NLM
182 PROW(L) = G(IQ1,L)
GO TO 72
LOGV = .TRUE. --- SET UP MATRIX TO SCLVE FO_ DLVPT
63 G(IQI,IQ2) = ENN
IO = IQ1 - I
DO 777 I=I,IQ
777 G(I,IQ2) = G(I,IQI)
72 IMAT = IMAT - 1
67 ITST = IMAT
CALL GAUSS
IF (ITST .N_. IMAT) GO TO 77U
IF (.NOT. CCNVG) GO TO 8%
IF (LOGV) GO TO 171
SU_ = O.
DO 175 L=I,NL_
175 SUM = SU_ ÷ PROW (L) *X (L)
DLVTP = I. + (G(IQ2,IQ1) - SUM)/ENN - X(IOl)
CCPR = G(IQ2,IQ2)
DO 176 I=I,IQ1

































































77/4 IF (.NOT. CONVG) GO TO 871
WRITE (6,172)
172 FORMAT (gHO{EQLBPM),SX,26HDERIVAT[VF _ATRIX SI_IGUL_R)
GO TO 1171
871 WRITE (6,7_)
7_ FORMAT (QHO (EQLBRM) ,5X, 15HSINGULA_ MATPIX)
IF (ISING) GO TO 873
ISING = .TRUE.
DO 970 I=I,NS





776 FORMAT (gHO (FQLBRM) ,SX,7HRESTAPT)
GO TO _3
85 ITNUM_ = ITNUMB - 1
OBTAIN COPRFCTIONS TO THE ESTIMATES
IF (TP) X(I02) = O.
DLNT = X (IQ2)
sum = x(z01)
DO 101 I=I,NS
DELN (I) = HRT(I) _DLNT - HPT (I) + (SP (I) - ENLN(1) - TM) + SU_4
DO 99 L =I,NLM





IF (ABS(DLNT) .GT. SUN) SUM = ABS(DLNT)
DO 917 I=I,NS
IF (EN(I) .GT. O. °AND. DELN[I) .GT. SUM) SU_ = DELN(I)
IF (EN(I) .NE. O. .OR. DELN(1) ._E. 0.) GO TO 917
SUMI = (-9.212- ENLN(I) + ENNL)/(DELN(I) - X(I01))
SUMI = ABS(SUM1)
IF (SUMI .LT. AMBDAI) AMBDA1 = SUMI
g17 CONTINUE
IF (SUM _GT. 2.) AMBDA = 2./SUM
IF (AMBDA1 .LT. AMBDA) AMBDA = A_BDAI
APPLY CORRECTIONS TO ESTIMATES
SUM = O.
DO 113 I=I,NS
ENLN(I) = ENLN(I) + AMED_*DFLN(1)
EN (I) = O.
IF ((ENLN(I) - ENNL + SIZE) .LE. 0.) GO TO 113
EN (I) = EXP (ENLN(I))
SUM = SU_ + EN(I)
113 CONTINUE
SUMN = SUM
IF (TP) GO TO 115
TLN = TLN + AMBDA*DLNT




3 CPSUM = CPSUM + CPR(I)*EN(I)
115 ENNi = ENNL + AMBDA*X(IQI)
ENN = EXP(ENNL)

































































C TEST FOR CONVERGENCE
IF {ITNUMB .EQ. 0} GO TO 13
IF (AMBDA .LT. I.) GO TO 43
SUM = (ENN - SUMN)/ENN
SUM = DABS (SUM)
IF (SUM .GT. 0.5E-05) GO TO 43
DO 130 I=I,NS
AA = ABS (DELN(I)/SUMN) _EN (I}
IF (AA .GT. 0.5E-05) GO TO 43
130 CONTINUE
13 CONVG = .TRUE.
















973 FORMAT (gH0(EQLBRM),SX,I2,R2H ITERATIONS DID NOT SATISFY CONVERGEN AKI_8
eCE FEQUIREMENTS)
GO TO 873
160 IF (.NOT. (TP .AND. CONYG)) GO TO 1_3
CALL THRM (TT, I.)
CPSUM = O.
DO _ I=I,NS
CPSUM = CPSUM + CPR (I)_FN(I)
143 ITNUMB = ITN
GO TO 43
CALCULATE EQUILBRIUM PROPERTIES




171 SUM = O.
DO 179 L=I,NLM
179 SUM = SUM + PROW (L) _X(L)
DLVPT = -2. + SUM/ENN + X(IQI)
199 GAMMA = -I./(PLVPT + DLVTP=*2eENN/CCPP)
WM = I./ENN
DO 872 I=I,NS
872 EN (I) = EXP (ENLN (I))
RETURN
873 WRITE (6,900)




































































COMMON/SPEC/DUM3(6) ,SP_t_ (2,27) ,DUff_(25,62)
COMMON/AFUN/CX3,CX2,CX1,CXO,T"fPqZ,ISUPZ,ETA,D,VISC,BETA
CO_ZON/MISC/TF,PF,CPE0,HP0,ENN,DUM5 (32)
COM_ON/SPECES/EN (25) ,ENLN(25) ,DELN(25) ,_ (15,25)
CO_ _ON/POINT S/DLVTP, DLVPT, G A_'_.MAF, W _
ENTRY ECOUT
ECUILIP_T. UM COMHUSTION OUTPUT
WRITE (6,101)
































GAMMAF = TCP_/(TCPR - 1./MIXMW)
FROZ = .TRUE.
C_T CUT.ATION _')
] CALL THRM (EI,I.}
PMLOG = ALOG (PI_MIXMW)
S=0.
DO _ I=I,LS
IF fSIGMA(I) .EO. 0.) GO TO








PMLOG = ALOG (PF_WM)
SF= 0.
DO 5 I=I,LS
IF(EN(1) .EQ. 0.) GO TO 5





















































































305 IF (.NOT. FROZ .OR. ITPSZ .NE. _) GO TO 405









IF(UNITO .NF. FPS) GO TO 6





















6 IF (UNITO ._E. SI) GO TO 7
















































































• /10X, IIHMACH NUMBER,E32.5,E2g.5,E32.5//10X,5HGAMMA,E]8-5,E29-5,
E32.5//10X,1_HSONIC VELOCITY,E29.5,E29.5,E32.5/11X,7H(M/SEC))
GO TO 8
PRINT OUTPUT IN INTERNAL (CGS) UNITS
7 WRITE(6,107) pI,PF,P21,VI,VF,V21,RHCI,PHOF, RHO21,TI,TF,T21,S,SF,
$21, MACHI, MACHF,M21,GAMMAI,GAMMAF, G21, SVl, SVF,SV21
107 FORMAT (10X,SHPRESSURE,F35.4,F28.a,F32._/11X,5H (ATM)/10X,SHVELOCIT
*Y,F33.2,F28.2,F34-4/11X,8H (CM/S_C)/10X,7HDENSITY,1PE36-5,E28-5,
0PF32.4/IIX,10H (GM/CM*_3)/IOX, 11HTEMFERATURE,F30.2,F28.2,F34.4/
11X,7H (DEG K)/10X,THENTROPY,F36._,F28.g,F32._/IIX,IgH (CAL/GM/DEG
_'K) /10X,11HMACH NUMHER,F32._,F28._,F32._//10X,5HGAMMA, F38-_,F28-4,
* F32.,//10X,1gHSONIC VELOCITY,F27.2,F28.2,F3_.4/11X,SH(CM/SEC))
8 WRITE (6,108)







110 FORMAT (/10X,2_HMIXTURE MOLECULA_ WEIGHT,36X,F12.5//10X,_2HD(LOG V
*OLUME)/D(LOG T),F_g._/1_X,13HAT CONSTANT P//10X,22HD(LOG VOIUME)/D





C OUTPUT CAN BE GIVEN IN (1) INTERNAL (CGS) UNITS, (25 FPS UNITS
C (3) SI UNITS
LOGICAL ALLM1,CONC,EBUGO,EXCHR,NEXT,RHCCON,TCON
REAL MDOT,IVAR,N,M,MW,MIXMW,M2,MACH,LSUBM




COMMON/KOUT/TITLE (20) , UNITI,UNITO,CONC,EXCHR,DELH (30) ,FPS,SI,DBUGO
COMMON/_EAC/LS_(_,305 ,XX (30) ,_TE(30) ,LKE0(30) ,DLEEQ(30),MM (30) ,LP
COMMON/_AT/A (30) ,N (30) ,EACT (3n) ,B (30) ,M (25,305 ,ALLMI
COMMON/AFUN/CN(_),ITPSZ,LSURM,ETA,D,V!SC,BETAL

































































COMMON/DERN/F (28) , ALPHA (28) ,BETA (28,28)
COMMON/SKIP/NEGL (25) ,II, I2, IT
CO_MON/GHSC/GRT(25) ,HRT(25) ,SR (25) ,CPP{25),DCPR(25)
COMMON/SABS/S I, AA, BB, $2, DA, D2A, DTERM
EQUIVALENCE (SPNM,SNAM (1,4)), (E_ANK,SPNM(1,27))
EQUIVALENCE (PRX(1) ,XXH(1))
ENTRY OUTI
C _ TITLE PAGE
IF (VERSI .EQ. TIMEV) GO TO q8
I = 2
GO TO 99
98 I = 4
99 IF (VERSA .EQ. AREAV) I = I - I
GO TO (100,200,300,400),I
100 WRITE (6,101)
]01 FORMAT (1H1,14X,21HDISTANCE-AREA VERSION)
GO TO 3
200 WRITE (6,201)
201 FORMAT (IHI,12X,25HDISTANCE-PPESSHRE VERSION)
GO TO 3
300 WRITE (6,301)
301 FORMAT (IHI,16X,17HTIME-AREA VFRSION)
GO TO 3
400 WRITE (6,401)
401 FORMAT (IH1,14X,21HTIME-PRESSU_E VERSION)









































PRINT REACTICN INFORMATION AM057
DO 6 J=I,L_ AM058
N1 = LSR(1,J) AM059
N2 = _SR(2,J) AM060
N3 = LSR(3,J) AM061
N4 = LSR(4,J) AM062
WRITE (6,103) J, (SPNM(I,N2),I=I,2),(SPNM(I,N3),I=I,2) ,A(J),N(J), AM063
* EACT(J) AM06_
103 FORMAT (12X,I2,27X,2A4,2X,1H=,2X,2A4,23X,1PE12.5,5X,0PF10. a,SX, AM065
F10.2) AM066
IF (NI .GT. 0) GO TO 5 AM067
IF (NI .LT. 0) GO TO 4 AM068
NI = 26 AM069
GO TO 205 AM070
4 WRITE [6,105) (SPNM(I,Na),I=I,2) AM071
105 FORMAT (1H÷,63X,IH+,2X,2A4) AM072
GO TO 6 AM073
5 IF (N_ .GT. 0) GO TO 205 AM074
IF (N4 .iT. O) GO TO 204 AM075
N4 = 26 AM076
GO TO 205 AM077
204 WRITE (6,1105) (SPNM(I,NI),I=I,2) AM078
1105 FORMAT (1H+,27X,2A_,2X,1H+) AM07g
GO TO 6 AM080
r
144
C205 WRITE (6,104) (SPNM(I,N1),I=I,2),(SPNM(I,N_),I=I,2)
104 FORMAT (IH+,27X,2A4,2X,IH+,25X,IH+,2X,2A_)
CONVERT ACTIVATION ENERGY TO B-FACTOF
6 B(J} = EACT (J) /1.987165
IF (.NOT. ALLMI) GO TO 7
WRITE (6,106)
106 FORMAT (///51x,2gHALL THIRD BODY RATIOS APE 1.0)
GO TO 13
7 WRITE (6,107)





IF (M(I,J) .EQ. I.) GO TO 12
K = K + 1
IF (K .EQ. 5) K = 1
GO TO (8,9,10,11),K
8 WRITE (6,108) (SPNM(K,I) ,K=1,2) ,J,M(I,J)
108 FORMAT (SX,2HM(,2A4,1H,,I2,3H) =,F10.5)
GO TO 12
9 WRITE (6,109) (SPNM(K,I),K=I,2),J,M(I,J)
109 FORMAT (1H+,36X,2HM(,2A4,1H,,I2,3H) =,FI0.5)
GO TO 12
10 WRITE (6,110) (SPNM(K,I),K=I,2),J,M(I, J)
110 FORMAT (IH+,68X,2HM(,2A4,1H,,I2,3H) =,F10.5)
GO TO 12
11 WRITE (6,111) (SPNM(K,I),K=I,2),J,M(I,J)
111 FORMAT (IH+,I00X,2HM(,2A_,IH,,I2,3H) =,FI0.5)
12 CONTINUE
13 IF (VERSI .EQ. TIMEV) GO TO 14
WRITE (6,112) HMIN,HMAX,HINT,EMAX
112 FORMAT (///56X,20HINTEGRATION CCNT_OLS//15X,17HMINIMUM STEP SIZE,
* EIQ.5,3H CM,33X,17HMAXIMUM STEP SIZE,EIg. 5,3H CM//15X,17HINITIAL
*STEP SIZE, EI_.5,3H CM,33X,22HMAXIMUM PELATIVE ERROR,El0.5)
GO TO 15
14 WRITE (6,113) HMIN,HMAX,HINT, EMAX
113 FORMAT (///56X,20HINTEGRATION CONTROLS//15X,17HMINIMUM STEP SIZE,
* EI4.5,_H SEC,32X,17HMAXIMUM STEP SIZE,EI_.5,4H SEC//15X,17HINITIA
*L STEP SIZE,EI4.5,4H SEC,32X,22HMAXIMUM RELATIVE E_ROR,F10.5)
** SECOND PAGE
15 WRITE (6,114)
114 FORMAT (1H1,50X,31H *i ASSIGNED
GO TO (16,18,19,19,20) ,ITPSZ
VARIABLE PROFILE **I/)
C
16 GO TO (116,216,316,_16),IPRCOD
ASSIGNED VARIABLE TABLE
116 WRITE (6,117) XU,AU
117 FORMAT (3_X,64HTHE AREA IS CALCULATED BY INTERPOLATION FROM THE FO
*LLOWING TABLE//36X,7HSTATION,10X,17HAXIAL DISTANCE (,A2,1H),IOX,
* 7HAR_A (,A_,AI,1H})
GO TO 516
216 WRITE (6,217) XU,AU
217 FORMAT (32X,68HTHE PRESSURE IS CALCULATED BY INTEPPOLATION FROM TH


































































C316 WRITE (6,317) AU : AMIS3
317 FORMAT (34X,64HTHE AREA IS CALCULATED BY INTERPOLATION FROM THE FO AM14_
*LLOWING TABLE//36XI, 7HSTAmION, 14X,IIHTI_F (SEC),16X,7HAREA (,AS, AM145
* AI,IH)) AM146
GO TO 516 AM147
416 WRITE (6,_17) AU AMI_8 _
_17 FORMAT (32X,68HTHE PRESSURE IS CALCULATED BY INTERPOLATION FROM TH AMI_9
*E FOLLOWING TABLE//36X,7HSTATION,1aX,11HTIME
*E (,2A_,IH))
516 DO 17 I=I,NTB
17 WRITE (6,616) I,XTB(I),ATB(I)
616 FORMAT (38X,I2,14X, IPEI2°5,15X,E12.5)
GO TO 21
18 GO TO (218,318,418,518),IPRCOD
ASSIGNED VARIABLE POLYNOMIAL











219 FORMAT (40X,52HTHE AREA IS CALCULATED FRCM THE FOLLOWING POLYNOMIA AM160
*L//23X,6HAREA (,A4,AI,5H) = (,IRE12.5,QH) X**3 + (,EI2.5,gH) X_*2 + AM161
*(,E12.5,6H) X ÷ [,EI2.5,1H)) AM162
GO TO 21 AM163
318 WRITE (6,319) AU,CX AM164
319 FORMAT (38X,56HTHE PRESSURE IS C_LCULATED FROM THE FOLLOWING POLYN AM165
*OMIAL//20X,10HPRESSURE (,2A4,5H) = (,IPE12.5,9H) X*_3 + (,E12.5,9H) AM166
*X**2 + (,E12.5,6H) X + (,EI2.5,1H)) AM167
GO TO 21 AM168
q18 WRITE (6,419) AU,CX AM16g
41g FORMAT ("0X,52HTHE AREA IS CALCULATED FROM THE FOLLOWING POLYNOMIA AM170
*L//23X,6HAREA (,A_,A1,SH) = (,1PE12.5,qH}T_*3 + (,EI2.5,gH)T_*2 + AM171
*(,E12.5,6H) T + (,E12.5,1H)) AM172
GO TO 21 AM173
518 WRITE (6,519) AU,CX AM17a
519 FORMAT (38X,56HTHE PRESSURE YS CALCULATED FROM THE FOLLOWING POLYN AM175
*OMIAL//20X,10HP_ESSURE (,2A_,SH) = (,IPFI2.5,gH) T**3 + (,E12.5,gH) AM176
*T_*2 + (,E12.5,6H) T + (,E12.5,1H)) AM177
GO TO 21 AM178
AM179
SPECIAL AREA FUNCTION AM180
19 WRITE (6,118) LSUBM,ETA AM181
118 FORMAT (41X,50HTHE AREA IS CALCULATED FROM THE FOLLOWING FUNCTION/ AM182
*/46X,16H1/A_EA = 1 - (X/,F10.3,4H)*_(,F10.5,1H)) AM183
IF (ITPSZ .EQ. 4) WRITE (6,1118) D,VISC,BETAL AM18_
1118 FORMAT (/6X,20HHYDRAUIIC DIAMETER =,FR._,3H CM,7_,23HVISCOSITY COE AMIR5
*FFICI_NT =,E12.4,10H G_/CM-SEC,7X,6HRETA =,F7._) AM186
GO TO 21 AM187
AMIR8
ZERO VELOCITY - ASSIGNED VARIABLE NOT REQUIRED AM189
20 WRITE (6,119) AM190




21 IF (I1 .NE. 0) GO TO 22 AM195
WRITE (6,120) AM196
120 FORMAT (///31X,70HNO SPECIES WILL BE PERMANENTLY NEGLECTED F_O_ AL AMIg7
*i ERROR CONSIDERATIONS) AM198
GO TO 228 AMlq9
22 WRITE (6,121) AM200
121 FORMAT (///31X,69HTHE FOLLOWING SPFCIES WILL BE NEGLFCTED FRO_ ALL AM201
ERRO_ CONSIDERATIONS//) AM202
= 0 AM203
DO 28 II=l,I1 _20a
146
CC
IK == KNEGL(II)+I NOT REPRODUCIBLE_I_-,,
IF (K .EO. 65 K = I ..........................................
GO TO (23,24,25,26,27) ,K
23 WRITE (6,122) (SPNM(J,I5 ,J=I,2)
122 FORMAT (61X,2A_)
GO TO 28
2Q WRITE (6,1235 (SPNM(J,I) ,J=I,2)
123 FORMAT (1H+,76X,2A_)
GO TO 28
25 WRITE (6,124) (SPN_(J,I),J=1,25
12_ FORMAT (IH+,a_:X,2A_5
GO TO 28
26 WRITE (6,1255 (SPNM(J,I) ,J=1,25
125 FORMAT (IH+,92X,2A4)
GO TO 28























228 IF (RHOCON) WRITE (_,1126) AM225
1126 FORMAT (///3_X,56HTHE VOLIIM_ (DENSITY) WILL 9E HRID CONSTANT FOP T AM226
*HIS CASE) AM227
IF (TCON) WRITE (6,212&) AM228













29 MACH = SORT(M25
MAX = MAX0(LS,LR)
"_ NINITIAL CON['I_IO, S _*//)
TENT = 0.
CSUM = 0.
PMLOG = ALOG (P*MIXMW5
TOTAL ENTFOP¥ AND MASS FRACTION SUM
DO 30 I=I,LS
IF (SIGMA (T) .EO. 0-5 GO TO 30
TENT = TENT + SIGMA (I) * (RE (I)






31 TXXH = TXXH + XXH(J)












































C32 TIME = IVAR
X = DVAR








TT = T. 1.8
(COS) UNITS TO FPS UNITS
WRITE (6,129) TIME,AREAA,X,PP,NH,VV,AVH,RHOO, (SNAM(I,JCV),I=I,2),
* TT,DOTM,TENT,ERRN,MACH,gOUNT,GAMMA
129 FORMAT (16X,4HTIME, 1PE14.5,SH SEC,14X,4HAREA,EI4.5,7H SQ FT,
14X,14HAXIAL POSITION,EI_.5,4H FT///20X,15HFLOW PROPEP_IES,g5X,
* 22HINTEGRATION INDICATORS//22X,SHPRESSURE,E22.5,30X,21HSTEPS FR
*OM LAST PRINT,9X,I_/23X,10H(LB/FT_2)/22X,8HVELOCITY,E22.5,30X,
* 17HAVERAGE STEP SIZE,0PE2_.5/23X,SH(FT/SEC)/22X,7HDENSITY,1PE23°5
*,30X,20HCONTROLLING VARIABLF,11X,2A4/23X,10H(LB/FT_*3)/22X,11HTEMP
*ERATURE,EI9.5/23X,7H(DEG _)/22X,14HMASS FLOW RATE, E16.5/23X,8H(LB/
*SEC)/22X,7HENTROPY,F23.5,30X,1_H_ELATIVE ERROR,0PE27.5/23X,1_H(BTU




IF (I2 .EQ. 0) GO TO 34









131 FORMAT (//56X,IgHCHEMICAL PROPERTIES//)
CONV = 0.02883
IF (CONC .OR. EXCHR) GO TO 36
PRINT MASS FRACTICNS AND REACTICN CCNVERSION RATFS
WRITE (6,132)
132 FORMAT (1X,7HSPECIES,4X,131IMASS FPACTICN,3X,13HZOLE FRACTION, 3X,
* 27HNET SPECIES PRODUCTION PAT_,5X,SH_EACTION,3X,28HNET REACTION C
*ONVERSION RATE,3X,13HRATF CONSTANT)
WRITE (6,133)
133 FORMAT (50X,1£H(MOLE/FT**3/S_C) ,11_,6HNU_PER,7X,22H(MOLE-FT**3/L_
*_2/SEC) ,7X,11R(CGS UNITS))
DO 35 J=I,L_
35 PRX(J) = XX(J)
CONV = 1./62.43
GO TO 37
36 IF (CCNC .OR. (.NOT. EXCHR)) GC TO 39































































C134 FORMAT (1X,7HSPECIES,_X,13HMASS FRACTION,3X,13HMOLE FRACTION,3X,
27HNET SPECIES PRODUCTION I_ATE,SX,SHBEACTION,5X,2_HNET ENERGY EXC
• HANGE RATE,SX,13HRATE CONSTANT)
WRITE (6,135)
135 FORMAT (50X,16H(MOLE/FT*_3/SEC) ,11X,6HNUMBE_,SX,21H( BTU-FT_*3/LB_*
• 2/SEC) ,7X,11H(CGS UNITS))
COMPUTE MASS FRACTIONS
37 DO 38 I=I,LS
38 PRC(I) = SIGMA(I)*MW(I)
GO TO _4
39 IF {(.NOT. CONC) .OR. EXCHR) GO TO _I


















136 FORMAT (IX,THSPECIES,_X,13HCONCENT_ATION,3X,13HMOLE FRACTION,3X, AM3_5
27HNET SPECIES PRODUCTION RATE,5X,SHREACTION,3X,28HNFT _EACTION C _M3_6
*ONVERSION RATE,3X,13HRATE CONSTANT) AM347
WRITE (6,137) AM3Q8
137 FORMAT (12X,13H(_OLES/FT_3) ,25X,16H(MOLE/FT_3/SEC) ,11X,6HNU_BFR, AM3_9
7X,22H(MOLE-ET_*3/LP_2/SEC) 7X,11H(CGS UNITS)) AM350
" AM351
DO _0 J=I,LR AM352
40 PRX(J) = XX(J) AM353
CONV = I./62=43 AM354
GO TO 42 AM355
PRINT MOLAR CONCENTRATIONS AND _NERGY EXCHANGE FATES AM356
41 WRITE (6,138) AM357
138 FORMAT (IX,7HSPECIES,_X,13HCONCENT_ATION,3X,13HMOLE FFACTION,3X, AM358
27HNET SPECIES PRODUCTION _ATE,5X,8HFFACTION,5X,2_HNET ENERGY EXC AM359
_HANGE RATE,5X,13HFATE CONSTANT) AM360
WRITE (6,139) AM361
139 FORMAT (12X,13H(MOLES/FT**3),25X,16H(MOLE/FTe*3/SEC),11X,6HNUMBER, AM362
8X,21H(BTU-FT**3/LB_2/SEC),7X,IIH(CGS UNITS)) AM363
AM36_
COMPUTE MOLA_ CONCENTRATIONS AM365
_2 DO 43 I:I,LS AM366
_3 PRC(1) = SIGMA(I)_HOO AM367
AM368
4_ DO _7 IJ=I,_AX AM369
IF (IJ .GT. LS .OR. IJ .GT. iF) GO TO _5 AM370
FMOL = SIGMA (IJ) _MIXMW AM371
WW = W(IJ)*62-_3 AM372
XXX = PRX(IJ) _CONV AM373
WRITE (6,140) (SPNH(I,IJ) ,I=I,2) ,PHC(IJ) ,FMOL,WW,IJ,XXX,WATE(IJ) A_37_
I_0 FORMAT (2X,2A_,2X,1PE12.5,_X,EI2.5,11X,EI2.5,16X,I2,1_X,E12-5,11X, AM375
* E12.5) AM376
GO TO _7 AM377
_5 IF (IJ .GT. LS) GO TO _6 AM378
FMOL = SIGDA(IJ)_IXMW AM379
WW = W(IJ)*62._3 AM380
WRITE (6,141) (SPN_(I,IJ),I=I,2),P_C(IJ), FMOL,WW AM381
I_I FORMAT (2X,2A_,2X,IDE12.5,_X,E12.5,11_,E12-5) AM382
GO TO _7 AM383
_6 XXX = PRX(IJ)*CONV AM38_
WRITE (6.1_2_ IJ.XXX.RATE_IJ) AM385
I_2 FO_AT (79X,I2,1_X,1PE12.5,11X,E12.5) A_386
_7 CONTINUE AM387
TXXH = TXXH_0.02883 AM3R8
W_ITE (6,1_3) MIXMW,TXXH,CSUM AM3R9
149
C143 FORMAT ( /_X,24HMIXTURE MOLECULAR WEIGHT,FI3.5,5X,26HTOTAL

















WRITE (6,145) TIME, AREAA,X,PP,NH,VV,AVH,RHOO, (SNAM(I,JCV),I=I,2),
* T,DOTM,TENT,ERRN,MACH,KOUNT,GAMMA
FORMAT (16X,4HTIME, IPEI_.5,SH SEC,14X,4HAREA,EIa. 5,7H SQ M ,
* 14X,1_HAXIAL POSITION,E14.5,aH M ///20X,15HFLOW P_OPEPTIES,a5X,
* 22HINTEGRATION INDICATORS//22X,8HPRESSURE,E22.5,30X,21HSTEPS FR
*OM LAST P_INT,9X,I4/23X,SH(N/M*_2)/22X,SHVELOCITY,E22.5,30X,17HAVE
*RAGE STEP SIZE,0PE24.5/23X,7H(M/SEC)/22X,7HDENSITY, IPE23.5,30X,
* 20HCONT_OLLING VA_IABLE,11X,2A@/23X,gH{KG/M_3)/22X, IIHTEMP_R_TUR
*E,E19.5/23X,7H(DEG K)/22X,14HMASS FLOW _ATE,E16.5/23X,SH(KG/SEC)/
* 22X,7HENTROPY,E23.5,30X,14HRELATIV_ EPRO_,0PE27.5/23X,16H(JOULF/K
*G/DEG K)/22X,IIHMACH NUMBER,1PEIgoS,30X,20HPREDICTOR ITERATIONS,
* 11X,I3//22X,5HGAMMA,E25.5)
IF (I2 .EQ. 0) GO TO 49





WRITE (6,130) ((ESP(I,R),I=I,2) ,K=IS,IT)
_g WRITE (6,131)
CONV = 4.18_0





AND REACTION CONVERSION RAT_S
I_6 FORMAT (50X,15H(MOLE/M**3/SEC) ,12X,6HNUMBER,7X,21H(MOLE-M_3/KG**2
*/SEC) ,SX,11H(CGS UNITS))
DO 50 J=I,LR
50 PRX(J) = XX(J)
CONV = 0.001
GO TO 52
51 IF (CONC .OP. (.NOT. FXCHR)) GO TO 54
FRINT MASS FRACTIONS AND ENERGY FXCHANG_ RATES
WRITE (6,134)
WRITE (6,147)


































































52 DO 53 I=I,LS
53 PRC[I) = SIGMA (1) *MW (I)
GO TO 5g
5_ IF ((.NOT. CONC) .OR. EXCHR) GO TO 56
PRINT MOLAR CONCENTRATIONS AND REACTION CONVERSION RATES
WRITE (6,136)
WRITE (6,1_8)
I_8 FORMAT (12X,12H(MOLES/M**3) ,26X,15H(MOLE/M*_3/SEC) ,12X,6HNUMBER,7X
*,21H(MOLE-M_*3/KG_2/SEC),8X,IIH(CGS UNITS))
DO 55 J=I,LN
55 PRX(J) = XX(J)
CONV = 0.001
GO TO 57
PRINT MOLAR CONCENTRATIONS AND ENERGY EXCHANGE RATES
56 WRITE (6,138)
WRITE (6,1_9)
I_9 FORMAT (12X,12H(MOLES/M _3) ,26X, 15H(MOLE/M_3/SEC) ,12X,6HNUMBE_,7X
_,22N(JOULE-M_3/KG_*2/SEC) ,7X,IIH(CGS UNITS))
COMPUTE MOLA_ CONCENTRATIONS
57 DO 58 I=I,LS
58 PRC{I) = SIGMA(I) _RHOO
59 DO 62 IJ=I,MAX
IF (IJ .GTo LS .OR. IJ .GT. LR) GO TO 60
FMOL = SIGMA (IJ)_MIXMW
WW = W(IJ)_I000.
XXX = PRX(IJ)_CONV
WRITE (6,140) (SPNM(I,IJ) ,I=1,2) ,PRC(IJ) ,FMOi,WW,IJ,XXX,RATE(IJ)
GO TO 62
60 IF (IJ .GT. LS) GO TO 61
FBOL = SIGMA(IJ) _MIXMW
WW = W(IJ)*1000.
WRITE (6,141) (SPNM(I,IJ),I=I,2),PRC(IJ), FMOL,WW
GO TO 62
61 XXX = PRX(IJ)*CONV
WRITE (6,142) IJ,XXX,RATE(IJ)
62 CONTINUE
TXXH = TXXH_. 18_0
WRITE (6,1_3) MIXMW,TXXH,CSUM
WRITE (6,150)
150 FORMAT (_8X,22H (JOULE-M_3/KG$_2/SFC))
GO TO 78
PRINT OUTPUT IN INTERNAL (CGS) UNITS
63 WRITE (6, 151) TIME,AREA,X,P,NH,V,AVH,PHO, (SNAM(I,JCV) ,I=I,2) ,
T, MDOT,TENT,ER_N, MACH, KCUNT, GAMMA
151 FORMAT (16X,_HTIMF, IPE1q.5,5H SEC,14X,_HAR_A,E1_.5,7H SO C9,
1_X,14HAXIAL POSITION,EI_.5,_H CM///20X,15HFLOW P_OPE_TYES,_5X,2
• 2HINTEGRATION INDICATORS//22X,SHPR_SSUPE,0PF23-5,2gX,21HSTEPS FPOM
LAST PRINT,gX,I_/23X,SH (ATM)/22X,8HVELOCITY, F20- 2,32X, 17HAV FRAGE
• STEP SIZE,E2_.5/23X,RH(CM/SFC)/22X,7HDENSITY,1PR23-5,_0X,20HCONTRO
•LLING VAPIABLE, 11X, 2A_/23X, 10H (GM/CM*_3)/22X • 11HTFMPERATU_ E"
• 0PFI7.2/23X,7H(DEG K)/22X,1aHMASS FLOW _ATE, IPEI6.5/23X,8H(GM/SFC
_)/22X,7HENT_OPY,0PF23._,30X,1_H_ELATTVF _P_OF,E27.5/23X,1_H (CAL/GM
•/DEG F)/22X,IIH_ACH NUMBER,Flg._,30X,2OHP_EDICTOR ITERATIONS,11X,



































































IF {I2 .EQ. 0) GO TO 6_
IS = I1 + 1
DO 263 K=IS,IT
KK = NFG_ (K)
ESP(I,K) = SPNM(1,KK)
263 ESP{2,K) = SPNM(2,KK)
WRITE (6,130) ( (ESP (I, K) ,I=1,2), K=IS, IT)
64 WRITE (6,131)
IF (CONC .OR. EXCHR) GO TO 66


















152 FORMAT (50X,16H(MOLE/CM*e3/SEC),11X,6HNUMBER,7X,22H(MOLF-CM**3/GM* AM528
**2/SEC) ,7X,11H{CGS UNITS])
DO 65 J=I,LR
65 PRX (J) = XX (n)
GO TO 67
66 IF (CONC .OR. (.NOT. EXCHR)) GO TO 69













153 FORMAT (50X,16H(MOLE/C_*_3/SEC) ,11X,6HNUMBER,SX,21H(CAL-CM_3/GM** AM539
_'2/SEC) ,7X,11H(CGS UNITS)) AM540
COMPUTE MASS FRACTIONS
67 DO 68 I=I,LS
68 PRO(I) = SIGMA (I) _M_ (I)
GO TO 74
6g IF ((.NOT. CONC) .OR. EXCHR) GO TO 71














15_ FORMAT (12X,13H(MOLES/CM_'_3) ,2EX,16H(MOLE/CM_*3/SEC) ,11X,6HNUMBER, AM552
7X,22H(MOLE-CM_3/GM_2/SEC) ,7X,11H(CGS UNITS))
_":' DO 70 J=I,LR
70 PRX (J) = XX (J)
GO TO 72
PRINT MOLAR CONCENTRATIONS AND ENEPGY EXCHANGE _ATES
71 WRITE (6,138)
WRITE (6,155)
155 FORMAT (12X,13H(MOLES/CM*_3),25X,16H(MOLE/CM_e3/SEC),11X,6HNUMBER, &M561
* 8X,21H(CAL-CM*_3/GM**,2/SEC) ,7X,11H(CGS UNITS)) AM562
COMPUTE MOLAR CONCENTRATIONS
72 DO 73 I=I,LS
73 PRC(I) = SIGMA(I)*RHO
7_ DO 77 IJ=I,MAX

























75 IF (IJ .GT. LS) GO TO 76
FMOL = SIGMa(IJ)_MIXMW
WRITE (6,141) (SPNM (I,IJ] ,I=1,2) ,PRC(IJ) ,FMOL,W(IJ)
GO TO 77











LP = LP + I
WRITE (6,158) (SNAM (K,I) ,_=1,2) ,F (I) • _K(I),_(I) ,
• (SNAM(K,LP) ,K=1,2) ,F(LR) ,RK(LP) ,E[LP)




IF (2*L .EQ. LSP3) GO TO 80
WRITE (6,159) (SNAM(K,LSP3),T<=I,2),F(LSP3),RK(LSP3),E(LSP3)
FORMAT (70X,2A_,2(°,X,E 12-5} ,5X,E12.5)
IF {.NOT. DHUGO) GO TO 82
DEBUG OUTPUT (INTERNAL UNITS)






83 WRITE (6,16a) AA,BB,DA,D2A,DTER_
16 _, FORMAT (IH1,12X,2H_.A,18X,2HH_,11x,1gHD(P[_ESSUi_E)/D(IVA#),eX,21HD2(
*PRESSURE)/D(IVAR) 2,;4X,32H(1/PWESSU£E)*D(PRESSURE)/D (IVAR)/SX,E12.5
*,SX,E12.5,gx,E12°5,12X,E 12.5, I 8X,E12.5)
84 WRITE (6,161) (I,I=I,[R)
161 FORMAT (/37X,58HOMEGA(I,J) I_ATE OF PRODUCTION OF SPECIES I BY RE
*ACTION J//1X,7HSPECIES,55X,SHREACTION/(18X, I2,7115))
DO 81 I=I,LS







IF tABS (1.-CSUM) .LE..001) 9ETU_N
W_ITE (6,163)




$I EFTC PREDD DECK
SUBROUTINE P_ED


























































































DELG = GRT(N3) - GRT (N2)
DELH = HRT(N3] - HPTfN2)
IF (N1 .GT. 0) GO TO 2
DELG = D_LG + GBT{N_)
DELH = DELH + H2T(N_)
LKEO(J) = -_ELG - ALOGRT
DLKEQ (J) = (DELH - 1.)/T
GO TO
2 IF (N_ .GT. 0) GO TO 3
DELG = DELG - G_T(NI)
DELH = DELH - HRT(N1)
LKEQ(J) = -EELG + ALOGRT
DLKEQ(J} = ([_ELH + I.)/T
GO TO
3 DELG = DELG + GI_T(N_) - GRT(NI)
DELH = DELH + HET(N_) - HRT(NI)
LKEQ(J) = -DELG
DLKEQ (J) = EELH/T
CONTINUE
MIXTURE MCL_CULAR WEIGHT
5 SSHM = 0.
DO 6 I=I,LS
6 SSUM = SSU_ + SIGMa(I)
_IXMW = 1./SSUM
ASSIGNED VARIABLE
IF (IPRCCD .GT. 2) GO TO 7
X = IVAR




























































7 TIME = DVAR
IF (VERSI .EQ. TIMEV) TIME = IVAR
CALL CINP (TIME, AVAR,DA,D2A)
C CALCULATED VARIABLE
8 TF (VERSA .EC. AREAV} GO TO 9
P = AVAR
IF (V .NE° 0.) AREA = MDOT/(_HO*V}
GO TO 10




10 DO 20 J=I,L_
I{1 = LSR(I,J)
N2 = ZSR (2,J)
N3 = LSR(3,J)
N_ = _SR (_,J)
C THIRD HODY FACTOR
MM (a) = 0.
IF (NI .NE. 0 .AND. N_ .NE. 0) GO TO 13
IF (ALL_I) GO TO 12
DO 11 I=I,LS
11 MM(J) = MM(J) + M(I,J)*SIGMA(I)
GO TO 13
12 MM(J) = SSUM
13 EXP1 = RATE(J)
EXP2 = I.
IF (LKEQ(J) .GT. 0.) GO TO I_
EXP2 = EXP (-LKEQ (J)/2°)
GO TO 15
I_ EXP1 = EXP(ALOG(RATE(J)) - LKEQ(J))
C NET REACTIGN CONVERSION RATE
15 IF (NI .GT. 0) GO TO 17
IF (NI °LT. 0) GO TO 16
DPI = RATE (J) *SIGMA (N2)
DP2 = RH(]*EXPI*SIGMA(N3)*EXP2*SIGMA (N_)*EXP2
XX(J) = MM(J)* (DPI - DP2)
GO TO 2O
16 DPI = RATE (J) *SIGMA (N2) /RHO
DP2 = EXPI*SIGMA (N3)*EXP2*SIGMA (N_)*EXP2
XX (J) = DPI - DP2
GO TO 20
17 IF (N_ .GT. 0) GO TO Ig
IF (N_ .IT. 0) GO TO 18
DP1 = RHO*SIGMA(NI)*RAT E(J)*SIGMA(N2)
DP2 = EXPI*EXP2*SIGMA(N3)*EXP2
XX(J) = MM(J)*(DPI - DP2)
GO TO 20
18 DP1 = SIGMA(NI)*RATE(J)*SIG:_A(N2)
DP2 = EXPI*SIGMA (N3)*EXP2/_HO*EXP2
XX(J) = DP1 - DP2
GO TO 20
lg DPI = SIGMA (NI) *RATE {J) *SIGMA (N2)
DP2 = EXP2=SIGMA(N3)*EXPI*SIGMA (N_)*EXP2





































































TCPR = TCPR + CPR (I) *SIGMA (1)
NET SPECIES PRODUCTION RATE
w (I) = o.
DO 21 J=I,LR
OMEGA (I,J) = R_O2*STOIC(I,J)*XX (J)




GAMMA = TCP_/(TCP_ - 1./MIXMW)
MACH NUMBER SQUARED
M2 = V/R*V/T*MIXMW/GAMMA
IF (VERSA .NE. AREAV .OR. (M2 .LT. 0.9025 .OR.
* GO TO 23
WMACH = SQRT (M2)
WRITE (6,101) WMACH
101 FORMAT (7H0 (PRED) ,5X,7HWARNING,3X,13HMACH NUMBFR
*ROACHING 1.0)
MWARN = MWARN + 1
IF (MWARN .LT. 15) GO TO 23
WRITE (6, 102)
102 FORMAT (7H0 (PRED) ,SX,25H15 WARNINGS HAV_
NEXT = .TRUE.
RETURN













COMMON/OPTS/VERSI,TIMEV,VERSA, A_ _AV, ELIM,TCON, RHOCON, IPRCOD
COMMON/COND/DV_R,AR EA, MEOT, p, IVA_,V, RHO,T,S IGMA (25) ,LS, LSP3,NFXT
COMMON_SPEC/SNAM (2, 30) ,MW(257 ,W(257 ,STOIC (25,30) ,O_EGA (25,30)
COMMON/GHSC/GRT(257 ,HRT (257 ,SR (25) ,CP_(25) ,DCPE (257
CO_MON/DERN/F(28) ,ALPHA (28),BETA (28,28)
COMMON/NECC/RP, MIXMW, M2, GAMMA,TCPR,R





























































CD2ADT2(D2} = ¥*V*D2 + DV/V*DA




F (I) = 0.
I ALPHA (I) = 0.
DENM = RHO
IF (VERSI .NE. TIMEV) DENM = RHO*V
DO 2 I=I,LS




DPSI = DPS1 + F(II)
$2 FOR BB
2 DPS2 = DPS2 + HRT(I)*F(II)
$1 = MIXMW*DPSI
$2 = MIXMW*DPS2




AA = $I - BB
DAVAR/DIVAR
IF (VERSI .EQ. TIMEV .AND.
IF (VERSI .NE. TIMFV .AND.
IPRCOD .LE. 2) DA = V*DA
IPBCOD .GE. 3) DA = DA/V
IF (VERSA .NE. AREAV) GO TO
ASSTGNED AREA EQUATIONS
DTERM = DA/AREA - AA





IF (.NOT. RHOCON) F(2) = -RHO_(T2*DTERM + AA)
DT/DIVAR
IF (.NOT. TCON) F(3) = -T*(GAMI*T2*DTERM + BB)
_AREA/DIVAR WRT IVAR
IF (VERSI .E0. TIMEV .AND. (IPRCOD .EQ. I .AND. V .NE. 0.)) D2A =
• D2ADT2(D2A)
IF (VERSI .NE. TIMEV AND. IP_COD .EQ. 3) D2A = D2ADX2(D2A)































































3 ALPHA(T) = 0.
C DV/DIVAR WNT IVAN
ALPHA(l) = V_TI*T3
C DRHO/DIVAR WET IVAN
IF (.NOT. PHOCON) ALPHA(2) = -RHO_T2eT3
C DT/DIVA_ W_T IV_W







IF (V .NE. 0.) F(1) = -DA/(RHO_V)_1.01325E+06
C DRHO/DIVA_
IF (.NOT. EHOCON) F(2) = -RHO*(T2_DTERM + AA)
DT/DTVAR
IF (.NOT. TCON) F(3) = -T_(GAMI*T2_DTEPM + HB)
EP/DIVAR WET IVAN
IF (VFRSI .EO° TIMEV .AND.
IF (VENSI .NF. TIMEV .AND.
IP_COD .FQ. 2) D2A = D2ADT2 [D2A)
IPRCOD .EC. a) D2A = D2ADX2 [D2A)
T3 = (D2A - DA_DA/P)/P
DSIGMA/DIVA2 WET IVAN
DO 5 I=4,LSP3
5 ALPHA (I) = 0.
DV/DIVAR WRT IVAN
IF (V .NE. 0.) ALPHA(l) = -D2A/(RHO*V)_I.OI325E÷06
ENHO/DIVAE W_T IVAN
IF (.NOT. NHOCON) ALPHA(2) = -RHO*T2*T3
C DT/DIVAN WET IVAN




































































DIMENSION PXXRHO(30) ,PXXT(305 ,9XXSIG(30,255 ,PGSIG(25),PM2SIG(25) ,
* PSISIG(25) ,PS2SIG(255 ,PAASIG(2£) ,PSBSIG(25)
COM_ON/OPTS/VERSI,TIMEV, VERSA, AR ]:'AV,ELIM, TCON, I_HOCON, !rPRCOD
COMMON/COND/DVAR, ARE A, MDOT, P, IVA}_, V ,I_HO,T,S IGHA (25) ,LS, LSP3, NE_[T
COMMON/SPEC/SNAM (2,30) ,MW(2£) ,Wf2_) ,STOIC (25,305 ,OMEGA (25,30)
COMMON/REAC/LS[_(4,305 ,XX(30) ,RATE(30) ,LKFQ(305 ,DLKE0(30),MM (30),LI_
COMHCN/Iq[_AT/A(30) ,N (30) ,EACT (30) ,B (30) ,M (25,30) ,ALLM1
COMMON/GHSC/GI_T(25),HRT(25) ,SP (25) ,CPP(25),DCPR (25%
COMMON/NECC/RR,MIXMW, H2,GAMMA,TCPR, R










N1 = LSR (1,J)
N2 = LSR(2,J)









- iF EO (J))
IF (NI .GT. 0) GO TO 6
IF (NI .I_T. 0) GO TO 5
PXXRHO(J) = -MM(J)*EXP2*SIGMA(N3}*EXPI*SIGMA (N_)*EXP2
PXXT(J) = MM(J)*EXPI_I_HO_SIGMA(N3) _EXP2_SIGMA(N_)*EXP2_DLKEQ [J)
PXXSIG(J, N2) = RATE (J) *MM (J) + XX(J}/MM(J)*_(N2,J)











= -MM(J) _EXPI*RHO _F.XP2_SIGMA(N3)*EXP2 + XX(J) IMM(J)
-RATE(J)/RHO*SIGMA(N2)/RHO




IF (Na .GT. 0) GO TO 8
IF (Na .LT. 0) GO TO 7
PXXRHO(J) = MM (J) *SIGMA (N1) *RATE (J) *SIGMA (N2)
PXXT(J) = EXP2*MM (J)*EXPI*SIGMA (N3)*EXP2*DL[<EQ(J)
PXXSIG(J,NI) = MM(J)*RHO_RATE(J) _SIGMA(N2) + XX (J) /MM (J) *M (NI ,J)
PXXSIG(J,N2) = MM(J)*RHO*RATE(J)*SIGMA(_I) + XX(J)/MM(J)*M(N2,J)

































































7 PXXPHO(J) = EXPI_SIGMA (N3)*EXP2/RHO_EXP2/RHO
PXXT(J} = EXPIeSIGMA (N3) _EXP2/RHO*FXP2eDLKEQ(J)
PXXSIG[J,NI) = _ATE(J)_'SIGMA (N2}
PXXSIG(J, N2) = [_ATE(J)*SIGMA(N1)
PXXSIG(J,N3) = -EXP2*EXPI_(EXP2/_HO)
GO TO 9
PXXRHO (J) = 0.
PXXT(J) = EXPI_SIGMA (N3} _EXP2_SIGMA (N_) _EXP2_DLKEQ(J)
PXXSIG(J,NI) = RATErJ)_SIGMA(N2)
PXXSIG(J, N2) = RATE(J}_SIGMA[NI)
PXXSIG(J,N3) = -EXP2_(EXPI_SIGMA(N_))_FXP2
PXXSIG(J, N4) = -EXP2 _(EXPI_SIGMA (N3))*EXP2
9 PXXT{J) = PXXT(J) + XX (J} # (N (J) + B(J)/T)/T
GTGMI = GAMMA*(GA_MA - I.)
PGAMT = 0.
GAMMA WRT SIGMA (I) AND MACH NUMBER SQUARED
DO 10 I=I,LS
PGSIG (I) = GTGMI_(MIXMW - CPR (1)/TCPR)
PM2SIG(I) =-M2_(MIXMW + PGSIG (I) /GAMMA)




NACH NUMBER SQUARED WRT V
PM2V = 2°_VeMIXMW/(GAMMA_R_T)
_ACH NUMBER SQUARED WRT T
PM2T = -M2_(I./T + PGAMT/GAMMA)
TERM = RHO







12 DO 14 II=4,LSP3
I = II - 3
DO 13 J=I,LR
BETA (II, 2) =
BETA(II,3) =











+ STOIC(I,J) _PXXT (J)
+ TERMeBETA (II,2)
tSIGMA (1)/DIVAR WRT SIGMA(K)
DO 16 II=4,LSP3
I = II - 3
DO 16 KK=_,LSP3
K = KK - 3
DO 15 J=I,LR






STOIC (I,J) *PXXSIG (J,R)



































































I = II - 3
PSIV = PSIV + 9ETA([I,1)
PSI_HO = PSI_HO + BETA(II,2)
PSIT = PSIT + BETA(IT,3)
PS2V = PS2V + HRT {I) *BETA (II, I)
PS2RHO = PS2RHO ÷ HRT(I)*BETA(II,2)
PS2T -- PS2T + HRT(I)*._ETA(II,3) + CPR(I)*F(II)/T
PSISIG (I) = 0.
PS2SIG(I) = 0.
DO 17 KK=_,LSP3
PSISIG(I) = PSISIG(I) + BETA(KK,II)
17 PS2SIG(I) = PS2SIG(I) + HWT{K)*BETA(KK,II)
PSISIG(I) = MIXMW*(PSISIG(I) - $1)






PS2T = MIX._W_PS2T - S2/T







PBBT = GMIDG_PS2T + S2OG2*PGAMT
AA WRT V
PAAV = PSIV - PBBV
AA WRT RHC
PAARHO = PSIHHO - PBB_HC
AA WRT T
PAAT = PSIT - PHBT
EB WRT SIGMA (I) AND AA W_T SIGMA(Z)
DO lq I=I,LS
PBBSIG(1) = GMIDG*PS2SIG([) + S2OG2*PGSIG(1)
lg PAASTG(I) = PSISIG(I) - PHBSIG(1)
IF (VFRS_ .NE° ARFAV) GO TO 24
ASSIGNE_ AHEA EQUATIONS
T1 = I./(M2 - I.)
GAM1 = GAMMA - 1.
C DV/DIVAR WRT V
BETA(I,I) = TI*(DTERM -_ F(1)_'PM2V - VePAAV)
C EV/DIVAR WRT RHO
BETA (1,2) = -V_'TI_PAARHO
C EV/DIVAR WRT T
BETA(I,3) = -TI*(V_PAAT + F(1)_PM2T)
C EV/DTVAR WRT SIGMA(I)
DO 20 II=_,LSP3
I = TI - 3
20 BETA(1,1I) =-TI_(V*PAASIG(I) + F(1)*PM2SIG(1))


































































C DRHO/DIVAR WRT V
BETA (2, I) = RHO_'TI _'(PAAV + TI_DTERM_PN2V)
C DRHO/DIVaR WRT RHO
BETA(2,2) = RHOeTI_PAARHO + F(2)/RHO
C DRHO/DI,VAR WRT T
BETA[2,3) = RHO_TIe(PaAT + TIeDTER_PM2T)
C DRBO/DIVAR WRT SIGMA(I)
DO 21 II=4,LSP3
I = II - 3
21 BETA(2,1I) = RHO_TI_(PAaSIG(I) ÷ TI_DTE_M_PM2SIG(I))
22 IF (TCON) RETURN
C DT/DIVAR NRT V
BETA(3,1) = T_(GAMI*TI*(M2*PAaV + T1%DTERM_PM2V) - PBBV)
C DT/DIVAR WRT RBO
BETA (3,2) = T*(GAMI*M2_TI*PAA_HO - PBBRHO)



















BETA(3,3) = T*(TI_(GAMI_(M2*PAAT + TIeDTEPM_P_2T) - M2_DTERM_,PGAMT AP210
) - PBBT) ÷ F(3)/T AP211
DT/DIVAR WRT SIGMa(I) _,P212
DO 23 II=4,LSP3 AP213
I = II - 3 aP214
23 BETA(3,II) = T_(TI*(GAMI*(M2*PAASIG(I) + TI*DTFR_*PM2SIG(I)) - _.2" aP215
DTERN*PGSIG(I)) - PBBSIG(I)) AP216
RETURN
C ASSIGNED PRESSURE EQUATIONS
24 T1 = 1./(GAMMA*GAMMA)
C DV/DIVAR WRT V
IF {V .NE. 0.) BETA(I,I) =-F(1)/V
C DV/DIYAR WRT RHO
BETA (1,2) = -F(1)/RHO
C DV/DIVAR WBT T
BETA(I,3) = 0.
C DV/DIVAR WRT SIGMA(I)
DO 25 II=_,LSP3
25 BETA(I,II) = 0.
IF (RHOCON) GO TO 27
C DRHO/DIVAR W_T V
BETA (2, I) = -RHO*PAAV
C DRHO/DIVAR W_T RHO
BETA(2,2) = Y(2)/RHO- RHO*PA_RHO
C DRHO/DIVAR WRT T
BETA (2,37 = -RHO*(PAAT + TI_DTEI_M_,PGaMT)
C DRHO/DIVAR WRT SIGMA(I)
DO 26 II=4,LSP3
I = II - 3
26 BETA(2,II) =-RHC_(PAASIG(I) + TI*DTE_MePGSIG(I))
27 IF (TCON) RETURN
C DT/DIVAR WRT V
BETA (3, 1) = -T*PBBV
C DT/DIVAR WRT RHO
BETa (3,2) = -T*PBBRHO
C DT/DIVA_ W_T T
BETA(3,3) = BB- T_(PBBT- TI*DTERM_PGAMT) + F(3)/T
C DT/DIVAR _RT SIGMA(T)
DO 28 II=_,LSP3












































C THIS ROUTIN_ CALCULATES (DIMENSIONLESS) THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES
C FROM POLYNOMIAl CURVE FITS
LOGICAL NEXT
COMMON/COND/DUM(33) ,LS,LSP3,NEXT
COMMON/GHSC/GPT(25) ,HAT(25) ,SR(25) ,CPR(255,DCPR(255
COMMON/TCOF/C (7,2,25) ,TLOW,TMID,THI
F(T) = A1+T*(A2+T_(A3+T_(A_+T_A55)5
IF (T .EQ. TPREV5 RETURN
IF (0.]5*TLOW .LE. T .AND.
IF (T .LE. 1.20*THI) GO TO 2
T .LE. THI) GO TO 3
WRITE (6,1005 T
100 FORMAT (7H0(TH_M) ,SX,5HERROR,3X,3HT =,Fg.2,16H IS OUT OF RANGE5
NEXT = .TRUE.
RETUR N
2 WRITE (6,1015 T
101 FORMAT (TH0(THRM),5X,7HWARNING,3X,3HT :,F£.2,16H IS OUT OF BANGE,
_X,28HEXTRAPOLATED VALUES RFTURNED)
C lOCATE PROPE_ TEMPERATURE RANGE
3 K = 2
IF (T .GT. TMID) K = 1
DO _ I=I,LS
COMPUTE H/(R*T)





4 HAT(I) = F(T)




A1 : C(I,K,IS*(I--ALOG(T)) ÷ C(6,K,I)/T - C(7,K,I)
A2 = -C(2,K,I)/2.
A3 = -C(3,K,I)/6.




AI = C(1,K,TS*ALOG(T) 4- C(7,K,I)
A2 = C(2,K,I)















































































5 DCPP(I) = F(T)
RETURN
END
$I EFTC INTEE DECK
SUHROUTINE INTE
C SET UP AND CALL FC_ iNTEGrATION
164








COM_CN/PQRE/PK(28) ,QK(28) ,_K(2_) ,E (2S)
CO_MON/SPEC/SNAM _2,30) ,MW(25) ,W (25) ,S_CIC (25,30) ,OMEGA (25,30)
EQUIVALFNCE (IVAR,YNPI (5)) , (Y,YNPI (6)) , /C,YNPI (9)) , (HTNT,HNM1)






















































































































WRITE (6,101) IVAR, {SNAM(J,JCV) ,J=1,2) ,HN_I,HN,HNP1 AR06_
101 FORMAT (7[10(INTE),5X,7HRFSTA_T,10X,22HINDf_PENDENT V_DIAELE =,E13.5 AR065
*,2X,11H(CGS UNITS),SX,23HCONTPOLLING VAgIABLF = ,2A_//51X,6HH(N-1) AR066
_,17X,t_HH(N) ,17X,6HH(N+1)/_8X,3(EI2.5,10X)//51X,6HK (N-l) ,17X,_HK(N) AR067
*, 17X,6HE (N+1),16X,6HE (N+I)) AR068
DO 5 I=I,LSP8
IF (I .GT. LSP3) GO TO 5
WRITE (6,102) (SNAM(J,I),J=I,2),PK(I),QK(I),PK(I),E(I)
102 FORMAT (30X,2A_,_(10X,E12.5))
5 YNP1 (I) = YN (I)
NH = NH + 2
STOP AFTE_ 10 t_ESTARTS
IF (N_EST .LT. 10) GO TO 6
WRITE (6,103)
103 FORMAT (7H0 (INTE) ,SX,25H10 PESTA_TS HAVE OCCURRED)
NEXT = .TRIIF.
RETURN




7 HNM1 = HN
HN = HNPI
DO 8 I=I,LSP8
IF (I .GT. LSP3) GO TO 8
PK(I) = OK(I)
QK(I) = RK(I)
8 YN (I) = YNP1 (I)
CALL PRED
TEST FOR NEGATIVE CONCENTPATIONS
DO 9 I=I,LS








































IF (ELIM) CALL AUTO
C GET STEP SIZE FOR NEXT INTEGRATION STEP
KOUNT = 0
IF (E_RN .GE. EMAX2) GO TO 10
IF (HN .GE. HMAX) RETURN
CALL SEARCH (PERR,EMAX,HN,HNP1,HMAX)
_ETURN
10 IF (ERRN .LE. EMAX56) RETURN








CHOOSE (I) INITIAL STEP (RESTAPT) FOrmULA
(2) GENERAL STEP FORMULA




COMMON/OPTS/VERSI,TIMEV, VERSA, AR EAV, ELIM,TCCN, RHOCON, IP_COD
COMMON/COND/DVAR, AREA, MECT, P, IVAR,Y (2£) ,I£, LSP3,NEXT






C INITIAL STEP OR FESTART
ING_N = 1
JK = 0









20 FI = HNIeHNI/({2._'HNI + HN)mHN)

































































2 LSP4 = LSP3 + I
DO _ I=I,LSP3
DO 3 J=I,LS_3
3 A(I,J7 = -F_BETA{I,J)
A(I,I) : I.D0 + A(I,I)
IF (DABS(A(I,I)) .GE. EPS) GO TO
IF (JK .GE. 37 GO TO
JK = JK + 1
HNI = 2°_((I. - EPS) /BETA (I ,I) )
GO TO (10,20),INGEN




5 Y(I) = Y(I7 + RK(I)
IVAR = IVAR + HN1
IF {VERSI .EQ. TIMEV) GO TO 6
DVAR = DVAR + 2.*HN1/(VN + VNI)
RETURN







THIS ROUTINE IS A GENERAL DOUBLE PRECISION LINEA_ EQUATION SOLVEF














IF (B o GT. TS) TS = B
6 CONTINUE
IF (TS .EQ. 0oD0) GO TO 100
SCALE ROWS
DO 10 J=I,NP
10 A(I,J) = A{I,J)/TS
5 CONTINUE
HEGIN TRIANGULARIZATION





































































IF (DABS(A(I,J)) .GT. DABS(A(II,J))) II = I
16 CONTINUE
IF (II .EQ. J) GO TO 20




17 A(J,L) = TS
ZERO COLUMN J HELOW DIAGONAL
20 DO 18 I=JP,N
TS = A(I,J)/A(J,J)
IF (TS .EQ. 0. D0) GO TO 18
DO 19 L=JP,NP




25 TS = A(N,N)
IF (DABS(TS) °LT. I.D-I0) WRITE i6,102)
102 FORMAT i7H0 (LESV),5X, IIHSING[ILARITY)
S (N) = A (N,NP)/TS
K iN) = S iN)
IF (N .EQ. 1) RETURN
DO 26 I=2,N
M = NP- I
TS = A iM,M)
IF (DABSfTS) .LT. I.D-10) W_!TF _6,102)
B = A (M,NP)
MP = M+I
DO 27 L=MP, N
27 B = B - A(M,L)_SiL )
S (M) = B/TS
26 K(M) = S(M)
30 CONTINUE
RETUPN
100 WRITE (6,101) I AT078
101 FORMAT (7H0(LESV),3X,3HROW,_4,3gH OF THE COVFFICIFNT MATRIX IS ALL AT07g
I ZEROS)
DO 50 I=I,N









































































COMMON/PQRE/PK(28) ,QK(28) ,DUM2(56) AU013
COMMON/SKIP/NEGL(25) ,II,I2,IT AU01a
C = (R + BN)/(HN + HNMI)




IF (ABS(RK(I)) .EQ. 0.) GO TO
ABS_ = ASS(3(1))
IF (_BSY .EQ. 0.) GO TO 4
DHPI : RK(I)/H
DN = QK (I)/HN
DNMI = PK(I)/HNM1
FAC2 = DABS({DNP1 - DN) - C*(DN - D_]MI))
CHECK FOR CATASTROPHIC SUHTPACTION
IF (FAC2 .LE. ABS(DNPI)*I.0E-0_) GO TO 5
E(I] = F_CI*(FAC2/ABSY)
5 IF (I .LE. 3 .OR. IT .FQ. 0) GO TO 3
II = I - 3
SKIP NEGLECTED •SPECIES
DO 2 J=I,IT
IF (NEGL(J) .EQ. II) GO TO
2 CONTINUE






































THIS ROUTINE PREDICTS THE ERROR WHICH CAN BE EXPECTED FROM A
















C = H/(2.*H + HN)
C0 = H/2.
C1 = P/HN
C2 = H + HN
PERR = 0.
DO 2 I=I,LSP3


















IF (J .EQ. I) GO TO 3
SUM = SUM + BETA (I,J)*RK (J)
3 CONTINUE





5 SUM = SUM + BETA(I,J) w'RK (J)
RK{I) = E(I) + C0*SUM






C AUTOMATIC ELIMINATION FRCM EPROE CONSIDERATIONS OF SPECIES WITH
C NON-REPRESRNTATIVE ERRORS
REAL MEDIAN
DIMENSION E_ROR [25) ,EE(25)
COMMON/COND/DUMI (33) ,LS,LSP3,NEXT
COMMON/PQRE/DUM2 (8_) ,E (28)
COMMON/SKIP/NEGL(25) ,II,I2,IT
EQUIVALENCE (EE (1),E (4))
I2 = 0
M = LS - 11
IF (M .LE. 3) RETURN
K = 0
DO 3 I=I,LS
IF (II .EQ. 0) GO TO 2
DO I J=1,I1
IF (I .EQ. NEGL(J)) GO TO 3
1 CONTINUE
2 K = K + 1
ERROR (K) = EE(I)
3 CONTINUE
N = M/2 + 1
DO 5 NN=I,N
EMX = ERROR (NN)
I = NN
NI = NN + 1
DO _ II=NI,M
IF (ERROR(If) .LE. EMX) GO "O






































































CUTOFF = 15-*ME DIAN
DO 8 I=I,LS
IF (11 .FO. 0) GO TO 7
DO 6 J=l,I1
IF (I .EQ. NEGL(J)) GO TO 8
6 CONTINUE
7 IF (EE(I) .iE. CUTOFF) GO TO _
I2 = I2 + I
K = I1 + I2
NEGL (K) = I
8 CONTINUE





























DIMENSION A(_0) ,B(_0) ,C(_0)
DIMENSION S {40) ,T(_0) ,U(_0)
COMMON/AFUN/CI,C2,C3,C_,ITPSZ,E_g,FTA,DIA_,VISC,BFTA
EQUIVALENCE {A(1),U(1)),(B{I),T(1)), (C(I),S{1))
F{X) = {(Alex + A2)_X + A3)_X + A_
DF(X) = (3.*AI*X + 2.eA2)_X + A3
D2F(X) = 6.*AI_X + 2.*A2
G{A) = I./(Io - A*_ETA)
DG(B) = ETA/FLM_TERM*_(ETA-1-) _B_B























OXI = X(2_ - X(1)










DXI = X(I+I) - X(1)
DYI = Y(I+I) - Y(I)
DI = DYI/DXI





















2 U([) = DI - tim
S (N) = CONI'WDXI
U(N) = (DI + (DYI+DYIM)/ (DXI+DXIM)) /2. - DI
DO 3 I=I,NM
TT = T (I)
T(1) = T(I)/S(1)
I*(I) = U(I)/S(1)
S(I+I) = S(I+I) - TTW_T(I)
3 U ([+1) = I!(T+l) - TTW(II (I)
U (N) = U(N)/S (N)
A iN) = U (N)
DO 4 J=I,NM
I = N-J
;4 A(I) = U(I) - T (1) *A (I+ I)
DO 5 I=I,NM
DXI = X (I+I) - X(I)
DYI = Y (I+1) - Y (1)
B(I) = DYI/EXI - CON2*(A{I+I)-A(1))_,DXI
5 C(1) = Y(I÷1) - CON2_A(I+I)*DX!_I_XI - B(1)*X(I+I)
NETUEN
ENTDY CINP (XI,YI,EY,D2Y)
GO TO (66,10,11,11,13) ,ITPSZ
COMPUTE Y, DY/DX, D2Y/DX2 F_OM CUBIC EPLINF COEFFICIENTS
66 DO 6 I=I,NM
IF (X(I) .LE. XI .AND. XI .LE. X(I+I)) GO TO 7
6 CONTINUE
WRITE (6,100) XI,X (1) ,X (N)
100 FORMAT (7H0(CINP),SX,3HXI=,F13.5,17H
1 F13.5,5X, 5HX (N) =, F 13.5)
7 DXI = X(I+I) - X(1)
AI = (A(I+I)-A(I))/DXI/6.
AIX = A (l) w'X (I+I)
AXI = A (I+I) _X (I)
A2 = (AIX - AXI)/DXI/2.
AIX = AIX*X (I+1)
AXI = AXIw_X(I)
A3 = (AXI - AIX)/DXI/2. + B(I)
AIX = AIX'kX (I+1)
AXI = AXI*X(T)
AL_ = (AIX - AXI) /DXI/6. + C(I)
YI = F(XI)
DY = DF (XI)
D2Y = D2F(XI)
RETURN
COHPUTF Y, DY/DX, D2Y/DX2 Fr_CM INPUT PCLYNO_I!A/




YI = F (Xl]
DY = DF (XI)



































































COMPUTE Y, DY/_X, D2Y/DX2 F_O_ INPUT SPECIAL FUNCTION
EXCEPTIONAL CASE AT X=0
11 IF (XI .EO. 0.) GO TO 12
TERM = XY/FLM
yY = G(TERM)
DY = DG (YI)
D2Y = D2G{DY,YI,XI)
RETURN
12 ¥I = 1.
C FIT _ CUBIC THROUGH THE POINTS (0.,Y1), (.05,Y2'), (.05,Y2''), AND
C (.10,Y3'') IN ORDER TO FIND YI' AND YI''
T_RM : .05/ELM
Y2 = G (TERM)
Y2P = DG (Y2)
Y2PP = D2G (¥2P,Y2,. 05)
TERM = .10/ELM
Y3 = G (TERM)
Y3P = DG (Y3)
Y3PP = D2G(Y3P,Y3,.10)
DY = (.05_(Y3pP-Y2PP)/(.10-.05)/2- - y2pP)*.05 + Y2P
D2Y = Y2PP - -05_(Y3PP-Y2PP_/(-10-°0£)
RETURN
C V=0 CASE - ASSIGNED _REA IS NOT REQUIRFD







C THIS ROUTINE USES AN OPTISAL SEQUENTIAL SEAHCH TECHNIQUE TO FINn Y





(I) F(X) CONTINUOUS ON THE CLOSED INTERVAL (A,_}
(2) FOFX IS NOT EQUAL TC ZErO
COMMON/SINT/DUM (10) , KOUNT,FX
Xl = (2._A + B)/3.
KOUNT -- I
F1 = F(XI)




2 X2 = (A + 2._'B)/3- '
KOUNT = KOUNT + I
F2 = F (X2)

































































3 D I = F I - FOFX
IF (DI*(FOFX-F2) .GT. 0.) GO TO 5
IF (D1 .LT. 0.) GO TO
X2 = A
KOUNT = _OUNT + 1
F2 = F(X2)




4 Xl = B
KOUNT = KOUNT + 1
FI = F(XI)




5 X = (X1 + _2)/2.
KOUNT = KOUNT + 1
FX = F (X)
IF (ARS(I.-FX/FOFX) .LE. 0.0001) RETURN
IF (KOUNT .FQ. 11) RFTUPN
IF ((FX-FOFX)*(FOFX-F2) .LT. 0.) GO TO 6
X1 = X
GO TO 5








LOGICAL TP, HP,CONVG,TV, UV
ABS(I.-F2/FOFX) .GT. 0.0001) GO TO 5
ABS(I.-F1/FOF_) .GT. 0.0001) GO TO 5
COMMON/SPECFS/EN (25) ,ENIN (25) ,D_LN(25) ,h f15,25)
CO M MO N/ F_ISC/TT , PP ,CP _O , HSU BO , E N N ,SUMN , ENNL, LLMT (15) ,B0(15)
COMMON/INDX/TP, HP, NLM, NS, IQ1,CONVG, KMAT, i_AT
COMMON/GHSC/G_T(25),HRT (25) ,SR(25),CPR(25), DCP_(25_
COMMON/MATX/G (28 , 28) ,X(28)
COMMON/NECC/DUMI (8) ,CPSUM,DUM2
EOUIVAL_NCF (NLM,L), (TP,TV) , (HP,UV)
IQ2 = IQ1 + 1
IQ3 = IQ2 ÷ I
KMAT = I¢3
IF(.NOT.CONVG. AND.TP) KMAT = IQ2
IMAT = KMAT - I








































































BEGIN SET UP OF ITERATION MATRIX
KK = i
TM = ALOG (PP/ENN)
DO 65 J=I,NS
H = HRT (J) *EN (J}
F = (HRT(J) - SR (J) + ENLN(J) + TM)*EN(J)
SS = H-F
TERMI = H
IF (KMAT .EQo IQ2) TERMI = F
DO 55 I = I, L
CALCULATE THE ELEMENTS R(I,K)
IF (A(I,J) .EQ. 0.) GO TO 55
TERM = A(I,J)*EN(J)
DO 15 K=I, L




IF [CONVG .CR.TP) GO TO 55
G(I,I¢3)= G(I,IQ3) +A (I,J)*F
55 CONTINUE
IF (KMAT .E{_° IQ2) GO TO 6_
IF(CONVG°OW. HP) GO TO 59
G(IQ2,IQ1) = G(IQ2,IQI) + SS
G(IQ2,1Q2) = G(I(_2,IQ2) + HRT(J)*SS
G(IQ2,IQ3) = G(IQ2,IQ3) + (SR(J) -ENLN(J) -TM)_F
GO TO 62
59 G(IQ2,IQ2) = G(IQ2,IQ2) + HRT(J)eH
IF (CONVG) GO TO 6_,
G(IQ2,IQ3) = G(IQ2,IQ3) + HRT(J)_F
62 G(IQI,IQ3)=G (IQI,IQ3) +F
64 G(IQI,IQ2)=G(IOI,IQ2) +TERMI
65 CONTINUE
• SSS = SSS + G(IQ2,IQI)
HSUM = HSUM + G(IQI,IQ2)
G{IQI,IQI) = SUMN - ENN







COMPLETE THE RIGHT HAND SIDE
IF(CONVG) GO TO 175
DO I;_5 I=I,L
lU,5 G(I,KMAT) = G(I,_MAT) + B0(1) - G(I,IOl)
G(IQ1,KMAT) = G(IQI,KMAT) +ENN-SUMN
COMPLETE ENERGY ROW AND _EMPEPATURE COLUMN
IF (KMAT .E¢. IQ2) RETUPN












































































C BEGIN ELIMINATION OF NNTH VARIABLE
IUSEI=IUSE+i
6 DO 45 NN=I,IUSE
IF (NN-IUSE) 8,83,8
83 IF(G{NN,NN))31,23,31
C SEARCH FOR ZAXIMUM COEFFICIENT IN EACH ROW
8 DO 18 I=NN,IUSE
COEFX(1) = BIGNO
IF(G(I,NN).EQ.0°} GO TO 18




IF (J° NE. NN) GO TO 9
Z = SUM
GO TO I0












INDEX I LOCATES EQUATION TO BE USED FOR ELIMINATING THE NTH
VARIABLE FROM THE REMAINING EQUATIONS
INTERCHANGE EQUATIONS I AND NN
28 IF(NN-I) 29,31,29
29 DO 30 J=NN,IUSEI
Z=G (I,J)
G (I,J)=G(NN,J)
































































DIVIDE NT_ ROW BY NTH DIAGONAL ELEMENT AND ELIMINATE THE NTH
VARIABLE FROM THE REMAINING EQUATIONS
31 K = NN + I
DO 36 J = K, IUSEI
IF(G(NN,NN}.EQ.O°) GO TO 23
G (NN,J) = S (NN,J)/G (NN, NN)
36 CONTINUE
IF(K-IUSEI) 88,45,88
88 DO 44 I = K,IUSE
40 DO 44 J = K, IUSEI
S(I,J) = G(I,J) - G(I,NN)eG(NN,J)
_ CONTINUE
45 CONTINUE
EACKSCLVE FOR THE VARIABLES
K = IUSE
47 J = K + I
X(K) = O.ODO
SUM = 0.0
IF(IUSE - J) 51,48,48
48 DO 50 I = J,IUSE
SUM = SUM + G(K,I)*X(I)
50 CONTINUE
51 X(K) = G(K,IUSEI) - SUM
K = K- I
IF (K) 47, 151,47
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Figure 2. - Subroutine KINP.
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Figure 3. - Subroutine PRED.
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Figure 4. - Subroutine DERV.
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